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From the Editors

We write this introduction in the aftermath of the devastating not-guilty
verdicts in the trials for the murders of twenty-two-year-old Colten
Boushie (Cree) and fifteen-year-old Tina Fontaine (Anishinaabe). These
verdicts, which so starkly show the racism in the Canadian judicial
system and in the larger Canadian society, have prompted widespread
protests, calls to action, and new reflection on the violence of settler colonialism and the possibilities for “reconciliation.” The vitriol hurled at
Indigenous people in the wake of these verdicts on social media, particularly at Indigenous women and Two-Spirit people, further reveals
the persistence of racism, sexism, and homophobia in Canada despite
that nation’s self-congratulatory pride in being more “tolerant” than the
United States. Niigaan Sinclair put it most bluntly: on both sides of the
border, “[injustice] is too often a part of Indigenous lives.”
We also write in light of the allegations against Sherman Alexie of
widespread sexual harassment and abuse. The Indigenous literary
community, including us at SAIL, supports the women who are coming
forward. Alexie’s preeminence as the Native American writer that
mainstream America loved, aka the Joseph Boyden effect, highlights
our need to bring greater attention to a much wider range of Indigenous
writers, especially women and Two-Spirit people.
Indeed, all of this recent news simply underscores the importance of
Indigenous control over Indigenous stories. One heartening response to
the Alexie situation is the outpouring on Native Twitter of suggestions
for other Indigenous authors to read from across Turtle Island. Although
Indigenous people don’t recognize borders, the reality is that Indigenous
literature from what is currently the United States and Canada is divided
by the forty-ninth parallel. As readers and as editors, we encourage
people not only to read more noncanonical Indigenous writers but also
to use our literary skills to help bring these writers the attention they
so richly deserve. These recent events are painful and all too common
for Indigenous people, but the variety and sheer number of Indigenous
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authors represent a powerful resurgence. We have an obligation to
reflect this resurgence and variety in the pages of SAIL.
The essays in the issue at hand all consider, to some degree, the legacies
of settler violence—on Indigenous landscapes, Indigenous bodies, and
Indigenous stories—and they show how story and criticism can speak
back to that violence. In our lead article, Drew Lopenzina considers the
astonishing absence of any kind of historic marker commemorating
William Apess in his birthplace of Colrain, Massachusetts. Lopenzina
has begun piecing together Apess’s biography not only by reading the
author’s corpus and searching existing archives but also by traveling
to the places Apess has been. If, as Leanne Betasamoke Simpson
often says, one of the most radical things that Indigenous people can
do is “put our bodies on the land,” Lopenzina models how scholars,
Indigenous and non-Indigenous, can honor “the imperative of
acknowledging [Indigenous] presence [in a specific place], of claiming
that ground, and somehow counteracting the profound unwitnessing
that surrounds Indigenous existence.” Among the many prongs of this
engaged scholarship, advocacy, and community building, Lopenzina
has launched a campaign to put a marker in Colrain: https://apessblog
.wordpress.com/.
Next, Kathleen Champlin seeks to recuperate Leslie Marmon Silko’s
Almanac of the Dead from ongoing critical controversy over its representations of queer characters. This controversy, Champlin suggests, has
itself perpetuated a kind of violence on the text, shutting down some of
the more emancipatory strains found both in that novel and in TwoSpirit criticism that have exhorted us to decolonize our analyses of gender and sexuality. While she concedes that Almanac is far from an homage to Two-Spirit traditions and people, Champlin argues that it does
illustrate how homophobic violence is part and parcel of settler violence.
Another, quite different reading of Almanac appears in Anne
Stewart’s contribution to this issue. Stewart offers a powerful
formulation: “neoliberal earthworks,” or “massive developmental and
extractive projects that grow by devouring on a planetary scale.” She
finds a timeless response to such projects in Silko’s novel and in other
epochal works, including Allison Adele Hedge Coke’s Blood Run, Gerald
Vizenor’s Bearheart, and Thomas King’s Green Grass, Running Water.
These authors, in Stewart’s analysis, are willing to write with the land,
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allowing the earth and its motion “to structure their narrative conditions
of possibility.” Whether or not these writers depict actual earthworks
per se, Stewart sees them as harking back, aesthetically and politically,
to centuries-old building and layering techniques. Earthworks, she
observes, have been “bulldozed, landscaped, removed, and used as fill by
North American settler states,” yet they remain “a stubborn, persistent
form of infrastructure.”
Finally, Joshua Miner’s essay on Native visual aesthetics takes a
slightly different turn. Miner reads contemporary fiction by Thomas
King, Eddie Chuculate, Gerald Vizenor, and Louise Erdrich for what
he discovers is a trope of “the famous Indian artist”; he shows how this
figure critiques (or “remediates,” as he prefers it) modernist, primitivist
conceptions of Indian art. Although this is a solidly aesthetic argument,
Miner is still concerned with settler violence. In this case, he locates
Indigenous writers countering the violence of artistic modes that “established a way of viewing Indigenous bodies, lands, and histories—as well
as prescriptions for inverse modes of Native painting that precluded
Indigenous presence on the land.”
The themes that emerge here—the vulnerability and resilience of
Indigenous bodies, the enduring presence of Indigenous people within
and without their traditional territories—speak to the continuing vitality of Indigenous literature and to our need to keep reading it, discussing
it, and elevating it. We applaud our authors for bringing fresh attention
to less canonical authors and less considered topics and texts; we are
especially excited by scholarship on lesser discussed works like Blood
Run and authors like Eddie Chuculate. Let us redouble our collective
efforts to show our colleagues and the broader public the great variety
and resilience of Indigenous writing.

Work Cited
Sinclair, Niigaanwewidam James. “One Girl, Thousands of Deaths, Millions of Accomplices.” Circles for Reconciliation, 25 Feb. 2018, http://circlesforreconciliation
.ca/2018/02/.

“William Apess Was Born Here”
Marking William Apess on the Geographical and Cultural Map

Drew Lopenzina

He pitched his tent in the woods of a town called Colrain.
William Apess, A Son of the Forest

Were you to drive into Colrain, Massachusetts, today, however hard
you might look, you would find no marker recognizing the town as the
birthplace of nineteenth-century Pequot activist, author, and minister
William Apess. The employees at the town clerk’s office had never heard
of Apess when I first came to sift through their files in the summer of 2012,
and, in fact, no record of his birth exists there. No edifice in town has
been erected to call up his memory, no street bears his name, no likeness
of Apess decorates the walls of the town offices. The Griswold Memorial
Library in Colrain holds a single copy of Barry O’Connell’s edition of
Apess’s collected works, On Our Own Ground (donated to the library by
an Amherst couple in 1992, when the book was first published), but you
will find no other work on him there, scholarly or otherwise. Nor does
Apess’s name appear in any of the numerous local town histories that
have been collected and placed on the shelves. Lining the windowsills of
the library are various pamphlets and newsletters produced by Colrain
historical societies and booster associations that can be purchased for
two or three dollars apiece, but you will learn nothing of Apess’s existence
in their pages. Apess is not mentioned on the town’s official website, and,
last I looked, he only appears as a sort of footnote on the Wikipedia
page for Colrain, at the very bottom, under the subheading “Notable
People” (alongside other “notables,” nineteenth-century Congressman
Samuel Taggart and actress Elizabeth Perkins, who starred alongside
Tom Hanks in Big). And, of course, no stone or plaque commemorates
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the place of Apess’s birth (for no effort has ever been made to locate
it) somewhere along the town’s forested perimeter, whose slopes and
ridges lend definition to the settled landscape. The Apess name remains
engulfed in erasures, the result of a kind of passive neglect or historical
unwitnessing by which history chooses its subjects and silently averts its
gaze from that which is, for reasons left unspoken, not its subject.1
Nevertheless, knowing from his own writings that Apess was born
in Colrain, I understood this to be the place for my investigation of his
life story to begin and was hoping, in fact, to locate the precise site of
Apess’s birth. When the written archive proved unyielding, I took to the
hills and forests, following old carriage roads long reclaimed by nature
and faint trails dotted out on hundred-year-old maps, sifting through
swamps and old cellar holes, looking for chimney falls, scanning the
names on the stones of countless moldering gravesites. I, too, pitched
my tent in the hills of Colrain and spent evenings staring at the reflection of the night sky in the dark, glassed-over waters of McCleod Pond,
and although I often felt as though I were zeroing in on some trace of his
presence, some pattern that might materialize in the random ordering of
stars across the firmament, I was never able to definitively locate Apess’s
place of birth. It seemed an inauspicious beginning to my research,
an intimation of more absences to come. About this, thankfully, I was
wrong. Yet the absences I encountered in Colrain were instructive in
and of themselves and helped me begin to apprehend the reverse, or
negative, image of the nineteenth-century world William Apess negotiated and how deep pockets of archival darkness might sometimes, perhaps, be generatively reconsidered as fields of Indigenous light.
This article, grounded in ongoing biographical recovery work I have
been conducting on the life of William Apess, sets out to investigate
Apess’s origin story—a story that in most ways slips entirely between the
cracks of dominant historical and archival practices. Apess was an early
nineteenth-century Pequot Indian and Methodist preacher whose life
and textual legacy present us with an evocative portrait of Native activism and advocacy within the thoroughly colonized boundaries of the
American Northeast. His writings, which garnered Apess a certain level
of notoriety during their times of publication between 1829 and 1837,
offer one of the more persuasive reminders of the persistence of Native
community and resistance in a time and place long supposed to have
settled the “Indian question” in favor of extinction. That his life emerges
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into view in our time at all is the result of Apess’s self-willed ambition to
write and publish his own story, A Son of the Forest, in 1829 (alongside
four other known published tracts), an almost unprecedented feat for a
nineteenth-century Native American, and it is here that we learn of his
birthplace in Colrain.
Apess was not motivated by vanity, of course, but by an awareness
that his story of childhood indentures, abuse, neglect, warfare, and spiritual and economic struggle was also the story of thousands of other
Natives being written out of the historical and geographical landscapes
of nineteenth-century New England. To address the enormous scale
of social injustice northeastern Natives faced required an attempt to
make their stories and their claims visible once more, something Apess
labored to do throughout his lifetime in a variety of ways.
Nevertheless, Apess’s literary legacy fell into almost complete obscurity for a full century and a half following his death. If critical interest in his contribution has revived in the last twenty years, it is largely
thanks to Barry O’Connell’s excellent 1992 collection of Apess’s writings,
On Our Own Ground. O’Connell not only recognized the significance of
Apess’s profound contribution to Native literature but also offered what
seemed to be an exhaustive account of Apess’s early years, uncovering
links to Apess’s familial history, his probable ties to the institution of
slavery through his mother, information on his childhood indentures,
his military service, his marriage to Mary Wood in 1821, and ultimately
even his 1839 death in a New York City boardinghouse (although this
revelation came after the publication of On Our Own Ground). Despite
the renewed interest generated by O’Connell’s work, however, many
early critics grappled with the seeming paradox of Apess’s profound
professions of Christianity and conformity to colonial norms, regarding
even his engagements with literacy as a necessary turning away from
Pequot culture and tradition.
Native studies scholars such as Robert Warrior and Lisa Brooks have
more recently better helped us to understand Apess’s life and writings
as acts of “intellectual sovereignty” within the contexts of nineteenthcentury networks of Indigenous survivance. As Warrior notes, “To be
Indian in New England was to live in extreme poverty in which women
were reduced to selling brooms and baskets or, worse, were forced into
prostitution,” and “overseers took advantage of their power by exploiting
the lands of those they were supposed to protect” (31). Christianity often
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proved a site of spiritual refuge and even covert cultural expression for
embattled Native communities striving to hold themselves together following some two hundred years of violent colonial pressure. As Warrior
suggests, Apess’s writings had less to do with celebrating Pequot culture
than with “the intellectual task of understanding the experiences and
contemporary situation of Native people” (29).
In the torrent of scholarship that has followed, scholars such as
Maureen Konkle and Andy Doolen have explored Apess’s activism
and his links to the abolitionist movement and other nineteenthcentury channels of Indigenous advocacy. Philip Round has noted the
significance of Apess’s journey into the realm of “proprietary authorship,”
and Karim Tiro and Mark J. Miller have usefully studied Apess’s career
through the lens of his involvement with the Methodist Church. And yet
for all that has been done, much of Apess’s life still remains uncharted
territory, and few have an accurate sense of what materializes in the
open spaces left between the inscribed dots of his textual contributions.
O’Connell observed that when Apess’s “pen is silent, he dies into that
silence” (lxvii), and even Philip Gura’s most recent biography of Apess
appears to follow in this tradition, making little attempt to probe into
the archival traces of Apess’s early years. Although my own research has
yielded an unexpected wealth of new information concerning Apess’s
life, travels, liaisons, and activism, his connections to Colrain remain
frustratingly speculative. Yet even given these archival silences, there still
remains the imperative of acknowledging his presence there, claiming
that ground, and somehow counteracting the profound unwitnessing
that surrounds Indigenous existence in Colrain and elsewhere.
Taking a cue from Anishinaabe historian Jean O’Brien’s impressive
study of New England town histories, Firsting and Lasting: Writing
Indians out of Existence in New England, this essay looks carefully
at localized historical processes that have worked to shut out Native
presence from our very landscapes. O’Brien observes that “the archival
power of local texts transformed what happened (a long and continuing
process of colonialism and Indian survival) into that which is said to
have happened (Indian extinction). Local texts [by which she largely
means town histories written in the nineteenth century] have been a
principal location in which this false claim has been lodged, perpetuated,
and disseminated” (xxi).
The operative power of these histories is still very much in effect in
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present times. Despite twenty-five years of sustained critical attention
given to William Apess, he remains largely invisible to the American
public outside academic circles, and his presence, even in the place of his
birth, is enveloped in profound erasures. The aim of this essay, then, is
not only to investigate and puncture that erasure by reinscribing Apess’s
presence across a long string of historical absences that currently claim
his space but also to argue that this very localized effort is an important
step to restoring narratives of Native presence and survivance. Apess’s
literary endeavors offered vivid proofs in his day that Native people
were not only present in New England but also engaged in important
processes of economic and political self-determination, defining their
own modernity. But when we look for any outward sign of Apess’s existence in the world through which we travel, live, breathe, and labor, we
find those old nineteenth-century silences still very much in operation.

Scenic Diversions
To get to Colrain from Boston, one travels Route 2, the major east–west
corridor running through northern Massachusetts, more popularly
known as the Mohawk Trail. Before becoming one of the United
States’ first “scenic highways,” the Trail was part of a large network of
Indigenous trade routes traversing the region. King Philip, or Metacom,
made his way along this route as he sought the aid of the Mohawks to
defeat the English during King Philip’s War in the 1670s. It was also
alongside this ancient thoroughfare that the battle of Bloody Brook was
fought in 1675, delivering a severe blow to the colonists and resulting in
a highly publicized commemorative ceremony some 160 years later that
would prove a catalyst for Apess’s 1836 Eulogy on King Philip. Speeches
were made, prayers were offered, poems were recited, and a stone was
placed to immortalize those brave settlers who fell prey to the “savage
yell” and the “scalping knife” on that site in a bygone and storied age
(“South Deerfield”).
Apess, who would have known of this event from newspaper reports
if he had not actually attended it, must have been troubled by the blithe
manner in which the true causes of King Philip’s War—the legitimate
grievances concerning land rights and sovereignty and the perpetual
miscarriages of justice at the hands of the colonists—were simply swept
under the rug at this event or subsumed within a discourse of Indian
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“savagery.” And he would have been sickened by the knowledge that
only a few miles away at what today is known as Turner’s Falls, a whole
community of Native women and children, consisting of Nipmucks,
Pocumtucks, Nonotucks, Sokwakias, Abenakis, Narragansetts, and
Wampanoags who had returned for spring planting, were “surprised
and destroyed” by colonial troops in a raid at dawn, their bodies left to
be swept downstream, only to wash up on the river bend a mile or two
distant. This other “bloody brook,” remembered by historians today as
the 1676 “Battle of Turner’s Falls” (italics mine), was a decidedly onesided affair, sharing tactical affinities with more infamous massacres at
Sand Creek, Washita, and Wounded Knee.2 It is indicative of the means
by which the blood of the colonizer was consecrated and immortalized,
while Indigenous peoples, who fought and bled just as bravely, were
apparently meant to sink from the pages of history in stoic silence.
Apess, of course, was no stranger to this dynamic. As he noted in A
Son of the Forest, his people “had no press to record their sufferings,” and
on this account, “many a tale of blood and woe has never been known
to the public. And during the wars between the natives and the whites,
the latter could, through the medium of the newspaper press, circulate
extensively every exaggerated account of ‘Indian cruelty,’ while the poor
natives had no means of gathering the public ear” (Apess 60).3 It was
something Apess hoped to transform in his lifetime.
Rather than engage with such historical complexity, the area
bordering Colrain today pays homage to the kitschy Indian, or what
Anishinaabe critic Gerald Vizenor has described as “the simulations of
dominance”: a truncated infantilized vision of Native identity produced
by the dominant culture to ensure Indigenous peoples can never be
seen as congruent with Western notions of modernity. Route 2, or
the Mohawk Trail, is dotted today with dilapidated Indian gift shops,
oversized roadside totem poles and teepees, and even a giant wooden
Indian in full feathered headdress rising over the highway not half a
mile from where Route 2 meets Route 112 North, the major thoroughfare
into and out of Colrain. Needless to say, these generic markers of
Indian identity bear no relation to the lives and cultures of the actual
Indigenous peoples of the region. They were simply one-dimensional
stereotypes meant to cash in on the “Mohawk” moniker branded on
the scenic highway and would have been as unrecognizable to Apess
as they would have been to any previous generation of northeastern
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Fig. 1: Scene from the Mohawk Trail with Colrain’s Catamount
Hill in the background. Photo by author.

Natives, Mohawk or otherwise. As Vizenor notes, such iconic symbols
are nothing more than an “occidental invention that became a bankable
simulation,” in other words, manufactured manifestations of Indianness
that resonate in the dominant culture precisely because they are divested
of any political or cultural validity (Vizenor 11).
Colrain sits on the northern border of Massachusetts and Vermont,
closer to the western end of Massachusetts, where the soft, rolling
Berkshire Hills begin to merge into the sturdier Green Mountains. As
Abenaki scholar Lisa Brooks informs us, this is an “ancient crossroads,”
Native space, where Ktsi Amiskw, the Great Beaver, still watches over
Kwinitekw, reminding us of the shared responsibilities of maintaining
communities and resources (14). The land had long been both fishing
and hunting grounds for the Pocumtuck, Schaghticoke, Mohican,
Nipmuck and Abenaki tribes, who came together in the spring season
at the various fishing holes to trade, exchange news, and catch salmon,
shad, and other fish. But, as with Apess’s Pequots and many other
coastal New England nations, a long century of colonial warfare had
forced these groups to either withdraw or negotiate unfavorable deeds
and treaties, making room for Europeans to wedge their way in and
claim the land for themselves. As Brooks observes, when many of the
deeds to these lands were drawn up in the wake of the 1735 Conference
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at Deerfield, there was a tacit understanding that the territorial “needs
of both groups” would be accommodated. Colrain itself lay within the
confines of the Pocumpetewk Deed, which allotted the land as a shared
space to trade, camp, and hunt. Native leaders, upon agreeing to such
terms, often “perceived that they were granting settlers the right to
occupy land in common . . . rather than relinquishing their own right
to inhabit it” (Brooks 35). But the English leveraged the perceived
ambiguity of such claims to override the original spirit of the Deerfield
Treaty. As such, Native people didn’t simply vanish from this region, but
over a period of time they were systematically disenfranchised.4
Lodged in a narrow valley between twin river branches that spill
into the Deerfield before draining into the Connecticut, the town of
Colrain today seems precariously pitched between hill and water, its
old churches, barns, and homesteads dug into the sloping hillside, with
only the smallest available margin for flatland farming. This bottomland
was quickly bought up by the wealthiest pioneers in the 1740s, when the
town was simply designated Boston Township #2. These speculators,
joined by a handful of mostly Scotch-Irish immigrants driven out of
the eastern part of the state by economic and cultural forces, staked a
claim for themselves in this rugged country. As one of the early town
historians intones, “Granted, this Colrain was a wilderness haunted
by wild beasts and menaced by savage Indians, but I tell you that its
[first inhabitants] felt themselves to be kings and lords of all creation,
for was not this land on which they trod their own and no landlord, as
in the land from which they had come, could dispute their right to the
possession and improvement of it?” (McClellan 11).
Such rhetoric, with its claims to a first occupancy that none “could
dispute,” not only negates the existence of former treaties but also is in
keeping with what Jean O’Brien refers to as “firsting.” O’Brien argues
that nineteenth-century town histories (and no New England town
is without one) made a habit of cataloging “firsts” in the New World,
as though every time colonists accomplished any particular thing, be
it poking a flag in the ground, establishing a township, planting crops,
erecting a temple for spiritual worship, giving birth, getting married, and so on—it was the absolute first time such an event had ever
been noted to occur in that spot under the roof of heaven. As O’Brien
observes, this practice “implicitly argues that Indian peoples never participated in social, cultural, or political practices worthy of note, and
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that history began only with the gathering of English people in a place”
(6). This honorific of “firsting” helped to erase Native title to the land
and enabled later generations to forward such bold claims in regard to
“possession and improvement.”
Colrain’s recorded history is redolent with such “firsts.” It was unable
to fully prosper as a settlement, however, until the conclusion of the
French and Indian War, when, in the relative calm that followed, poorer
settlers began to buy or lease the cheaper lots carved out along the town’s
hillsides. These immigrants began to clear-cut forests, harness the swift
roiling waters for small-scale industrial mills, and bring sheep and cattle
into the region, so that by the turn of the nineteenth century, a thriving
township had begun to take hold. Colrain’s most recently penned histories still relish the flavor of these pioneer exploits and follow a long local
tradition of crafting carefully metered poems to cast such past events
in a gauzy romanticized light. The town library holds any number of
books and manuscripts that relate in verse how “The dusky Indians one
by one, / Have onward passed toward the setting sun” or how the first
settlers encountered a “wilderness”:
Fence and Furrow as you will
It stretches vast and limitless,
Unexplored and savage still.
One misstep and a man is dead,
Look away and a child is gone,
Turn your back or turn your head,
The knife is fleshed and the bowstring drawn. (McClellan 21)

Such doggerel heightened the perceived bravery of early white settlers
by placing it against an ever-present Indian threat. My aim here is not
to belittle the efforts of Colrain town historians, who were often direct
descendants of the settlers whose stories they were honoring in print,
but it is worth marking that in each of these texts, the word “savage”
is used interchangeably with “Indian,” suggesting the extent to which
the overall authority of these tales, even in recent times, rests somewhat
callously upon a denigration of Native culture and agency and the
erasure of original land titles. No wonder, then, with the town’s public
identity so squarely rooted in a binary of savagery and civilization,
that William Apess does not fit comfortably into its autobiographical
narrative, even though Apess is, arguably, Colrain’s most famous native
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son. Certainly he is the only Colrain native whose life and works are
studied in literature and history classes across the country. To mark his
contribution, however, would powerfully resist the grain of national
history making. And so Apess remains an unwitnessed presence in
Colrain’s self-historicizing, his life at once the most widely documented
and the least visible.
Yet the question remains, what was it that brought William Apess’s
father to this place some 220 years previous, following the tide of white
immigration, to land on this patch of forested hillside so far from his
own home?

From River to River and from Mountain to Mountain
One story I came across while rummaging the shelves of Colrain’s
library concerns a man named Joseph Griswold, an English immigrant
to America in the 1750s who was apparently rescued from drowning
in the Connecticut River by a Pequot maiden, daughter of a “medicine
man” who was reputedly the brother of a “powerful sachem.” It is a
story that retains currency in northern New England and has recently
even been made the subject of a children’s book (see Ketchum).5
According to the tale, Griswold fell in love with his Indian rescuer, they
were married, and eventually they moved to Randolph, Vermont, due
north of Colrain, where they had many children and lived more or less
happily ever after. If so, for a Pequot woman this was a fate radically
different from the kind of life mapped out for other Pequot women of
the period who were either bonded into indefinite periods of servitude,
reduced to wandering the countryside selling baskets and brooms, or,
like Katherine Garret (a women whose lineage traced back through the
leading families of the Pequot Nation), hanged for alleged infanticide.6
The father of this Pequot “princess,” however, referred to in the tale as
“Dogerill” (perhaps because the cadence of his “naturally” poetic Indian
speech was comically denigrated as “doggerel”), was said to have become
sachem of the tribe upon his brother’s death. According to the story, the
title of “sachem” was, at this point in time, nothing but “a sinecure—
the glory of the once powerful tribe had departed, and the few feeble
remnants soon dispersed.” In the fall of 1798 (the year of Apess’s birth),
mournful for his lost estate and having no reason to stay put, this
“chief ” decided to travel to Vermont to visit his wayward daughter. He
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reached their home in a “dispirited and sick” condition and a week later
was carried out in full regalia, tomahawk in hand, to be laid down in a
field beyond the house. It is said that two large stones still stand there to
mark his resting place (Rowell 1009).
The Griswolds were a large and influential family in early
Connecticut history. Several books have been published with no
other goal than to trace their voluminous family lineage. Interestingly
enough, the one book that mentions the story of Joseph and his “Indian
princess” wife also makes a point of disclaiming the tale as apocryphal
(Griswold, Griswold Family 149). True or not, however, the story exists
to both perpetuate and bury something in the memory of the settler
culture. If the Griswolds disown their relation to the tale, still it remains
in circulation to enshrine the loss of power and prestige of the Pequots.
The Pequot “princess” is disenfranchised by the family historians in an
attempt to cleanse bloodlines of interracial muddying, and her father,
the chief, is disenfranchised of land and power, becoming but a “feeble
remnant” of a “dispersed” people, buried without so much as a line of
inscription on his tomb.
When attempting to compile biographical material on established
historical figures, convention typically dictates that something of the
individual’s family lines be summarized. The Griswolds apparently
require multiple publications to perform this obligation, tracing their
roots back through the Mayflower, to William the Conqueror, and
beyond (one of the family histories remarkably traces its line eighty-two
generations back to Adam and Eve). But for Native peoples the records
are often less yielding. The Spokane author Sherman Alexie, recognizing this archival predicament, quips about how his “parents came from
poor people who came from poor people who came from poor people, all the way back to the first poor people” (11). This might be said
of Apess as well. It is difficult to find records tracing his ancestral line,
rendering the act of biographical recovery almost completely conjectural. The births and deaths of Native people in New England typically
went unrecorded, and their domestic liaisons were often not officiated
over by any church. Settler culture was more invested in breaking apart
and obscuring the historical presence of such lines than in carefully preserving (or manufacturing) their continuity in books and records (see
O’Brien; Plane and Button).
Nevertheless, we can trace the presence of the Apes family in Pequot
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space going back at least as far as 1730, when Samuel Apes was born.
As was often the case, the archive took notice of Samuel because the
colonies required his services in the French and Indian War.7 Samuel
Apes would have been twenty-eight years old when he enlisted under
Captain John Denison with the Twelfth Company from Stonington,
Connecticut, in 1758. His name shows up again on the rolls in 1760 with
the Eleventh Company under Captain Christopher Palmer and stands
alongside that of Joseph Garret in the rolls, suggesting that he served
with this close relative of Katherine Garrett. Little else can be known
of Samuel Apes beyond his military service, but when he died in 1773
some sixty “Indian hearers” came to mourn his passing, suggesting
his influence in Native circles. The white minister, Joseph Fish, who
recorded the incident in his diary, presided over the funeral and spoke
from Colossians on the hope of God’s glory while also remarking upon
the great number of Indians who showed up to pay their respects.8
The records also show that a William Apes, Pequot, served with
Colonel Lyman’s regiment from Connecticut in 1756–57 and again with
the Fifth Company in 1762. In 1791 this same William Apes apparently
was still living, a resident of Stonington. He was almost certainly
too old to have been Apess’s father, and he is unlikely to have been
his grandfather either, since Apess himself claims that his paternal
grandfather was “a white man” (3). Therefore, he must surely have
been a great-uncle from whom Apess’s father received his name. These
Pequot men served alongside other leading Native New England names
like Uncas, Aucom (Occom), Ashpo, and Johnson. Given the economic
fragility of their lives, military service in the armed forces of the
colonizer, if not absolutely enforced, was difficult to pass up for Native
men of this and other periods, regardless of their traditional standing in
the community or loyalty to the “cause.”9
On Christmas Day of 1798 a Polly Apes married “Peter Gorge” in
the nearby village of Preston, Connecticut. The Georges would prove
to be an influential family in the Pequot community, and Apess would
develop strong emotional and spiritual ties to his aunt Sally George in
coming years. Polly Apes was either a daughter of Samuel or William or,
more likely, a sister to Apess’s father. She and Peter George were married
by what was known as the “Separatist Church” in Preston by a Reverend
Paul Park.10 It appears as though the Park family had long established
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ties with the local Indigenous community. A generation earlier, the
Mohegan preacher Samson Occom recorded in his journals having
many a warm visit with the Park family of Preston, at times preaching
back-to-back meetings with Deacon Park, and remarking how it proved
“a comfortable season to the children of God” (296). It seems that Sally
George was herself a bond servant with the Park family in her youth,
and it is probable that she would have recalled Occom’s visits, suggesting
a possible line of continuity between Occom’s preaching, Sally George’s
Pequot forest revivals, and ultimately Apess’s ministry.11
On Apess’s mother’s side little can be said at the moment. As Barry
O’Connell has suggested, she was quite likely the same Candace Apes
who was listed as a “Negro Woman” in the possession of a Captain
Joseph Taylor of Colchester. Although we assume from Apess’s birth in
1798 that his father and mother were married sometime previous to this,
we know that Candace was not officially freed until 1805 with a certificate granted by the state assuring she was in “good health” and would
not be a burden on the community now that she was no longer under
the “care,” so to speak, of her owner. According to Connecticut law at
the time, slaves had to be at least twenty-five years of age and given a
clean bill of health before they could be released into the world. The
documents assert that Candace was twenty-eight when she was emancipated, meaning she was roughly twenty-one when her first son, William, was born (Brown and Rose 11).12
Critics have been baffled by the classification of Candace Apes as a
“Negro” because it seems to contradict Apess’s own claim in A Son of
the Forest, where he states that his father “married a female of the tribe,
in whose veins a single drop of the white man’s blood never flowed”
(4). This has led many to assert that Apess’s mother was “a full-blooded
Pequot woman.” O’Connell notes, however, that census information
regarding race was extremely unreliable at the time, and the terms
“Indian” and “Negro” might often be interchangeable, depending on the
whim of the census taker.13 The fact that Native and black communities had formed tight cultural and familial bonds during this time only
further complicates the matter. Barbara W. Brown and James M. Rose,
whose book Black Roots in Southern Connecticut meticulously traces the
lineages of African American families in this region from 1650 to 1900,
write in their introduction:
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The regularity with which intermarriage between blacks and
Native Americans occurred has necessitated the inclusion . . . of
many Indian genealogical records. William Apes, for example,
was of Indian origin and was a servant of Captain Joseph Taylor
of Colchester just prior to 1800. Taylor also had a black slave
named Candace, who became Apes’ wife. . . . The grandchildren of
William and Candace Apes were recorded as black. (15)
Apess doesn’t explicitly claim or disavow any of this, but close attention to his language reveals his own consciousness of just how slippery
racial discourse could be in nineteenth-century New England, particularly as it was construed through “bloodlines.” If the blood of the
white man never flowed through his mother’s veins, all it took was a
“single drop” of so-called black blood to transform this Pequot women
into a Negro.14 Apess was careful throughout his career to deconstruct
or problematize the construction of race; yet, given the social mores of
his time, it mattered a great deal whether he posited himself as “Indian”
or “Negro,” and this may, in part, account for his obfuscation of his
own mother’s background. As for Candace’s parentage, it is as of yet
unknown, although we understand it to be Candace’s mother, the basket
seller, who cruelly beat Apess when he was just four years old, resulting
in his being bonded out to a local white family, the Furmans (6).
Apess writes in A Son of the Forest that, upon coming of age, his father,
William Apes, married and then “removed to what was then called the
back settlements, directing his course first to the west and afterward to
the northeast, where he pitched his tent in the woods of a town called
Colrain” (4). Although Apess is vague in regards to the western locale to
which his parents first traveled, a number of Pequots were looking for
new homes in the latter part of the eighteenth century, and it might be
useful to connect Apess’s father to this overall movement. The Pequots
had struggled to maintain their land base ever since their decisive defeat
in the 1636–37 Pequot War. Although they were able to reestablish
holdings at Mashantucket and Lantern Hill in the late seventeenth
century, they faced a long battle of continued colonial encroachments
upon their lands, leading to a series of legal struggles that by 1785 had
resulted in the loss of over half the land originally returned to them by
the Connecticut authorities in the previous century. As one perhaps
sympathetic white overseer noted in 1804, the Pequots “say that the
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People of Groton have wronged them too much already . . . out of all
the benefit of their land.” Not only were their holdings whittled away
through the courts, but “neighboring proprietors” would habitually
trespass on Pequot land, “destroying the wood timber” or, in other
words, hauling off the resources of the land for their own benefit.15 Often
white settlers would establish themselves on what they had determined
to be vacant Indian lands, and when the Pequots challenged these
encroachments, the courts argued that such lands, having been left in
an “unimproved” state, would be better managed by white farmers
than wild Indians. In rare cases these decisions were ameliorated by
establishing lease agreements in which white families paid yearly fees
for the use of Pequot land. However, the Pequots as a “savage” and
“illiterate” people were typically considered unqualified to enter into
financial contracts, and so their lease money was often left in the hands
of white overseers, who ultimately profited from these arrangements. In
most cases, however, the courts simply ruled in favor of the white land
grabbers right from the start (see Campisi).
Similar dynamics occurring throughout Native New England
persuaded a number of Natives to try their luck elsewhere, and
in 1784 the Mohegan minister Occom accompanied a group of
Mohegan, Pequot, Narragansett, Niantic, Montauket, and Tunxis
immigrants to the newly formed Indian settlement of Brothertown
(or Eeyawquittoowauconnuck) in what was then considered the
“back settlements” of upstate New York. The Brothertown movement
offers a singular moment in early American history of Native peoples
attempting to resist the violence of land cession and forced removal
by forging their own frontier community on what was then the
precise edge of English expansion. The town was established on lands
granted by the Oneidas, who were, perhaps, interested in strategically
creating a buffer zone of their own to protect against aggressive
settler encroachments.16 Consisting mostly of self-professed Christian
Indians, the Brothertowners and their counterparts, the Stockbridge
Indians (a group of Mahicans from western Massachusetts who joined
the movement, forming their own community nearby), cleared new
ground, apportioned lots, built clapboard houses, and on November 7,
1785, established themselves as a township. As Occom recorded in his
journal for that day, they compounded together to “live in Peace, and in
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Friendship and to go on in all their Public Concerns in Harmony both
in their Religious and Temporal Concerns” (308–9).
While the Brothertown movement as a whole has very little purchase
in the American historical imagination, it nevertheless offers a crucial
counterweight to the staple image of the noble savage made popular by
nineteenth-century discourse. These manufactured literary “savages”
were more inclined to bemoan their tragic fate in the face of advancing white civilization than establish hopeful new centers of Indigenous
community. James Fenimore Cooper, who played such a significant role
in immortalizing this trope, lived in Cooperstown, New York, and could
practically see Brothertown from his back door. This did not prevent
him, however, from unwitnessing the thoroughly modernized Christian
Indians who were his neighbors and inventing another kind of romanticized Indian instead with which to replace them in his fiction.
While other explanations might serve, it makes sense that the newly
married William Apes would determine in the early 1790s to “direct
his course west” to Brothertown along with others of the Pequot community. In his more truncated autobiographical tract, The Experiences
of Five Christian Indians, Apess notes of his parents that they “were of
the same disposition of the Indians, that is, to wander to and fro. And,
although my father was partly white, yet he had so much of the Native
blood that he fashioned after them in traveling from river to river, and
from mountain to mountain, and plain to plain on their journey” (On
Our Own Ground 120). A 1795 census suggests that of the 135 immigrants
living in the Brothertown community, at least ten were originally from
Mashantuckett. The census also shows that the largest demographic of
Brothertown residents was children under ten years of age, suggesting that many of the immigrants in its first ten years of existence were
young families just starting out, as the Apeses were at this time. Many of
this first wave of immigrants were educated, having originally attended
Moors Charity School in Lebanon, Connecticut, under the dubious
guidance of the school’s founder, the Reverend Eleazar Wheelock. As
such, they had presumably learned how to read and write and had been
indoctrinated into Christian belief. One such immigrant was Samson
Wauby, a Pequot, who had served in the Fifth Company alongside the
William Apes who fought in the French and Indian War. Samson Wauby
was kin to Roger Wauby, a signer of the original Brothertown charter
and one of five original trustees for the town. Both Waubys were likely
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related to Samson Occom through Occom’s mother and had strong
ties to the Narragansett and the Mohegan. The world of Native New
England was very small and interconnected, bound together by cultural
and kinship ties that never quite neatly conformed to the tribal designations that serve as dominant cultural identifiers today. And these kinship networks might easily have drawn Apess’s father toward this new
settlement. There was the chance that he might be granted land there
and that he could start a family without fear of white settlers edging him
off his stake at any moment.17
The identity politics of the era were such, however, that Brothertown
might not have proved an ideal home for William and Candace. Part of
the original agreement the Brothertown immigrants worked out with
the Oneidas was that no land in the community could be owned by tribal
members known to be “descended from, or [to] have intermixed with
Negroes, or Mulattoes” (Jarvis 140). This unfortunate provision proves
a stain on what was otherwise a noble endeavor, particularly when one
takes into account the extent to which black and Native communities
had bonded together at this time in the Northeast as a result of their
mutual marginalization from dominant economic structures.
Worth noting is that Samson Occom, as one of the guiding lights of
the Brothertown movement, had repeatedly spoken out against slavery in his sermons. He pointed an accusatory finger at the Connecticut
missionary organizations that had helped to launch his career, noting
that many within this structure were themselves slave owners. Although
Occom doesn’t call him out by name, Eleazar Wheelock could be
counted among this class (see Lopenzina 248–50). Occom’s willingness
to speak truth to power on this issue suggests his expansive and heartfelt
views. He kept up a correspondence with the young black poet Phillis
Wheatley, and in his journals he displayed admiration for and a desire
for open discourse with his fellow black preachers whom he encountered on the circuit. Of the black Baptist preacher Lemuel Haynes, who
for a time worked the circuits in and around the area of Colrain, Massachusetts, Occom wrote, “[He is] an Extraordinary man in understanding, & a great preacher” (366).
Nevertheless, the records show that this exclusionary clause was at
least to some extent enforced in Brothertown. Perhaps the best way to
understand this is to comprehend the various ways by which Native
peoples could be disenfranchised from their lands. All of the New
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England Natives at Brothertown had seen their tribal holdings decimated
through the legal processes of the dominant culture’s nominal justice
system. As historian Brad D. E. Jarvis explains, “Colonists generally
deemed those of ‘intermixt’ Indian-African ancestry as being ‘black,’
‘negro,’ or ‘Mulattoe’ and not as being Indian. . . . Increasingly colonial
officials viewed Native populations as disappearing and communities as
becoming populated by non-Indians. For Native communities seeking
to protect their lands from encroachment, this development was
troubling, and many accordingly distinguished themselves from those
of African American descent” (141–42). In other words, if an individual
of tribal descent could be classified as non-Indian (which any amount
of “Negro blood” might theoretically accomplish), he could be readily
displaced from lands designated specifically for “Indian” use.
A great deal of the correspondence between white overseers and
governing authorities in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries would seamlessly join these motifs together, as when overseer
Samuel Mott observed to the Connecticut General Assembly in 1811 that
“difficulty has arisen from the mixing of Negroes with the females of
the tribes, a considerable part of the Tribe has, within this Ten years
Remov’d to the Oneida Country and still claim their Right of the Avails
of Sequestered Land where their fathers have cultivated.”18 Of what these
“difficulties” consisted goes unstated, but from a tribal perspective, this
language seemed designed to threaten continued cultural and economic
disenfranchisement. Such complexities of nineteenth-century racial
designations would figure heavily throughout Apess’s life and would
ultimately inspire him to craft some of the most poignant rhetorical
arguments of his day against the utter fallacy of racial construction. But
the practical consequences of these imposed racial distinctions could
not simply be shrugged off or dismissed.

A Child Is Born
Apparently unable to make a go of it in their western locale, William
and Candace Apes turned back east. But, again, why Colrain? The best
answer may be that affordable land was opening up in Colrain in the
1780s and 1790s, particularly along the ridges of Catamount Hill, which
forms much of the town’s western boundary. Hilltop settlements were
at a peak in late eighteenth-century New England as poor immigrants
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Fig. 2. An 1820 artist’s view of “Coleraine,” Massachusetts, with the Methodist
church on the right. Henry N. Flint Library, Special Collections, folder 6,
“Miscellaneous.” Courtesy of the Historic Deerfield Library.

sought affordable land upon which they could eke out a subsistence
living. Here, in the words of one historian, settlers could be free of
the dampening “lowland vapors” that sapped the strength and spread
insect-borne diseases and instead stake their claim in areas that were
“sunny and posed no threat of floods” (Robinson 38). In 1793 a 150-acre
lot on Catamount Hill went for 52.10 pounds, and 50-acre lots were
available as well (Davenport and Dunton 53). Although Apes himself
may not have been in a position to purchase his own lot, there were
additional opportunities for hired hands and squatters. The first order
of business in these backwoods settlements was to clear the forests to
allow the sunlight in for planting potatoes and Indian corn, create pasture land for sheep and cattle, and provide lumber for building homesteads. The excess lumber could easily be sold to the local tannery, and
there was probably steady work in the early years of settlement. As a
result, by 1800 the hills surrounding the town were almost completely
harvested of wood.19
In 1790, around the time that William Apes Sr. first “pitched his
tent in the woods,” the Catamount Hill settlement consisted of thirtyfive documented households. The “tent” of which Apess writes in A
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Son of the Forest may well have been a traditional wigwam or, if not,
probably resembled other crude wooden cabins in the region consisting of stripped logs caulked with mud, often with no more than an
earthen floor and a root cellar in place of a foundation. Until the forest was cleared for cultivation, the hilltop residents relied on hunting
and salmon fishing, which could be performed without a license in the
North River, which spilled through the valley below. Most of these families, once again, consisted of young, newly married couples. The majority of them were Methodists, but there were some Baptists as well. Many
of the men had served in the Revolutionary War, and some of them may
have received land instead of pay for their service. The typical household on the hill had only a few acres for tillage, where rye, corn, and
potatoes were grown. The rest of the land was used for pasture or mowing or was set aside as woodlots. Residents may have boasted a team of
oxen, a few cows, and a pig. Some had sheep, and the women spun both
wool and flax for clothing (Davenport 12–25).20
The descendants of these early settlers kept meticulous genealogies
over the years, and although the Catamount Hill settlement has long
been abandoned and is now covered once again in second- or thirdgrowth forest, reunions are still held, and family members meet at the
hilltop site where, as legend has it, the first American flag to ever be
flown over a schoolhouse was raised at the onset of the War of 1812.
(Evidence suggests this was the same “schoolhouse” where, some years
later, Apess delivered his first exhortation as a lay minister.)21 The Apes
family name stands outside the cherished roll of “first families” that is
still exuberantly called to this day. But even the descendants of these
keepers of the roll will admit to one or two “strangers” who kept residence there, and these strangers occasionally show up in the recorded
stories of the early settlement.22
Regardless of the economic opportunities a settlement like Colrain
may have offered, it might also simply have been family ties that brought
William and Candace Apes to the town (after all, this is what brought
the younger Apess to Colrain some years later). We know from Apess’s
own account that his father would always return to Colrain throughout
his life, and we can infer from the 1829 edition of A Son of the Forest that
he and Candace had, in fact, “continued there for some time” prior to
Apess’s birth (9). I suspect not only that Colrain offered Apes economic
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opportunities but that his own white father and Pequot mother lived
somewhere in the vicinity.
In his biographical narratives, Apess, as is typical of his writings,
offers only the most ambiguous sketch of his paternal grandparents.
In the 1829 edition of A Son of the Forest he writes, “My grandfather
was a white, and married a female attached to the royal family: she was
fair and beautiful. How nearly she was connected with the king I cannot tell; but without doubt some degree of affinity subsisted between
them” (8). In the revised 1831 version, he went a step further by suggesting that his grandmother was a direct descendant of King Philip, “so
well known in that part of American history which relates to the wars
between the whites and the natives” (Apess 3–4). Apess may have added
the “King Philip” connection to lend his story more cultural cachet.
Philip, although dead for over 150 years, was still the most storied Native
of Apess’s era, and his name offered immediate audience recognition.
Whatever the case, we learn little of Apess’s grandparents, how they were
married, what kinds of troubles they would have faced as a mixed-race
couple, and why it is that the men in Apess’s family retain their grandmother’s name rather than adopt that of their grandfather. While the
Pequots themselves were traditionally matrilineal, it had become common practice among them after two centuries of colonization to take
the father’s surname in the European fashion. Certainly, Apess took the
name of his father, and Apess’s own children would take his surname
and not the name of his wife. Apess notes that both of his grandparents
were Christians who “lived and died happy in the love of God,” but he
never references his paternal grandfather again. In the first edition of
A Son of the Forest, however, he reveals that he had “frequently heard
my grandmother talk about” the family’s royal Pequot lineage (8). In the
end, it is difficult to know what to make of all these implied connections. If nothing else, they suggest that Apess had an intimate relationship with his paternal grandmother, who may have resided in Colrain
with Apess’s father. Apess himself would spend many a season in Colrain in later years, and perhaps it was here that he had opportunity to
listen to his grandmother’s stories before she died.
Apess may have been born on Catamount Hill. New England
Historical and Genealogical Register for 1942 carries a report cataloging
all of the private lots on Catamount Hill in the 1790s, matching each with
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its original owners. Many local notables of Colrain’s town history are
represented here, but one lot in particular, Lot 78, remained unidentified
and was simply “known as the Savage place.” Whereas all the other lots
on the hill could be connected to known families in the community, in
this singular case “all traces of the family are lost and nothing is left to
mark the site” (Smith 69). “Savage” may in fact have been the surname of
a family that lived at this spot, but such a definitive erasure wraps itself
around the tale that it suggests these “Savages” may have been of Native
descent and perhaps even the Apes family. A later town historian, Elmer
F. Davenport, notes that a “Barnard McNitt of Buckland made his pitch
here in the 1780’s,” served for three years in the Revolutionary War, and
then moved on in 1794, leaving his lot (Lot 78) vacant (9). Given that all
the new settlement in Colrain was happening on Catamount Hill in the
1790s and that this lot is the only one left unclaimed, save, of course, for
the family of “Savages” that took it over, a strong argument can be made
that this was the actual birthplace of William Apess.
The general vicinity of the site can be located today with a certain
amount of accuracy. The cellar hole of the neighboring Farnsworth
estate has left its footprint on the hill, and if you travel half a mile
through the brush from there to where a row of tall oaks still marks the
old roadside, bypass the small settlement of beavers that have repatriated the hillside, and follow the stone wall boundary line to the top of
the knoll overlooking what is now McCleod Pond but what was in 1790
known as the Beaver Meadow (this may well be the swamp where Apess
nearly perished twenty years later on his return home), you will come
upon the spot staked off as Lot 78 (see fig. 3). It sits on a grassy patch of
hillside alongside a ridge trail that would have led directly to important sites in the Catamount community such as Owen’s General Store, a
mineral spring said to have healing properties, and “the Oven,” where
Methodist meetings were regularly held in the 1820s and 1830s, recalled
as “a strange denomination that preached in the open air” and where
Apess almost certainly exhorted (Patrie and Russell 104). No structure
of substance was built on Lot 78, although there are a few depressions
and pieces of stonework on the hilltop that may indicate where a family
“made their pitch.” And it may be here, on what is now an overgrown
and thickly forested hillside high above Colrain proper, that William
Apess first came into the world in late January 1798.
An alternative possibility is that the Apesses lived across town in East
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Fig. 3. Map of Catamount Hill and Pocumtuck Mountain from Elmer F. Davenport,
The Puzzle of Catamount Hill. Courtesy of the American Antiquarian Society.

Colrain on the border of what is now Leyden Township, along the banks
of the Green River, where a small black community consisting of three
or four families had planted itself at that time. It was not uncommon for
marginalized nonwhite communities to bond together in this period,
forging havens of economic and spiritual support. In addition, there
were a number of white families from Stonington, Connecticut, that
relocated to East Colrain in the 1780s, and local historians claim that
here an Edward Denison married “an Indian maiden of high birth” and
that “a number of similar marriages” were known to have taken place in
the neighboring area of what is today the town of Leyden (Arms 172).
As with the story of Joseph Griswold, such claims were most often
highly romanticized attempts for white settlers to bestow upon them-
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selves a blood connection to the land. Nevertheless, unions between
white and Indigenous people obviously occurred and were, perhaps,
more acceptable in the back settlements of a place like Colrain than
elsewhere in New England. Apess himself would note, “I can assure you
that I know a great many that have intermarried, both of the whites and
Indians—and many are their sons and daughters . . . people, too, of the
first respectability” (99). Clearly, Apess spoke here of his own parents
and grandparents, among others, but as Apess was quick to note, such
marriages were illegal in the state of Massachusetts and severely discouraged most everywhere else in New England.23 The need for local
lore to attach a rank to the Indian “maidens” in question, fashioning
them as “princesses” or of “high birth,” speaks to the layers of racial anxiety and complicated acts of erasure that continue to attend such tales.
For these stories to go into circulation at all required that any adherence to tribal specificity or retention of traditional practice and belief be
stripped clean from the narrative and rendered inert.
Nevertheless, Apess himself maintained that his grandmother was
of “royal blood,” and one wonders if any of these gauzy town stories
connect back in some way to the Apes family. The Denisons in
particular had direct dealings with the Pequots. As mentioned earlier,
Samuel Apes had served under a Captain John Denison in the French
and Indian War, and a Reverend Frederick Denison had at one time
made his rounds among the Pequots in Groton (Stark 52). According
to local legend, the Indian maiden betrothed to Edward Denison was
laid to rest in a “mysterious burying place” in a “walled enclosure
with a single unmarked stone . . . because of her Indian stature.” The
stone stands there yet, although the tale itself is likely apocryphal. Still,
once again, even in the same breath that “Indian ancestry” is proudly
claimed, it is simultaneously buried and erased, contained in its own
unmarked grave and segregated from white family members—a
dubious commemoration that speaks powerfully to the manner in
which Indigenous identity was systematically co-opted and written out
of New England history (Arms 172).
As for the Apes name, it does in the end make one brief appearance
in the Colrain archive. A William Apes is listed as a resident of Colrain
in the 1820 census for Franklin County, Massachusetts. Given that the
adult male member of the household is categorized by the census taker
as “45 or older,” this was most likely Apess’s father, who, by Apess’s own
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Fig. 4. List of the dates and locations of birth for the children of William and Mary
Apess. Town of Leyden Births, Deaths, 1777–1848, book 3, p. 98, Leyden, Massachusetts. Photo by the author.

account, was living in Colrain when he first made his way back to the
place of his birth as a young man that same year. He recalls, “I found my
father well, and all the family rejoiced to see me” (A Son 43).24
If the name Apes is not remembered in Colrain’s self-narrated history, however, the name Griswold remains a famous one, as the Griswold family operated, from the 1830s on, the textile mill, which became
the most lucrative industry in town. There is, in fact, a street named
after Griswold, and a portrait hangs in his memory in the town library,
the Griswold Memorial Library, which connects the Griswold name
to the very maintenance of the town archive. It may be worth noting
that Griswold was also the name of Apess’s younger brother, Griswold
Apes, born in 1812, thus tantalizingly linking the two names together.
Griswold was by no means a common first name, nor do any Griswolds
show up in the Pequot community prior to Griswold Apes. Was Apess’s
white grandfather a member of the Griswold family who owned land up
on Catamount Hill? Was he a Denison or one of the many other leading
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families that could proudly trace their lineage back to “Indian ancestry”? Or did the Apes family relocate in Colrain due to a completely different set of circumstances and concerns?
I came to Colrain seeking answers to these questions and became
wrapped up in the mystery of them. In the woods of Colrain I encountered local historians and other wayfarers who immediately took
an interest in my quest, entertained me with the lore of the area, and
referred me to local points of interest. I was subsequently invited to
present a talk to the Colrain Historical Society about the importance
of William Apess’s legacy here. I spoke on a muggy summer’s night to
a packed barn of interested attendees, feeling, perhaps, a bit like Apess
himself when he delivered his first sermon in a Colrain schoolhouse
in 1821, although there was nothing but goodwill and applause for my
efforts. In the summer of 2014 I was given a tour of northeastern Native
New England by Abenaki scouts and scholars Lisa Brooks and Marge
Bruchac, who offered me a crash course on King Philip’s War, showed
me how to dig for the kinds of roots that Mary Rowlandson had used
to survive her famous captivity in 1675, and demonstrated for me the
life-sustaining virtues of New England swamps, which often proved a
refuge and haven for Indigenous peoples. This trip culminated with
a hike up nearby Catamount Hill to the possible site of Apess’s birth.
Bruchac observes that Colrain remained a key “touchstone” in Apess’s
life: “If writers are shaped by the places they call home, I would suggest that William Apess’s emotional touchstone was situated not in Connecticut, but in the hardscrabble landscape of Colrain, Massachusetts”
(714). Many of Apess’s children would be born in Colrain, (as noted in
an 1824 entry I discovered in the Town Clerk’s Office of the neighboring
township of Leyden, Massachusetts—see fig. 4) his career as a Methodist minister was launched there, and, of course, Apess himself was born
there.25 Standing atop Catamount Hill, sheltered by rugged outcroppings of rocks, second-growth forest, and the few grandfather trees left
standing, it was difficult not to feel myself transported, in the presence
somehow of meaningful forces that history had neglected to register.
William Apess writes of having spent “many precious seasons” in
Colrain (43). But the significance of this town to his personal history
and his development as an “Indian preacher” has gone largely unnoticed,
perhaps nowhere more so than in the town of Colrain itself. Hopefully,
future research will help solidify our knowledge of why Apess and his
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Fig. 5. Photo by the author.

family remained so attached to this small community. Ultimately, it
doesn’t matter whether he was born atop Catamount Hill or somewhere
else within the bounds of Colrain proper. What does matter is that
we begin to reinscribe Native lives into the history and geography of
American life, recognizing the contributions and struggles of Native
peoples in what was typically a world hostile to their ambitions and
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well-being. To this end I have recently launched an initiative to have a
historical marker placed in front of the Griswold Memorial Library in
Colrain’s town center, commemorating the town as the place of Apess’s
birth. If all goes according to plan, the marker will be raised in the fall of
2018. It’s not just that Colrain made a mark on the life of William Apess.
Apess left a mark on the town of Colrain. History has labored to erase
that mark. We help to restore an important historical legacy when we
openly commemorate the fact that “William Apess was born here.”
Drew Lopenzina is professor of early and Native American literatures at Old
Dominion University in Norfolk, Virginia. He is the author of Red Ink: Native
Americans Picking Up the Pen in the Colonial Period (SUNY Press, 2012) and
Through an Indian’s Looking-Glass: A Cultural Biography of William Apess
(University of Massachusetts Press, 2017).

Notes
1. “Unwitnessing” implies the passive determination to maintain and perpetuate
dominant perspectives on Native people despite all available evidence to the contrary. See Lopenzina.
2. I am indebted to Lisa Brooks and anthropologist Margaret Bruchac for this
information. In the summer of 2014, both Brooks and Bruchac, who are Abenaki,
brought me to the site on a bend of the Connecticut River where, according to local
Native tradition and Bruchac’s own field research, the bodies of the Native victims
washed upon the shore. At the site of the so-called battle, a small stone marker reads:
“Captain William Turner with 145 men surprised and destroyed over 300 Indians encamped at this place, May 19, 1676.” The marker makes no mention that the Indians
encamped at Turner’s Falls were primarily women, children, and elderly people who
had been encouraged by the ongoing peace talks with colonial authorities to return
to this traditional village site. Their massacre may be seen as retaliation for the more
thoroughly memorialized Battle of Bloody Brook (see also Brooks 26).
3. All quotes from William Apess, unless otherwise indicated, are taken from Barry O’Connell’s edition of Apess’s writings, On Our Own Ground.
4. Parts of Colrain were apparently purchased in the wake of the Deerfield Conference and conveyed to the colony of Massachusetts by two “Scautecook” women,
Fiahpuhcaumin and Mequnnisqua, in August 1735. Such transfers of land, however
they were understood by the Native agents involved, are never referenced in the Colrain histories, providing yet another form of “lasting” (see Wright).
5. A published version of the Griswold tale was told by Sarah H. Rowell in the 1871
Vermont Gazetteer, but oral accounts of the story also exist, such as the one told me
by John Moody in the spring of 2014.
6. Katherine Garrett was a Pequot woman connected with the ruling family of
Pequots. She was convicted of infanticide in 1737 despite her refusal to confess to
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the crime. She was publicly executed in 1738, and a popular pamphlet was published
shortly thereafter containing an account that she herself gave of her actions and the
condition of her soul (see Schorb).
7. Note that throughout this article I use the original spelling of the name “Apes”
to denote William Apes Sr. and other family members. I use the surname “Apess” to
denote the son, who changed the name on his publications sometime in the 1830s,
perhaps to avoid obvious denigrations linked to the original spelling. This younger
“Apess” would, of course, go on to become an ordained minister and write the books
that make him of such literary and historical interest.
8. Fish Tenth Book, Stonington Probate Records; 5:305, Yale Indian Papers Project, http://yipp.yale.edu/bio/bibliography/apes-samuel-1773. See also Preston, microfilm reel 3839, sec. 4, slide 3, Connecticut Vital Records, Connecticut State Library, Hartford. Philip Gura, in his recent biography of Apess, assumes that Samuel
Apes is William Apess’s paternal grandfather (4–5). Gura appears to have overlooked
the fact that Samuel is listed as “Pequot” in all the military rolls. Apess, on the other
hand, informs us that his paternal grandfather was a white man.
9. This information is taken from Bates. See also Brown and Rose 11. Samson
Occom, Joseph Johnson, and Samuel Ashpo were all influential Christian Mohegan
leaders of the generation previous to Apess. Occom and Johnson were involved in
the exodus to the Brothertown settlement, and Occom, an ordained Presbyterian
minister, was often thought of as the most famous Indian of his day. Their families
remained influential in the communities where they served in generations to come.
10. Preston, microfilm reel 3839, sec. 4, slide 3, Connecticut Vital Records, Connecticut State Library, Hartford.
11. This is taken from Occom’s journal, dated July 17, 1785. For Sally George’s indenture (entered as “Sarah George”) with the Park family, see Brown and Rose 161.
12. See also Selectmen, health certificate, 18 February 1805, DS, MS 79497,
Connecticut Historical Society, Colchester.
13. For instance, Lincoln Dexter, in the 1985 edition of A Eulogy on King Philip,
claims in the introduction that Apess’s mother was “a pure blooded Pequot” (ix).
Historian Carl Benn has recently called into question the idea that Candace could be
Apess’s mother because, as he notes, Apess “affirmed his mother was of pure native
ancestry” (83). Barry O’Connell, in a footnote to his edition of A Son of the Forest and
Other Writings, notes that “according to her son she was . . . a full-blooded Pequot
woman” (xi). Nancy Shoemaker has also forwarded the claim that Candace “was
probably not” Apess’s mother on the basis of her status as a black slave (29). One can
see how critics have been misled into assuming this, but, read correctly, Apess never
actually made this assertion.
14. For more on this, see O’Connell’s introduction in Apess, On Our Own Ground.
See also Mandell.
15. Samuel Mott to Judge William Hillhouse, 10 May 1804, Historical Reference
F91 C-56 Indians 1666–1820, series 2, vol. 2, microfilm reel 32, Connecticut Archives,
Connecticut State Library.
16. Tiro writes that shortly after the 1768 Fort Stanwix Treaty, which drew the
“Line of Property” dividing Haudenosuanee and colonial possessions, the Oneidas
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moved to “buttress the Line of Property by placing more Natives on it” or, in other
words, by inviting the Brothertown Natives to move in (34–35). It should be noted,
however, that the New England Natives, particularly through the offices of Mohegans
Samson Occom and Joseph Johnson, had worked over the years to craft important
diplomatic and missionary alliances with the Oneida, sealed in wampum and ultimately opening the door for the Brothertown migration. For more on the establishment of Brothertown, see Brooks; Jarvis; Silverman; Lopenzina; Johnson.
17. For the census tally, see Jarvis 114. For a list of individuals relocated to
Brothertown, see Love 364–66.
18. Samuel Mott to Connecticut General Assembly, May 1811, Connecticut Archives, Historical Reference F91 C-56 Indians 1666–1820, series 2, vol. 2, microfilm
reel 36, Connecticut Archives, Connecticut State Library.
19. Ritchie Garrison observes that the population of Franklin County jumped 325
percent between 1765 and 1790, most of this due to young men leaving their family
farms, where there was no opportunity for them to advance, and moving to hilltop
settlements (96–98). See also Davenport.
20. MA State Tax Valuations of 1811, Samuel Brown’s lot, Misc. Documents,
Griswold Memorial Library, Colrain, MA; Eliel B. Smith, “A Brief Historical Sketch,”
Colrain Historical Sketches, 96, Griswold Memorial Library.
21. In A Son of the Forest Apess writes that his first exhortation took place in a
Colrain schoolhouse (44). The only reference I can find to a schoolhouse in the area
of Colrain at this time is the schoolhouse on Catamount Hill. Although an earlier
schoolhouse existed on Chandler Hill, it had burned down prior to Apess’s sermon.
Money had been allocated for education in other areas, but no record of the construction of a schoolhouse exists.
22. One such stranger was Polly Gainer, noted in the local histories as a “shabby
and somewhat disreputable old harridan” who frightened a minister from using the
local mineral spring when he found her bathing in it. Historian Ursula Russell also
notes a number of “elderly or destitute town charges” who squatted on the hill (5).
Smith, From Homesteads 64.
23. Illustrative of this point is the case of Cherokee Phoenix editor Elias Boudinot,
who, for daring to marry a white woman, was, along with his bride, Harriet Gold,
burned in effigy on the village green of Cornwall, Connecticut, in 1826. See Gaul.
24. Unfortunately, the 1820 census for Franklin County is listed alphabetically
rather than by neighborhood and offers no clue of where in Colrain the Apes family
was located. United States Census, 1820, database with images, FamilySearch, https://
familysearch.org/pal:/MM9.3.1/TH-1942–25144–45476–60?cc=1803955, accessed 12
March 2016, Massachusetts, Franklin, Heath, image 4 of 8, citing NARA microfilm
publication M33, National Archives and Records Administration, Washington, DC.
25. The place of birth of Apess’s children can be found in the records of the town
clerk’s office, Town of Leyden Births, Deaths, 1777–1848, book 3, p. 98, Leyden, MA.
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Queer Desires and Destroyer Identities in
Leslie Marmon Silko’s Almanac of the Dead
Kathleen Champlin

Leslie Marmon Silko’s portrayal of queer and otherwise
nonheteronormative characters has prompted great critical
consternation. On the one hand, critics of Silko’s Almanac of the
Dead (1991) agree that the novel celebrates disenfranchised cultures,
marginalized identities, and alliances among marginalized individuals.
On the other hand, the novel has been deemed homophobic by many of
its critics. Many other critics have struggled to reconcile this apparent
homophobia with Silko’s message of cultural inclusion. My article seeks
to intervene in this long-standing critical controversy. I argue that Silko
uses her queer characters to demonstrate that the majority culture forces
a choice on all citizens whose identities diverge from cultural norms.
Marginalized individuals—including queer individuals—are asked to
choose between acceptance of their own difference and membership in
the majority culture. This choice is especially visible when characters
have intersecting normative and nonnormative identities. Several of
Silko’s upper-class queer characters maintain their membership in the
majority culture through conspicuous conformity and exploitation of
more visibly marginalized citizens. Others use their difference as an
impetus to question all forms of identity oppression. These characters
gain insight into structural oppression from their own experiences of
exploitation and seek out membership in the wider community of the
marginalized. In this sense, I argue that Silko’s queer characters actually
reinforce her overall message of cultural inclusion. These characters
demonstrate both that upper-class individuals must work toward
a resistant identity and that identity difference may act as a powerful
foundation for resistance.
Silko’s depiction of queer and nonheteronormative characters has
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become the subject of particular controversy, and particular consternation, among critics of Almanac of the Dead. Some critics avoid all mention of portrayals that they are unable to reconcile with Silko’s overall
message of cultural inclusion. Both Daria Donnelly and David Moore,
for example, simultaneously evade and do not evade discussion of Silko’s
queer characters. Donnelly and Moore confine all mention of Silko’s
queer characters to footnotes. Both also discuss their discomfort with
Silko’s portrayal only to admit that they cannot integrate this portrayal
with the remainder of their arguments. Dorothea Fischer-Hornung
implies that these critical footnotes are a rather Freudian return of material that the critics have attempted to repress.1 Other critics, including
Fischer-Hornung, condemn the novel outright. Jane Olmstead laments
that Silko’s queer characters are either “pathological or pathetic” (471),
while Naomi R. Rand contends that Silko reveals her own homophobia
in the midst of a novel on the dangers of identity discrimination. Chanette Romero contends that Silko’s “portrayal of men who desire men
works against the acceptance and inclusiveness Silko advocates in her
cross-cultural politics” (16–17). Janet St. Clair refers to Silko’s portrayal
as “a bigoted travesty of a legitimate expression of human sexuality”
(207), while Fischer-Hornung declares that these “cannibal homosexuals” stand as a metonym for abjection in a novel whose chief subject is
the abject infesting capitalist culture (“Now We Know” 109).
Another branch of criticism attempts to reconcile the novel’s
depictions of queer characters and multicultural inclusion by treating
nonheteronormativity as an extended metaphor within the novel.
Unfortunately, such criticism links Silko’s portrayal of queer characters
to particularly damaging homophobic stereotypes, most prominently,
those that treat queer identity as a psychological maladjustment
and queer sexual activities as inherently pathological. For instance,
Sandra Baringer, St. Clair, and Karen Jacobs link queer identity to the
damaged relationships between nonheteronormative characters and
their mothers. Sharon Patricia Holland and Alex Hunt join this strand
of criticism, a conversation that ultimately ties nonheteronormative
desire to a general hatred of the feminine and of Mother Earth itself.
Hunt in particular calls queer identity within Silko’s novel “the ultimate
denial of nature, woman, and the racial other” (266). Several critics,
including Fischer-Hornung, St. Clair, and Cathy Moses, take the
metaphor a step further by discussing nonheteronormative sexual acts
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in relation to capitalist commodification. Fischer-Hornung types Silko’s
queer characters as “super-vampires living off the psychic energy of
their lovers” (“Economies” 204). A few critics uphold the portrayals
of individual queer characters, as when Tara Prince-Hughes describes
the artist Eric as “the only gay male character capable of positive social
connection” (6). However, only Chung-Hao Ku, who sees Almanac of
the Dead as a portrayal of bisexual subjectivity freed from traditional
heterosexual or homosexual narratives, discusses Silko’s portrayal of
queer characters in wholly positive terms.
As my article will demonstrate, the critical controversy surrounding
Almanac of the Dead’s queer characters has been unfortunate for three
reasons. First, this criticism has directed attention away from Silko’s
stark portrayal of compulsory heteronormativity and institutionalized
discrimination. As Silko’s novel demonstrates, all openly queer individuals suffer verbal, legal, and violent discrimination within the racist and
homophobic world system that Silko terms “Destroyer” culture. Second, the controversy neglects possibilities related to queer Indigenous
and intersectionality theories.2 As Silko demonstrates, queer individuals
are also affected by their culturally assigned racial, class, and ability statuses. Many of Silko’s queer characters who live with upper-class white
privilege choose to identify with their more privileged identity statuses.
Third, Silko’s depiction of queer characters ultimately supports her celebrations of difference and of cross-cultural alliance. Like all marginalized individuals, Silko’s queer characters must make a drastic choice in
order to survive in a culture unable to tolerate difference. Each is forced
to choose between acceptance of their own identity difference and relative privilege within the majority culture. Many of Silko’s upper-class
white queer characters choose to protect their identity privilege. However, those who choose to embrace their potentially queer identities find
that their difference serves as a solid foundation for resistance and as a
basis for collaboration with other marginalized individuals. Almanac of
the Dead’s portrayal of nonheteronormative individuals ultimately supports one of the novel’s central themes: that true resistance to Destroyer
culture must be grounded in respect for difference.
As I suggested above, the current critical controversy surrounding Almanac of the Dead neglects several possibilities related to queer
Indigenous theory. As queer Indigenous theorists—most prominently,
Qwo-Li Driskill, Mark Rifkin, and Scott Lauria Morgensen—have
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noted, the definitions of desire and gender used in the current majority
culture are not universal ones. Likewise, the project of cultural inclusion
proposed by the mainstream LGBTQ movement is not the only possible way to live without heteronormative bias. Many Indigenous North
and South American cultures included socially accepted patterns of
desire, genders, relationships, and kinship systems that defy European
American culture’s patrinormative gender binary. Colonization has
often depended on the process of imposing “natural” sexual and gender norms on Indigenous cultures; as a result, many now define Indigenous tradition in ways that exclude queer or two-spirit people.3 As Brian
Joseph Gilley states, “[Queer Indigenous people] hear Indian [neighbors] rebuke colonialism . . . in the same breath that these tribespeople
apply Western value judgements on their sexuality” (qtd. in Rifkin 22).
As critics such as Rikfin, Driskill, and Morgensen contend, the process
of physical and intellectual decolonization must include the systematic
questioning and/or overthrow of European American norms. Silko’s
Almanac of the Dead does not depict the tribal traditions surrounding
two-spirit people, and this can be considered a significant failing in the
novel. However, Silko does demonstrate that current homophobic discrimination is both deeply bound up with European American culture
and dependent on the racial, classed, and gendered structures of power
that undergird the majority society.
Moreover, Silko’s depiction of queer characters reflects and responds
to three salient lines of inquiry within queer Indigenous theory. First,
many queer Indigenous theorists have decried the current trend toward
homonormativity. Driskill, Rifkin, and Morgensen have noted that
some institutions within the majority culture accept certain queer individuals, generally those who are white and upper class and who identify with the majority culture. The drive toward homonormativity also
stresses acceptance in the existing culture rather than a systematic questioning of that culture’s institutions. This trend tends to frame queer
rights in terms of participation in state institutions, purchasing power,
and “socially acceptable” (or normative) images of queer individuals.
This cultural outlet allows state institutions to gain reputations for queer
acceptance while perpetuating the marginalization of many queer individuals and queer communities. Queers of color, disabled or poor queer
individuals, and those who do not occupy binary genders often suffer
most from these exclusions. As a result of the cultural trend toward
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homonormativity, the queer community often appears as a single uniform group within the public imagination. This movement perpetuates
the assumption that all queer individuals are white, upper class, ablebodied, and gender normative. Thus, those who suffer continued marginalization under homonormative models of inclusion also suffer erasure within these models.
Second, as critics such as Judy Rohrer have noted, certain queer
activists present queer identity and nonwhite racial identity as uncritically
equivalent, often using analogies between civil rights movements and
queer activism. As Rohrer notes, this model of queer marginalization
posits the queer community as another “protected” group that exists
beside racial and cultural “minorities.” This model tends to ignore the
specific histories that frame the experiences of marginalized groups.
It also serves to further erase those queer individuals who exist
outside the homonormative community. As Rohrer puts it, “All the
[g]ays are [w]hite,” normative, and upper class under this model of
inclusion (48). Worse, homonormative discourse often depicts (white)
queer communities as in direct conflict with homophobic nonwhite
communities. As an example, Rohrer discusses the California campaign
against Proposition 8, a 2008 state law defining marriage as heterosexual
only. This campaign was founded in analogies between queer rights and
racial civil rights, and many campaigners blamed African American
voters when Proposition 8 was pushed through elections. Unfortunately,
this “rights vs. rights” model of activism further precludes cross-cultural
alliance. It both erases nonwhite queers and flattens models of structural
discrimination and rights activism. If queer, nonwhite, and lower-class
communities are at war, as this model suggests, then they are utterly
distinct. Marginalized identities cannot be considered in relation to each
other. These identities cannot overlap, individuals cannot occupy more
than one marginalized identity, and individuals certainly cannot endure
overlapping discriminations because of their various marginalized
identities.
Third, as Morgensen and Rifkin note, less homonormative queer
movements sometimes appropriate Indigenous traditions. These
appropriations can perpetuate stereotypes of Indigenous cultures such
as the “noble savage” stereotype once used to justify colonization. These
appropriations often overlook the belief systems of specific Indigenous
cultures and often seek to consider these “Indian cultures” divorced
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from both colonial histories and ongoing structures of marginalization.
One queer activist suggested that all queer men should seek to become
possessed by natural “ancestors” such as Indigenous medicine people
and shamans (Morgensen, Spaces 74). Morgensen refers to the worst of
these appropriations as attempts to consume “primitivity” as a method of
incorporating it into the settler identity (180). While such consumption
often results from attempts at cultural understanding and cross-cultural
alliance, it actually serves to reinscribe existing structures of power.
As both Morgensen and Rifkin contend, appropriation reiterates the
idea that Indigenous cultures exist for the benefit of more culturally
privileged consumers. As a result of this reiteration, relatively privileged
identities are reinscribed as the center of the queer community, and
discussion of interlocking identity oppressions is pushed toward the
cultural margin. True cross-cultural alliance is further precluded, and
nonwhite, lower-class queer identities are erased once again.
In contrast to this flattened model of marginalization, Silko presents
an intersectional portrait of identity. Within her novel, queer identities overlap, interlock with, and depend upon racial, class, gender, and
ability status. In this sense, Silko echoes intersectionality critics such as
Kimberle Crenshaw and Anna Carastathis who suggest that individuals may occupy several high-status and marginalized identity categories
simultaneously. As these critics note, each individual’s full social identity is formed through the interactions between these identity categories. As a result, some queer individuals are additionally marginalized
by their racial and class identities, while others exist relatively close to
the upper echelons of Destroyer society. Queer individuals who are
also white, wealthy, male, cis-gendered, and able-bodied, for example,
may retain tremendous power within their hierarchal society despite
their stigmatized queer identities. In addition, as Silko’s novel reminds
us, some queer individuals have the option of avoiding social stigma
by “passing” for cultural normates. Like a small minority of individuals
with non-European heritage and like many of those with invisible disabilities, these queer individuals have the option of choosing between
stigmatized and nonstigmatized public identities. Caught within this
interlocking web of identities, Silko suggests, upper-class queer individuals are faced with a choice between their normative and nonnormative identities. Many of her queer characters choose to uphold their
identity privilege at the expense of their stigmatized and potentially
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subversive queer identities. Many others choose to identify with their
difference. These characters critically question their culture because of
their experiences of identity discrimination. They establish opposition
to the majority culture as intrinsic features of their personal identities
and often seek out alliances with more visibly marginalized individuals. These characters ultimately demonstrate the power of difference
and nonappropriative cross-cultural alliance as foundations for cultural
resistance.
Critics such as Olmstead and Romero contrast Silko’s portrayal of
queer characters with her celebration of identity difference; however, my
article will demonstrate that these portrayals are actually closely linked.
Silko demonstrates that discrimination against queer and gendercrossing individuals is very real. She suggests that queer individuals
share an interest in resistance against their hierarchal culture and would
benefit from alliances with other marginalized communities. Like other
marginalized individuals, Silko’s queer characters face a combination of
verbal assault, legal discrimination, and outright violence that separates
them from the majority community. The drug dealer, Ferro, remains
haunted by his childhood, when classmates called him “Pansóna” (Miss
Big Belly) to mock his weight and perceived gender identity (Silko 180).
The artist, Eric, endures verbal abuse—including the insults “queer” and
“faggot”—from his own family (59). In addition to this familial rejection, Eric also suffers the effective denial of his inheritance. Eric’s family
creates a trust fund that he can access only if he contracts a heteronormative marriage and creates a nuclear family. Eric identifies his birth
community as “the source” of the depression that leads to his eventual
suicide (57). The police officer, Jamey, experiences similar isolation in
a precinct where homophobia serves as a foundation for team bonding. As Jamey reports, his fellow officers most often discuss “their dicks
[or their heteronormative sexual prowess] and how much they hated
homosexuals” in their conversations during work shifts (693). Although
Jamey enjoys his job, this hostile work environment nearly prompts him
to leave the police force. Instead, Jamey is murdered by his coworkers
in a carefully botched drug bust. Jamey is sacrificed because of his ties
to the internal security department, his alleged affair with his commissioner, and his involvement with “Cop Cakes,” an art calendar that
depicts law enforcement officers in homoerotic poses.
Silko further emphasizes the violence inherent in identity discrim-
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ination through her depiction of the AIDS virus. Her novel presents
AIDS as a created virus based on Hepatitis B and targeted toward several marginalized populations, including queer communities. Serlo, an
ally of these researchers, gleefully discusses disease vectors and the contamination of blood supplies in selected hospitals, crowing, “The filthy
would die. The clean would live” (Silko 548). Silko’s allegations may or
may not be true in the world outside the novel. Nevertheless, this depiction of AIDS as a biological weapon highlights the very real dangers of
structural identity oppression. Within Silko’s novel, AIDS was developed by an international consortium of wealthy and politically powerful
Destroyer citizens. These men have harnessed their power and privilege to harm, kill, and erase marginalized individuals on a mass scale.
A queer environmental activist who appears late in the novel identifies
AIDS as a contemporary form of genocide (730). Silko’s depiction of this
biological weapon also highlights other, equally deadly forms of systematic identity discrimination. The virus achieves much of its destructive power through the relative absence of medical care in marginalized
communities and the widespread hunger caused by unequal resource
distribution. Thus, as Eric, Jamey, Serlo, and the unnamed activist’s stories remind us, Destroyer society treats marginalized citizens as targets
for abuse by the upper classes. These individuals must exist within a culture that both withholds resources from marginalized communities and
brutally punishes all variations on its accepted norms.
Silko’s portrayal of AIDS draws equal attention to the fact that
discrimination is often shared by marginalized communities. The AIDS
virus has frequently been considered a danger unique to queer and
two-spirit communities. However, as Silko’s portrayal demonstrates,
this biological weapon threatens all marginalized citizens. The virus
is targeted equally at a cluster of marginalized populations that
includes “the poor, the non-white, [and] the addicted,” as well as “the
homosexual” (Silko 548). This “biological bomb” is set off in rural
Africa, a continent that is often imagined both as a locus of nonwhite
“otherness” and as a bastion of the so-called Third World (548). While
the queer community is an important target for this widespread form of
germ warfare, this community is not the only one singled out for abuse
by the Destroyer culture. As Silko demonstrates throughout her novel,
marginalized communities share the common experience of identity
discrimination, as well as some specific forms of verbal, legal, and violent
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discrimination. Effective social activism often depends on recognizing
these commonalities. This has especially been the case in recent decades
as world cultures have increasingly shifted toward a single global society.
As Silko reminds readers through examples such as her depiction of
the AIDS virus, social activism must depend on united action aimed at
gaining common needs and eliminating common sources of oppression.
In this sense, Eric’s, Jamey’s, and Serlo’s stories ultimately highlight the
major theme of the novel: resistance to identity exploitation depends on
collaboration between marginalized communities.
As critics have suggested, the potential power of identity difference
and cross-cultural collusion is the major theme of Silko’s novel; Almanac
of the Dead presents difference and cross-cultural alliance as fundamental
elements of successful resistance to the Destroyer culture. As many
critics, including T. V. Reed and Bridget O’Meara, have demonstrated,
these themes are most dramatically presented through Silko’s model
of countercapitalist and countercolonial resistance: the leaderless,
international coalition of oppressed communities known as the Army of
Justice and Redistribution. For example, Reed draws particular attention
to the “intersecting forces” that come together in a “rag tag” coalition
in the novel’s final chapters (27). Romero labels this an “improvised”
revolution led by “multiple peoples with multiple agendas” (11), while
O’Meara highlights the “strategically transgressive networks” that tie
these very different groups together (67). Many other critics illustrate
their points simply by describing this network. As these critics note,
Silko’s Army of Justice and Redistribution is founded by a coalition
of Amerindian tribes in South and Central America. As this coalition
expands toward the United States, it grows to include a racially diverse
army of homeless individuals, several prison populations, and at least
one radical environmentalist group. The army also maintains links to
anticolonial activists on the African continent. The army, which is poised
to overwhelm global colonial capitalism at the end of the novel, stands as
a powerful model of the potential inherent in cross-cultural collaboration.
Rebecca Tillett calls this group a world-altering “return of the [world’s]
repressed,” disenfranchised, and excluded populations (167).4
Moreover, as critics such as Reed and Romano have noted, Silko’s
novel also upholds identity difference as a link to potentially subversive cultural difference. As Silko shows us, marginalized individuals
are not essentially more accepting than members of the majority cul-
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ture. However, the perspectives promoted in marginalized communities
may act as valuable alternatives to the majority culture’s ideology. The
diverse groups that make up Silko’s Army of Justice and Redistribution
frequently fall back on their subjugated cultures for guidance. Central
American army leaders, for example, ground their plans in tribal conceptions of time, spirituality, and communal property ethics. The prison
populations are coordinated by a leader who shares Hopi stories with
them, while one of the homeless army’s leaders takes inspiration from
African American history. As Silko emphasizes, groups may collaborate
effectively despite their diverse heritages and diverse goals. Some of the
groups that make up the Army of Justice and Redistribution are chiefly
concerned with the destruction of capitalism; others seek to protect
the environment or to end worldwide structural racism. These groups
remain united by the common experience of discrimination and the
common determination to resist disenfranchisement. As Silko demonstrates, queer individuals may also use their difference as an impetus
toward this revolutionary community. While many of Silko’s upper-class
queer characters choose to maintain their status in the majority culture,
others reconsider their experiences of marginalization and seek out alliances with other marginalized citizens.
Almanac of the Dead ultimately portrays a queer community that
is riven by overlapping lines of power and by conflicting approaches
to identity difference. On the one hand, Silko’s sole nonwhite queer
character—the drug dealer, Ferro—identifies with marginalized
communities throughout the novel. Critics such as St. Clair, Moses, and
Rand dislike Ferro because of his idealization of his lover’s European
American appearance, his dismissive treatment of his other lover, and
his anger toward his birth and adoptive mothers. The character does
have significant flaws related to his feelings about his adoption and
to internalized Western standards of beauty. However, Ferro is also
instrumental to his adoptive mother’s rebellion against the Destroyer
government. Ferro’s adoptive mother first appears as a drug dealer and
gunrunner and eventually becomes one of the Army of Justice and
Retribution’s primary weapons suppliers. Ferro acts as her assistant
throughout the novel. Ferro ends the novel by planning an act of
retribution against a police force known for preying on disenfranchised
citizens. He plans to strike at Tucson’s police force in order to avenge
his lover, the murdered police officer, Jamey. He will act in collusion
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with Awa Gee, one of the army’s chief weapons experts. Ferro is not
noticeably drawn to the revolutionary community because of his queer
identity. Instead, he is more or less born into this network through his
racial status, his relative poverty, and his familial ties to other prominent
revolutionaries. Ferro’s queerness ultimately neither bars him from
the Army of Justice and Redistribution nor makes him an automatic
member of this revolutionary community. Rather, it acts as one of
several personal identities, each of which encourages him to choose his
alliance with the revolution.
In contrast, the majority of Silko’s nonheteronormative characters
belong to a group that I will call Destroyer queer characters. Each of
these queer characters is white, wealthy, able-bodied, cis-gendered,
and highly privileged, and each remains allied to the Destroyer culture
throughout the novel. Each of these men is well aware of his culture’s
reaction to those with visibly nonnormative identities. Each group
member also, consciously or subconsciously, senses the vast difference
between the life that he has lived as a privileged individual and the
oppression that he would endure as a person with any stigmatized
identity. Some people faced with this conundrum might question the
validity of heteronormative identity privilege or of the heteronormative
identity itself. Instead, each of Silko’s characters rejects any potential
queer identity. Each chooses an ideological stance that allows him to
preserve the prevalent system of identity privilege while exempting
himself from possible identity stigma. In the process, each man uses
the fluid standards surrounding heteronormativity, but he does not do
so in order to question discrimination against those considered queer.
Indeed, each man ensures that existing structures of identity privilege
continue to function around him; each presents himself as the sole
exception to these otherwise logical and natural identity hierarchies.
This list of Destroyer-identified queer characters includes Arne, a
wealthy and corrupt federal judge. Arne offers the following justification for the nonheteronormative desires that he experiences:
[He] did not consider himself homosexual; he was an epicurean who delighted in the delicacies of both sexes. . . . Contact
was action, and action was behavior. Behavior was not identity.
A gentleman had a myriad of choices open to him at appropriate
places and times. The judge had always been certain of his sexual
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identity: he was a man with a cock tip as big as a fist, and balls
that hung like a bull’s. His was merely a cocks man’s [sic] taste for
strange fruits. (Silko 645)
In other words, Arne implies, nonheteronormative behavior may be
completely separated from stigmatized identity in the case of certain
select individuals. Like his brethren, Arne subconsciously understands
that his privilege is justified only if his culture’s hierarchies are real ones
and only if he personally does not embody any stigmatized social identity. Faced with the logical contradiction between his culture’s hierarchies and his stigmatized desires, Arne chooses to deny his potential
queer identity rather than reconsider his culture’s heteronormative
logic. His nonheteronormative behavior, he rationalizes, is not a nonheteronormative identity, and stigmatized identity labels do not apply to
him. He is an exception to the identity hierarchies that stigmatize queer
individuals; these hierarchies are only meant to confine other people.
Silko presents a variety of Destroyer-identified queer characters,
a surprising number of whom are marked by similar logical evasions.
Eddie Trigg performs oral sex on homeless men while draining them
completely of blood, but he refuses to “consider the subject sexual”
when he recounts these murders to a third party (Silko 443). Trigg
maintains that the murders excite him because they represent capitalist
opportunity and victory over the marginalized community, not because
they involve nonheteronormative sexual contact. Serlo’s unnamed
grandfather, who grounds his identity in his family’s wealth and white
privilege, insists that he does not “consider massaging [his grandson’s]
arms and legs at night homosexuality. Homosexuality involved others”
(546). The Destroyer ally Serlo echoes his abusive grandfather’s
justifications, insisting that he is heterosexual despite eschewing the
sexual contact with women that defines this identity.
Several other (potential) upper-class members of the queer
community avoid these identity rationalizations in favor of hiding their
nonnormative desires through public conformity. This group includes
Serlo’s acquaintance David, who privately acknowledges his bisexuality
but uses his girlfriend as a “decoy” to protect his heteronormative image
during public appearances (Silko 59). The group also includes Tucson’s
Owls Club, an upper-class institution that is known as the “closet club”
to many of its detractors (644). This club acts as a base where many
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of Tucson’s lawyers and law enforcement officials gather to perform
nonheteronormative acts that they cannot acknowledge in public.
In short, when faced with the forced choice between allegiance to the
majority culture and acceptance of possible identity difference, each
man chooses allegiance with Destroyer culture. This choice forces him
to adopt a rather odd self-identity. Each publicly or privately defines
himself not as heteronormative but as “absolutely not homosexual.”
In addition to this rather contradictory self-definition, all of Silko’s
Destroyer queer characters are marked by two common experiences.
First, as Silko demonstrates throughout her novel, allegiance to the
Destroyer culture’s norms nearly requires the exploitation of more obviously marginalized citizens. Serlo is admitted to the upper ranks of the
Destroyer culture through his neo-Nazi activities. Eddie Trigg funds his
successful biomaterials business by taking blood from homeless people and by purchasing the organs of poor Mexican citizens. Arne gains
social acceptance by helping the US government to hide illegal cocaine
imports. CIA agents particularly praise Arne’s “intelligence and sophistication” when he acknowledges the logic behind these imports (Silko
648). The cocaine will be sold to marginalized youth so that the youth
cannot grow up to rebel against their oppressors. In his spare time, Arne
bonds with his peers by abusing female prostitutes and by exploiting the
Mexican American “street boys” employed at the Owls Club (461). Since
these young men are club employees, both their economic dependence
and their relative social powerlessness make consent impossible. Arne
describes club members “[sitting] in chaise lounges, sipping cocktails or
sucking on small oranges” while their servants chop wood bare-chested
outside the club windows, an image that perfectly captures the objectification and exploitation inherent in this working relationship (644).
While several critics, including St. Clair and Fischer-Hornung, treat
all of Silko’s queer characters as sexual predators, predatory behavior
is actually common only to those who cleave to the majority culture.
Moreover, as Trigg and Arne demonstrate, this casual exploitation is not
limited to sexual or romantic encounters. Men like Trigg and Arne have
learned that abuse is socially acceptable through their business dealings
and social interactions; they carry these attitudes into their sexual relationships. Their predatory behavior is a direct consequence of their allegiance to the predatory majority culture.
Second, despite their conspicuous conformity to the majority cul-
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ture’s standards, these characters never obtain a secure or permanent
privileged identity; Silko’s Destroyer queer characters are constantly
haunted by the very identity stigma that they seek to deflect. The patrons
of the Owls Club limit the club’s membership and move their premises
in order to escape rumors about their culturally stigmatized activities.
They do so only to see the rumors resurface. Judge Arne describes living
“in dread of the plain envelope with no return address or the series of
awkward phone calls” that signal a threat to expose his potentially queer
identity to the public (Silko 462). Indeed, Arne treats the “fear of detection” as a fact of life for those who adopt a Destroyer queer identity (461).
Soon after the club’s move, Arne finds his own stigmatized sexual activities displayed for the world in the “Cop Cakes” adult calendar. While the
Destroyer queer identity requires endless conformity to maintain, it can
be ripped away through a single act of exposure. The result is an escalating cycle that requires more conformity, more fear, and more attempts
to deny a possible queer identity. The reward for those who survive this
exhausting battle is a place in the majority culture, but one that is always
endangered and always contingent on future conformity. In this sense,
the quest to secure a place in the Destroyer culture through conspicuous
conformity to cultural norms stands as always already defeated.
Fortunately, those with marginalized, or potentially marginalized,
identities have an alternative to the self-defeating quest for acceptance by the Destroyer culture. Silko demonstrates this option through
a third group of queer characters, each of whom chooses not to allow
his inborn cultural status to dictate his allegiances. While these characters begin life in the upper ranks of Destroyer society, they eventually
embrace their potentially queer identities and seek out solidarity with
less culturally powerful individuals. Like Silko’s Destroyer queer characters, each of these men is sharply confronted by the gap between his
culture’s heteronormative standards and his own nonheteronormative
desires. Each is forced to choose between social acceptance and acceptance of his own difference, and each chooses to base at least part of his
identity in his noncompliance with heteronormative standards. After
adopting this queer self-identity, each man also chooses to reconsider
his culture’s norms in general. Some of these queer characters eventually reach outside the queer community and ally themselves with the
other marginalized communities around them. In this sense, several of
Silko’s self-identified queer characters carry out the journey of identity
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renegotiation requested of upper-class citizens by the Army of Justice
and Redistribution. As the army spokeswoman, Angelita La Escapía,
declares, each member of the majority culture must “let go of a great
many comforts” and “the greed and the selfishness in [their] heart”
(Silko 710). Each must abandon their place in a social system that
upholds some identity groups while subjecting others to remorseless
identity oppression. Only then can they truly “walk with the people” in
solidarity and in the service of their mutual best interests (710).
Almanac of the Dead includes several characters who successfully
cross the boundaries between the elite and disenfranchised communities. This cultural transference is always made through critical consideration of identity difference, recognition of the hierarchal thinking
that stigmatizes all marginalized citizens, and identification with all
those who share the experience of identity oppression. Michelle Jarman
particularly highlights Root, a drug dealer who renounces his family’s
wealth and white privilege after he becomes disabled by a brain injury.
As Jarman suggests, Root is abruptly confronted by his community’s
exclusionary logic after his injury. He is ostracized by his family, stared
at by “well-dressed” bystanders, and treated to awkward conversations
about disability in upper-class shopping malls (Silko 200). This experience with identity discrimination prompts Root to carefully consider
both his birth culture and the marginalized cultures that do not reject
him because of his disabled body. As Jarman states:
Silko suggests that embarking upon self-reflective identity formation is one of the few avenues through Destroyer culture to
an alternative perspective that seeks out and allows the strange,
the unknown, and the different. In Root’s case, his brain injury
suddenly allows him to see his family from an outsider position,
a location that also forces him to admit his former participation
in their tacit discrimination. Coming to terms with his complicity provides him with an opportunity to choose to reformulate his
identity in repudiation of this privilege. (161)
Root eventually chooses to renounce his claim to his family fortune
and to sever all ties with his upper-class birth family and neighbors. He
physically relocates himself in a marginalized downtown area where he
“instinctively [feels] more comfortable” (Silko 200). He also seeks out
alliances with other individuals whose racial, gendered, or ability status
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excludes them from full cultural participation. Although Root does not
join the Army of Justice and Redistribution personally, he establishes
strong ties to this community. His friendship with one of the army’s
prophets, a man who comes to describe him as a “brother,” becomes a
particular sign of his new community allegiance (617).
Several of Silko’s queer characters perform a similar journey of
renunciation and identity reformulation, first reconsidering their place
in their heteronormative culture and then distancing themselves from
the majority community. Even the policeman, Jamey, who reveals little
conscious critical thought about his culture, uses his identity difference
to separate himself from the Destroyer culture to a certain extent. Jamey
falls madly in love with a man who is marked as culturally undesirable
by his fat body and nonwhite racial status.5 Their affair teaches Jamey
to appreciate and to value these culturally stigmatized traits. He soon
discovers that his partner’s “blazing dark eyes” and ability to smother
him in bed leave him “weak with desire” (Silko 693). Jamey is also—as
stated above—heavily involved with the “Cop Cakes” adult calendar.
While Jamey considers this calendar a joke, authorities treat it as a subversive “attack on police and law enforcement in the United States”
(460). Unbeknownst to Jamey, the calendar, which associates the public
symbols of the US legal structure with stigmatized identities, performs
exactly this form of subversion. Legal officials respond to the calendar
with vehement public denials and also launch an internal investigation
of Tucson’s law enforcement officials.
The artist, Eric, engages in far more conscious attempts to separate himself from the Destroyer culture. This openly queer character begins his identity journey at the age of fourteen, when he has his
name removed from the list of baptized and conforming Christians in
his small Texas hometown. As an adult, Eric physically removes himself
from his family and birth community by relocating to the West Coast.
A few years later, when Eric’s friend Seese becomes pregnant, Eric
reveals a parallel internal journey away from his culture’s patrinormative and hierarchal logic. Eric admits that his first instinct on learning
of the pregnancy is to wish for patriarchal “ownership” of the child, stating, “I want this baby to be mine and not his” (Silko 51). However, Eric
immediately questions this “irrational and piggish” instinct and does so
in a way that reveals his reliance on identity difference as the foundation for an alternate system of ethics (51). As Eric states, “Faggot, sissy,
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queer—I never imagined or dreamed [that I would react this way]” (50).
He quickly adds, “I thought I had already whipped that demon back to
the underworld” (51). The demon here is both patriarchal logic and the
system of identity hierarchies that the patriarchy helps to support. A
few pages later, Eric reinforces his comment by speaking derisively of
his heteronormative culture as a whole. He refers to this culture as “the
Bible Belt bourgeois [that] Eric [had] rejected” (59).
If disability serves as Root’s “avenue” of escape from a culture based
in identity discrimination, then queer identity provides a similar escape
for Eric. Like Root, Eric uses his difference as an opportunity to reflect
on his hierarchal culture. The discrimination that Eric suffers enables
him to recognize all forms of discrimination, including class discrimination, discrimination against women, and the ultimately racist
assumption that one’s bloodline determines one’s place in the culture.
Like Root, Eric engages in an ongoing attempt to repudiate this discriminatory logic and to ground his identity in his rejection of Destroyer culture. Although Eric is a relatively minor character in Silko’s novel, he
demonstrates that queer identity status, like disabled identity, may serve
as both a form of personal power and an avenue of salvation from the
Destroyer culture as a whole.
Eric dies before he reaches the conclusion of his journey of identity
renegotiation; nevertheless, Silko shows us one possible end to this
identity journey through another of her minor queer characters. We
learn very little about the unnamed leader of the radical activist group
Green Vengeance. This man hides his identity in order to protect
other radical activists. However, we do learn that this anonymous
man is HIV positive and, thus, that he has personal experience with
the majority culture’s terrorism against marginalized individuals. This
man’s final message urges his “lovers, brothers, mothers, and sisters”
to “[a]venge gay genocide by the U.S. government” through acts of
ecosabotage or antigovernment violence (Silko 730). While these violent
pronouncements may initially seem shocking, they are framed as a
logical proposal within the context of the novel. Almanac of the Dead
is notable, in part, because it presents a model revolutionary network
engaged in violent uprising against the Destroyer world system. The
novel indicates that this uprising may result in major casualties but
also demonstrates that the Destroyer system produces mass casualties
through its very existence. Violent opposition—like the opposition
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proposed in the environmental activist’s final message—may result in
fewer deaths than simply leaving the Destroyer system to its normal
operations. Silko also emphasizes several times that “death awaits all
living beings as part of a single continuing process” (733). Everyone
eventually dies, and the question of how one lives is far more important
than the length of one’s lifespan. Dying in the service of social justice
can serve as a positive, even a heroic, fate in this novel.
Rather than emphasizing negative possibilities, the activist’s final
message highlights his identity journey away from the Destroyer culture
and toward allegiance with all marginalized communities. The message correctly identifies AIDS as a form of “gay genocide” and implicitly
links the virus to other forms of state terrorism (Silko 730). By releasing
his call to arms in the wake of the destruction of Glen Canyon Dam,
the activist implies that AIDS can be avenged through actions aimed
at preventing natural destruction and the unequal distribution of water
resources. Green Vengeance, as a whole, discusses their work in terms
of “free[ing] the mighty Colorado” and of countering official projects
meant to seize clean air and water for the sole use of upper-class citizens
(728). All members imply that the AIDS virus and structural resource
inequality are perpetuated by the same source—and additionally suggest that an attack on one Destroyer institution is a blow against them
all. Moreover, this activist has traded participation in Destroyer culture for membership in an alternative community. This man’s status
as an outlaw makes his new community allegiance clear; he must have
renounced participation in the Destroyer culture and repudiated any
privilege he held within that culture before becoming an ecosaboteur.
Green Vengeance stands as a locus of opposition in its own right and,
eventually, merges with a greater network of marginalized communities. This anonymous activist’s community becomes an intrinsic part of
a coalition that links all of the world’s disenfranchised citizens through
the common rejection of identity exploitation. The activist’s final words
to his “lovers, brothers, mothers and sisters” ultimately both reinforce
his allegiance to this alternative community and encourage other marginalized individuals to follow his example. This man’s queer identity
has helped him to repudiate his heteronormative culture and enabled
him to act as guide for those who wish to do the same.
This, then, is the final choice that Destroyer culture presents to all
upper-class and marginalized individuals, including queer individuals.
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As Silko suggests, on the one hand, these individuals may continue to
cleave to the Destroyer culture. This choice requires a logically untenable self-conception, rigid public conformity to cultural norms, and
the violent exploitation of more visibly marginalized citizens. On the
other hand, these marginalized individuals may use their difference as
a standpoint from which to question their hierarchal culture. Like Root,
Eric, and the unnamed leader of Green Vengeance, these citizens may
acknowledge the commonalities between all forms of identity oppression, repudiate their hierarchal culture, and renegotiate their identities
based on an appreciation for all identity difference. While such identity renegotiation is often difficult, it is also rewarding. Those who truly
undertake this journey gain membership in the vast network of marginalized communities around them. Many also discover the foundation
for real countercapitalist and countercolonial resistance in their own
resistant identities and in alliances between marginalized communities.
Critics have long noted that the choice between Destroyer culture
and the network of potentially revolutionary marginalized communities
lies at the heart of Silko’s Almanac of the Dead. While Silko’s portrayal of
upper-class queer characters may initially appear to contradict this message, these characters actually make the choice between the majority and
marginalized cultures uniquely visible. The stories of Silko’s queer characters warn all marginalized individuals against continued allegiance
to the Destroyer culture and encourage them to ally themselves with
openly resistant communities. In this sense, Silko encourages all readers
to value the expression of disenfranchised identities—including queer
and two-spirit identities—above membership in the majority culture.
While Silko’s novel has been accused of homophobia, the novel actually
affirms queer identity as a potentially powerful subversive standpoint.
Kathleen Champlin is a recent graduate of Ball State University with a doctorate in contemporary American literature. The final chapter of her dissertation
discussed disability, class, and cross-cultural alliance in Leslie Marmon Silko’s
Almanac of the Dead. Her research interests include disability, intersectionality, and
contemporary literature, particularly utopian/dystopian fiction.

Notes
1. This description of Moore’s and Donnelly’s work appears in Fischer-Hornung,
“Now We Know” 110–11.
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2. To the best of my knowledge, Almanac of the Dead has never been discussed
in detail by queer indigenous theorists. When these critics have made brief mention
of the novel, they have discussed Silko’s presentation of queer characters negatively.
Estrada suggests that Silko “demonizes” two of the queer characters in her novel
(169), while Tatonetti argues that Silko offers “problematic depictions of queers as
murderers and monsters” (68). Womack contends that a queer man’s only options
in the novel are to “commit suicide or psychopathic violence” (139). As I hope to
demonstrate, Silko’s queer characters initially appear problematic but actually support queer indigenous theory’s arguments about identity appropriation and intersectional identities.
3. As Driskill et al. point out, queer indigenous theorists generally prefer the
terms queer and two-spirit. Driskill et al. feel that the term queer places emphasis
on critique of heteronormativity rather than on sexual preference and that the term
two-spirit places focus on both queer and decolonial criticism (25). This article primarily uses the term queer because the majority of the characters examined in this
article are settlers rather than Indigenous individuals. These individuals would not
use sexual or gender identity terms to assert links to Indigenous cultural traditions.
4. Likewise, Baringer notes that the army “resonates with the anxiety over psychic
borders represented by what Klein calls the ‘paranoid schizoid position’” (18). Both
Moore (102) and Stanford (179) declare that the novel itself performs the return of
the repressed, writing both the Native American subject and colonialist history back
into a national story that prefers to overlook both.
5. “Fat” is the official term used by fat studies critics. As these critics have noted,
those who differ from the norm in body size or body weight are marginalized within
the Destroyer culture. Body norms are policed primarily through legal discrimination, verbal assault, and the refusal to adapt structures or services for the needs of
fat individuals.
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Neoliberal Earthworks
Anne Stewart

Indigenous earthworks are a stubborn, persistent form of infrastructure.
Bulldozed, landscaped, removed, and used as fill by North American
settler states, earthworks have nonetheless worked their way into an increasingly central position within contemporary Native American and
Indigenous studies. These earthworks have come to the fore through relationships forged with them by Indigenous artists and scholars such as
Allison Adelle Hedge Coke, LeAnne Howe, Monique Mojica, Chadwick
Allen, Marti Chaatsmith, Penelope Kelsey, and Cari M. Carpenter.1 These
thinkers illuminate earthworks as key sites of Indigenous science and
technology, identity formation, and political struggle.2 Eric Gary Anderson, drawing on Linda Tuhiwai Smith, calls Indigenous earthworks “decolonizing methodologies” because they are conduits to transformations
in scholarly method and guides in a decolonial praxis that offers alternatives to the spatial orders developed by settler-colonial state power
(6). While Anderson identifies the literary-critical turn toward earthworks as developing in the twenty-first century, I argue that important
antecedents to this conversation are present in late twentieth-century Indigenous literatures that engage with the intersections of earthworks and
decolonization in response to neoliberal economic globalization.
At the end of the twentieth century, neoliberal policies accelerated
processes of violent dispossession and the exploitation of land,
prompting Indigenous thinkers to consider how neoliberalization
was impacting Indigenous communities. Beginning in the 1970s and
1980s, the neoliberal state embraced economic policies that worked
to deregulate marketplaces, to privatize publicly held commons, and
to foster a model of citizenship, as Isabel Altamirano-Jiménez asserts,
“embedded in notions of entrepreneurialism, the self, and the economy”
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(75). Scholars including Altamirano-Jiménez, Glen Sean Coulthard, and
Jodi A. Byrd argue that from an Indigenous perspective there was nothing
particularly new about this intensified wave of market globalization,
land expropriation, and criminalization of communal lifeways. Also
labeled “liberal multicultural settler colonialism” (Byrd xvii), as well
as “new imperialism” and “neocolonialism,” neoliberalization repeated
the techniques and policies of settler and extractive colonialisms in
sped-up, scaled-up ways. Like colonialism, neoliberalism’s material
practices physically reshape space, “devouring everything under our
feet, the land base,” while pretending to multicultural benevolence
(Coulthard, “Colonialism”).3 It is this landscape of violence that prompts
authors such as Gerald Vizenor, Leslie Marmon Silko, and Thomas King
to narratively confront what this essay calls “neoliberal earthworks.”
Neoliberal earthworks are those massive developmental and extractive
projects that grow by devouring on a planetary scale, “expos[ing]
global governance as settler governance” (Morgensen 204). While these
writers do not focus specifically on Indigenous earthworks, their novels
describe how the shape and motion of the earth pushes, at the end of the
twentieth century, against its own commodification and destruction.
This decolonial narrative practice, attentive to the working earth, speaks
to many of the issues addressed by the artists and scholars thinking with
and through Indigenous earthworks today.

Theorizing Earth in Indigenous Studies
Before moving into my readings of neoliberal earthworks, I want to
briefly consider how the thinking on earthworks and on theories of
decolonization has come to intersect so profoundly in contemporary
Native American and Indigenous studies. Allison Adelle Hedge Coke’s
Blood Run (2006) is a touchstone in this evolving conversation. In
Blood Run Hedge Coke evokes three competing and disparate forms
of earthworks: Indigenous earthworks (“effigy, / community civic
sculpture, structure, safe barrier bound by earth”) (9), settler-colonial
earthworks (“gravel pits, / golf courses, housing, saloons, cafes erected
upon Indigenous / Peoples’ graves”) (9), and the earth’s own capacity to
work. In Blood Run the earth is not just shaped by human developers; it
is also an actor with the ability to “witness desecration” and to “tak[e]
in the bones of The People” (9). Of these three forms of earthworks,
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the mound cities and trade routes developed by the people of Turtle
Island have drawn the most critical attention. Readers such as Allen,
Anderson, and Jodi Melamed note Hedge Coke’s emphasis on the
intricacy, structural complexity, and political function of these mounds.
The earthworks at Blood Run are, as Allen argues, “a form of Indigenous
writing that inscribes knowledge not simply on the land but literally
through the medium of the land itself ” (Transindigenous 201). These
projects model one way in which the earth “works” as an archive of
knowledge, a material repository of historical memory, and a locus of
civic engagement.
While Hedge Coke’s poetic cycle is focused on Indigenous earthworks as technologies that build, archive, and extend Indigenous epistemologies into the future, in Blood Run Indigenous earthworks are
also powerful critical opponents of those settler earthworks “lifting the
earth’s very skin up, / barring [sic] her bones” (9). These settler-colonial
earthworks are terrestrial engineering projects that also do inscriptive
work, “writing on the ground a new set of social and spatial relations,” as
Achille Mbembe writes in his description of the physical labor required
for colonial settlement and extractive practices (25). In Blood Run the
settler state’s “monstrous machines, / bulldozing scars upon soil,” are
not only modes of epistemic violence (Hedge Coke 9); settler-colonial
earthworks physically reshape the earth’s surface and subsurface to create the spatial conditions of possibility for the colonial social order and
its capitalist mode of production. Mishuana R. Goeman calls this order
the “settler-colonial grammar of place” (236).4 Through the naturalization of this grammar, colonial earthworks come to appear as characteristics of the land itself, allowing colonial capitalism and the exploitation
of Indigenous lands and peoples to seem “inevitable, natural, [and] fair”
(Melamed 184). The power of the settler earthworks that Hedge Coke
describes lies in their capacity to get under the skin of the continent and
dig in to produce this appearance of naturalness.
Attention to how the earth is physically transformed by colonial
development is also central to contemporary theories of decolonization.
In their work on Indigenous resurgence, Taiaiake Alfred and Jeff
Corntassel use the term “shape-shifting” to describe how settlercolonial order naturalizes its capitalist means of production by shaping
the terms of narrative production, political discourse, and the physical
environment (601). These shape-shifting strategies are deployed by the
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settler state to strategically occlude and destroy Indigenous presence on
and in the land as it interferes with the state’s economic and military
agendas. Just some of these strategies include the imposition of state
borders that deny Indigenous constructions of nationhood, the ongoing
maintenance of reservations that replace legitimate land claims with the
right to suffer and die outside the public eye, and the transformation
of physical geography to naturalize the presence of white settlers
while strategically erasing Indigenous histories, epistemologies, and
sacred spaces. Like Alfred and Corntassel’s identification of the settler
state’s shape-shifting power, Hedge Coke’s attention to settler-colonial
earthworks draws out the fundamentally material history of settler
colonialism as an infrastructural project that shifts the form and
function of the planetary surface. Conversely, the stubborn persistence
of Indigenous earthworks counters this infrastructural shape-shifting
power by “show[ing] the often ignored reciprocal embodiment between
people and land” and thereby offering a counterhistory to the colonial
process of terrestrial reconditioning (Howe, “Embodied” 76). In Blood
Run Indigenous earthworks become a powerful locus of settler-colonial
critique; their presence denaturalizes and calls to account the authority
of the settler state.
Through the space that they occupy as a critical and even
ideologically demystifying presence in the land, Hedge Coke’s Blood
Run earthworks draw our attention to the third form of earthworks that
Indigenous authors engage: those inscribed and authored by the earth’s
own transformation of its surface. In Blood Run the planetary surface
moves, shifts, and transforms of its own accord, often in defiance
of extractive and developmentalist colonial agendas. Hedge Coke
invokes this transformative movement in the stanza from “Before Next
Dawning” quoted above, which describes how “the world witnesses”
(9). The world as witness, with that pregnant blank space between
subject and verb, calls a global audience to account and simultaneously
evokes the planet itself as an active observer in the sense that witnessing
connotes not passive watching but gathering evidence of the criminal
settler desecration of Indigenous land. The mounds, which Hedge Coke
describes as “taking in the bones of The People,” also identify the earthly
material of which they are composed as a participant in shaping socialspatial order (9). Hedge Coke uses this verb construction to highlight
the earth as an accepting agent, a collaborator “taking in” rather than
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an inert and passive object upon which “the bones of The People are
imposed” (9).
Hedge Coke conveys a sense of reciprocal exchange between the
earth and Indigenous earthworks—both work together to “witness” and
at the task of “taking in”—that is conspicuously absent from the planet’s
relationship to settler earthworks. There is no reciprocal relation in
settler-colonial shape-shifting, and it is this failure of right relation
that the concluding sections of Blood Run evoke. In these sections,
Hedge Coke represents a planet that is attempting to decolonize its own
terrestrial body. In the cycle’s last of seven poems bearing the title “The
Mounds,” the speakers frame human presence as contingent on the earth’s
acceptance: “We allowed you entry,” the mounds say, “to make matters
meaningful” (Hedge Coke 82). But even this sense of matters that can be
meaningful to humans is only as stable as the land: “When River returns
with her greatest force. / When flora, fauna will themselves back, / here
where we all began . . . / All will come to truth” (82). The indeterminacy
of these lines, in which a specific location, “here,” is generalized through
a collective becoming, “where we all began,” suggests an expansive
understanding of “here” and “we all” that connects the terrestrial agency
of Blood Run to a larger, planetary coming-to-truth.5 In their reading of
Blood Run, Kelsey and Carpenter identify this planetary context. “The
ethos of the entire collection,” they stress, is to bring to light “the most
essential motion of the earth, like a pointed finger reminding us of our
origins” (64). These origins in Blood Run begin not with the settler state
nor with the integrity of the modern individual subject but with a more
expansive understanding of community and belonging invoked through
“The mounds’ voices . . . themselves models of intertribal, transnational,
and ever-moving identity” (Kelsey and Carpenter 65). As in “Before
Next Dawning,” in which “we silently witness . . . just as the world
witnesses,” Hedge Coke uses this third sense of earthworks to connect
the struggle at the Blood Run site to a decolonial, intertribal geopolitics
that is suggested by the earth’s own rebellious terrestrial motion. By
representing the interactions of these three forms of earthworks, Hedge
Coke demonstrates how the site specificity of Blood Run’s material
politics both challenges the colonial project of globalization and speaks
for a global project of decolonization.
By making these planetary connections via tectonic shifts and hydrological cycles, Coke envisions the movement of the earth rather than
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the flows of capital as a model for globalization. Insisting on the force of
terrestrial movements that can interrupt and overturn neoliberal development, Coke’s Blood Run earthworks speaks to a decolonial vision of
global belonging that both precedes and comes after the fall of the neoliberal state. The last line of Blood Run, “It has begun,” directs readers
to a future in which terrestrial motion will destroy colonial earthworks
and the colonial-capitalist social order that they naturalize (Hedge Coke
92). As Melamed writes, “One suspects the final line of Blood Run . . .
refers to an indigenous scripting of the world switching on from within
economic globalization” (215). This anticipation of geophysical revolution connects Hedge Coke’s work to late twentieth-century Indigenous authors like Vizenor, Silko, and King. These authors confront the
increasing speeds and scales of colonial-capitalist development through
their narrative engagement with neoliberal earthworks, like the freeway
system in Vizenor’s Bearheart ([1978] 1990), the golf courses in Silko’s
Almanac of the Dead (1991), and the hydroelectric dam at the center of
King’s Green Grass, Running Water (1993). Vizenor, Silko, and King use
these earthworks to identify the rise of neoliberalism as signaling a new
wave—what Hedge Coke calls “yet another overthrow” (9)—of settlercolonial shape-shifting that takes colonial earthworks projects to new
speeds, scales, and geopolitical intensities.6 But rather than allow this
narrative of violent dispossession to become totalizing, the novels that
I discuss below explore how the forceful presence of planetary motion
might work to rewrite the settler-colonial social and spatial grammars
dominating the neoliberal era.

Narrating the Earth’s Agency
For Vizenor, King, and Silko, neoliberal earthworks brutalize the
landscape, maintain and escalate conditions of dispossession, and
function as technologies of racialization. But like Blood Run, these
novels also posit that neoliberal earthworks contain within their landdevouring physical structures the capacity to fail, to disappoint human
fantasies of control, and to remind us of the ways that the earth physically
expresses its own agendas. In particular, these novels suggest that the
parts of the planet enlisted in neoliberal earthworks—the mineral
aggregate that goes into freeway construction; the transformation of
soil, plant life, and even climate required to build and maintain golf
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courses; and the manipulation of land-water relations required for dam
construction—can themselves engage in a kind of decolonial action in
the form of a tectonic shaking-off of colonial-capitalist infrastructures.
As one character in Silko’s Almanac declaims, “The riches ripped from
the heart of the earth will be reclaimed by the oceans and mountains.
Earthquakes and volcanic eruptions of enormous magnitude will
devastate the accumulated wealth of the Pacific Rim. Entire coastal
peninsulas will disappear under the sea” (735). While this speech
is prophetic, the speaker’s point is that seemingly secure colonialcapitalist infrastructures are fundamentally vulnerable to the motions of
terrestrial materials. As “riches ripped from the heart of the earth,” these
materials have been incorporated into the infrastructure inscribing the
earth. Earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and tidal waves are reminders
that Turtle Island does not become North America until it is made so by
human development. Countering the naturalism of this development,
planetary motion effects what Walter Mignolo calls a “delinking from
the colonial matrix of power” in that it physically expresses the point that
terrestrial ecology does not exist to reify the racist and capitalist agendas
of colonial spatial grammar (Darker 54). By representing infrastructural
projects that delink from the colonial matrix of power, Vizenor, King,
and Silko invoke the force of planetary motion as a potential ally in a
decolonial project that is both epistemic and profoundly material.
While readings of Vizenor’s Bearheart frequently respond to its
postmodernist aesthetics, in the last decade scholars such as James H.
Cox, Christopher Teuton, and Christopher Schedler have argued persuasively for its materialist politics. Written during the era of “roll-out
neoliberalism” and responding to the oil shocks of the 1970s, Vizenor’s
Bearheart envisions a fuel crisis spurring the apocalyptic collapse of the
United States (Peck and Tickell 37). As cities are shut down by resource
shortages and reservations become targets for a new wave of federal
land grabs, bands of travelers take to the US freeway system on foot.
The story focuses on one group of “pilgrims” that grows around Proude
Cedarfair, an Anishinaabe protector of sacred cedar trees who leaves his
family home on the Red Cedar Reservation when the federal government comes to claim the trees for fuel.7 Vizenor describes “the interstate . . . crowded with families and small groups of people. Some pulled
the last of their precious properties in wagons and carts. . . . [T]he interstate medians were strewn with discarded furniture and memorabilia
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the walkers could no longer harness and cumber” (161). In his vision
of a decolonizing continent, Vizenor repurposes the US settler state’s
largest earthworks: the interstate system. As a single, monstrous entity,
US freeways are made up of roughly 45,000 miles of paved ground and
comprise over 1.5 billion metric tons of mineral aggregate, which is the
combination of sand, gravel, and crushed stone that is used as the road
base and mixed with cement to form the road’s surface. This aggregate is
the largest nonfuel mineral material consumed in the United States (see
Sullivan). The gravel for concrete aggregate is extracted by the open-pit
mining that Hedge Coke references in Blood Run, refined using fuelheavy processes, and built to enable fossil fuel consumption on a massive scale.
The interstate system is thus a key site at which the mineral aggregate
drawn from the earth is employed in the development of shape-shifting
infrastructure designed to racialize poor and nonwhite populations
through displacement and expropriation. Beginning with the 1956
Federal-Aid Highway Act, the plan to develop a national highway
infrastructure fed directly into postwar processes of racialization.
“Local city planners took advantage of federal moneys to target black
communities point-blank,” writes freeway historian Eric Avila. “In
other parts of the nation, highway planners found the paths of least
resistance, wiping out black commercial districts, Mexican barrios,
and Chinatowns and desecrating land sacred to indigenous peoples”
(3). The communities left in proximity to freeway development were
disproportionately exposed to health, safety, and economic risks.8 This
same infrastructure enabled the white flight that devastated urban
cores in the second half of the twentieth century while perpetuating
the romanticized image of the tragic yet adventurous settler-colonial
road warrior who, from F. Scott Fitzgerald’s Jay Gatsby to Jack Kerouac’s
Sal Paradise to Hunter S. Thompson’s Raoul Duke, endlessly lives out
the colonial fantasies of westering and conquest on this network of
national pavement. As the vehicleless freeways of Bearheart also attest,
these processes of racialization are not just site specific; they also link
the freeway earthworks of gravel and fossil fuels to geopolitical circuits
of foreign policy (e.g., the US support of the Israeli state) and resource
allocation (e.g., the OPEC embargoes that sought to condemn this
support) that set the stage for the resource wars of what was, in the 1978
of Bearheart’s first publication, the fast-approaching neoliberal future.
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Simply put, the interstate and the fuel-driven economy that it
enables make monsters out of dirt and rock. In Bearheart, however,
as vehicle traffic disappears, the freeway becomes instead a network
of transformation and resurgence. Vizenor’s pilgrims enter into an
environment in which “[p]ools of brume flowed across the road near
the marshes. Since the end of gasoline, weeds were growing over the
asphalt roads. Tough flowers crept over the unused shoulders of the
road and sprouted from cracks and potholes. . . . In time trees would
take root and turn the cement and asphalt to dust again” (51). In this
passage, Vizenor represents cement and asphalt eager to reunite with
the earth, to be reabsorbed and materially decolonized. The land’s
quick reclamation of mineral aggregate describes the slippage between
neoliberal earthworks and the terrestrial surface, the former of which
requires constant maintenance by the petroeconomy in order to sustain
the appearance of human control.
This need for constant maintenance and the obverse tendency of
cement to return to dust flag the inherent instability of concrete and steel
infrastructures. In their sociological research on road building in the
Peruvian Andes, Penny Harvey and Hannah Knox study the responses
of Indigenous communities to freeway development and note that
affected communities express concern that the quality of unpredictability cannot be processed out of the physical, terrestrial materials carved
from the mountains and repurposed for road building. These materials
are optimized, analyzed, and synthesized, but “the work to classify and
separate land off as a substance whose autochthonous powers derive
from its universal and inanimate properties does not ultimately remove
the ghosts from the soil” (Harvey and Knox 140). In Bearheart Harvey
and Knox’s ghosts manifest as rapidly sprouting cracks and potholes.
The plant life that grows out of and over the cement and asphalt testifies
to the traces of living, always-moving earth and rock that persist in the
most oppressive developmental projects. Even as the terrestrial surface
is made to work for settler-state interests, an impetus toward colonial
delinking remains in the soil, which takes quick advantage of opportunities to reassert its autonomy.
As land rapidly reclaims the freeways in Bearheart, Vizenor proposes
that these changed conditions also become the conduit to a resurgence
of Indigenous models of community and of communication:
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From the ruins of personal properties some walkers stopped walking to live in wickiup shelves and berths tied together and covered
with flapping plastic or swatches of carpet. The wickiup people
offered various services from their transient berths on the meridians. . . . Oral traditions were honored. Families welcomed the
good tellers of stories, the wandering historians of follies and tragedies. . . . Facts and the need for facts had died with newspapers
and politics. Nonfacts were more believable. . . . Stories were told
about fools and tricksters and human animals. Myths became the
center of meaning again. (161–62)
In this passage, the interstate that crumbles back toward earth produces new conditions of possibility and new spaces of dwelling and of
exchange. The “transient berths” that Vizenor describes are temporary,
a form of dwelling that does not privilege property rights. The mode of
exchange is “barter,” emphasizing reciprocity over capitalist value creation (Vizenor 161). The “new meaning of families” allows for forms of
expression and belonging that are not determined or authorized in the
registers of political and official discourses. While Vizenor’s “nonfacts”
might ring differently to audiences in the Donald Trump era, his point
is that a transformed physical environment allows for knowledge production and exchange based in storytelling and mythic reason rather
than in the rationalist frameworks, namely, “facts and the need for facts”
naturalized by scientific colonialism. This does not mean that truth is
arbitrary but that it requires the scaffolding of a meaningful and plausible narrative (rather than, say, a series of disjointed Tweets) in order to
cohere. Terrestrial mediation rather than settler-state politics becomes
this source of coherence, the grounds that “make matters meaningful”
in the postfreeway world that Vizenor describes (Hedge Coke 82).
Decolonization as a process that begins on the ground breaks up the
terrestrial conditions created by the settler state. Vizenor then explores
what new relations are produced as a result. Bearheart’s pilgrims
see these reformulated relations in action when they travel through
Oklahoma’s Antelope hills. Lightning strikes seventeen times a minute
in these hills, creating “perfect balance” between earth and sky (Vizenor
210). The pilgrims enter into a terrain that is in balanced relation with
itself, and they must learn to “‘feel the water and listen to the streamers’”
in order to cross the hills without being struck by lightning (214). The
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advice to “feel” and “listen” comes from the Master Stranger, a hermit
who lives among the hills. The Master Stranger explains, “‘Lightning is
no worse than the old automobile traffic on the interstates’” (214). He
interprets the message of the lightning hills by using a human analogy:
this terrain has its own balance of relations. Failing to respect this
terrestrially mediated social space can be as dangerous as staggering
out into freeway traffic. This perspective is consonant with the recent
work of scholars who advocate for decolonizing political and juridical
structures through an Indigenous mode of legal reasoning that is
“sourced in the thunder and lightning,” as John Borrows puts it (xiii).
Borrows argues for drawing on land as an archive of legal knowledge
and jurisprudence. Understanding land as such an archive resonates
with Coulthard’s call for “grounded normativity” in which “the land
as a mode of reciprocal relationship” teaches humans “about living our
lives in relation to one another and our surroundings in a respectful,
nondominating and nonexploitative way” (Red Skin 60). In Bearheart
Vizenor’s diagnosis of the risks associated with the ascendant neoliberal
era is that if humans do not choose grounded normativity, the ground
itself may well force it on us.
On the heels of Bearheart’s republication in 1990, Silko’s 1991 Almanac
of the Dead is even more merciless than Vizenor’s novel in cataloging the
price that humans pay for refusing to acknowledge the workings of the
earth. In Almanac Silko maps out a near future in which earthquakes,
droughts, volcanic eruptions, and landslides operate as a global call to
action, prompting the earth’s dispossessed populations to “realize they
must rise up” and bringing the planet to the brink of revolution (431).
The anticapitalist materialist politics that inform Almanac are well
documented, as are its “new materialist” commitments. Kyle Bladow
uses a materialist ecocritical framework to identify “the ways objects in
Almanac . . . upset settler spatiotemporalities” (3). Other critics also note
Silko’s attention to the liveliness of objects, particularly the land itself,
which claims an Indigenous “material and spiritual” identity in the novel
(Schacht 68) and possesses a decolonial “material and narrative” agency
that can interfere with colonial mapping practices (Brigham 305). My
reading adds to these assessments by attending to Silko’s representation
of the land moving through the massive, sinister earthworks dominating
the novel’s landscape. In particular, Silko identifies the structure of the
golf course as one of the most destructive and fantasy-driven forms of
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settler-colonial earthworks.9 Two golf courses appear in the novel, one
a private country club in Chiapas, Mexico, and one a municipal golf
course in Arizona. As the novel emphasizes, these courses are built to
impose a conquest-oriented fantasy of terrestrial order onto land that is
often inhospitable to the presence of rolling green fairways and the ideal
conditions that golfers pay enormous fees to access.
Silko reminds readers that the golf course as a site of racial policing on and through the land is not incidental. Rather, these privileged
spaces resonate within colonial history because they are often built on
the sites of tribal earthworks that to the course developer’s eye seem
ideal additions to the undulating terrain of a challenging course. The
Octagon Earthworks that are incorporated in part into the Moundbuilders Country Club in Newark, Ohio—“a contemporary captive” of
colonial order, as Chadwick Allen puts it (“Rescripting” n145)—are the
most well addressed example of this form of colonial infrastructural
violence. But the courses along the Riviera Maya in Cancún also boast
about holes that feature Maya ruins. As a land development project, the
golf course dramatizes how frequently colonial-capitalist earthworks
are physically built from the materials of Indigenous earthworks, one of
those acts of shape-shifting whereby the settler state destroys first and
then declares terra nullius second in order to retroactively naturalize its
developmentalist agendas.10
Golf courses are pivotal sites of land disputes between Indigenous
communities and settler-state interests with long histories that reignited
in the neoliberal era, as in the case of the Oka Crisis in Québec,
Canada. In 1990 the Mohawk community and allies at Kanehsatà:ke
and Kahnawà:ke in southeastern Québec engaged in a seventy-eightday armed standoff against the Canadian federal government to stop
the further development of a golf course on their land. A nine-hole
course had been built, against band objections, in 1959. The new wave
of land accumulation via Indigenous dispossession saw the town of Oka
pushing to expand the course to eighteen holes. Again, the state favored
developers and rejected Kanehsatà:ke land claims, leading to several
months of protests, barricades, and clashes with white residents and
military police. The land dispute in this case was as old as the settler
state, but the plans to clear away Kanehsatà:ke pines and gravestones
to make way for fairways and condominiums—and the Canadian
government’s characterization of the protesters as “terrorists” (Simpson
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148)—drew out the links between the legacy of settler colonialism and
the land management and cultural policing tactics of the neoliberal era.
While golf courses are feudal rather than neoliberal inventions,
Silko stresses that neoliberal order thrives on Almanac’s golf courses
as they become sites of the corporate-statist dirty dealing that operates
beyond national borders and regulations. In Arizona exiled New Jersey
hitman Max Blue organizes long-distance assassinations and drugsmuggling deals with senators and judges from the fourteenth hole of
a public course that he single-handedly privatizes as his own personal
playground. In Chiapas an insurance broker named Menardo, who
conceals his Indigenous ancestry in order to succeed among Chiapas’s
corporate elite, plays golf at an exclusive country club with generals
and police chiefs. Distinctions between corporate and state interests
are nonexistent in the world of Almanac. The corporate-state elites in
Chiapas are the other end of the drugs-for-guns pipeline that we see
being organized on Max’s Arizona golf course. They use golf as a thin
pretext for stopping behind the slope at the back of the ninth hole,
getting drunk, planning international arms deals, and shooting guns
into what Silko pointedly designates as “the mound” (328). This subtle
word choice evokes the sacred sites like that of the Octagon Earthworks
upon which settler violence flourishes. By having the Chiapas elites
firing weapons into the remains of these earthworks, Silko strips away
the sport’s leisure-class innocence and makes visible its brutal excesses.
While the success of Chiapas’s corporate-state elites is quite literally
built on the backs and graves of the Indigenous population, the course
that Max plays in Arizona is violently carved out of the Sonoran Desert.
Max, who has become obsessed with order and security since a neardeath experience, spends most of his time on the golf course because he
loves the “pure geometry and physics” of golf (Silko, Almanac 337). The
golf course’s greedy use of natural resources, marked by Max’s admiration for the “desert mesquite and paloverde trees [that] grew tall from
the golf course water,” identifies it as a space of colonial-capitalist domination (637). Max thinks that “[t]he desert meant danger and death,
but he did not mind that they were close by. The whole thrill of the
game was to follow the little ball on its hazardous journey from hole to
hole safely” (637). As these passages suggest, the order and control that
the golf course imposes on the desert become a kind of security blanket for Max. As long as he remains on the course, he is protected from
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the danger beyond the edges of the fairway. A similar obsession with
security takes over Menardo’s life as political unrest in Chiapas prompts
him to begin wearing a bulletproof vest everywhere he goes and to sleep
wrapped in the brochures advertising the qualities of invincibility the
vest confers. His maid “often found the color brochure about the vest
in the bedcovers, evidence Menardo fell asleep reading about the vest”
(503). Like Max’s boundaries of freakishly tall desert trees and hired
security, the vest and brochures wrapped around Menardo are a mawkish parody of a security blanket.
Of course, the irony of depending on a security blanket is that such
assurances are for babies; their effects are psychological. Silko drives
home the inherently fantastic nature of idealized spaces of colonialcapitalist power when both Menardo and Max are killed accidentally on
their respective golf courses. Max is struck by lightning because he is
so confident in the course’s protective function that he plays through
all weather conditions, mocking other players who are nervous about
being on the course during rainstorms: “When the lightning sirens
were sounded, the other golfers scurried to the clubhouse for shelter;
but Max loved the desert storms” (Silko 638). He observes both desert
and storm from a subjective position of capitalist privilege because he is
confident that his economic agency secures him against unpredictable
dangers that intimidate less powerful humans. Max’s sense of security
is amplified by his skill at golf—he who controls the ball also controls
his destiny—and by his professional commitment to making his hits
look like “accidental death” (354). As an agent of accidental death himself, Max is someone who makes things happen, not someone to whom
things happen or from whom the relations between land and lightning
demand respect. But Max should listen to Vizenor’s Master Stranger:
there is a quality to the relations between land and lightning that no
amount of human control can contravene. When Max is killed at the
end of the novel by a lightning strike, it is one small decolonial act that
signals the much larger, global movements of earthquakes, landslides,
and volcanic eruptions pushing the rest of the planet toward revolution
in Almanac.
Silko’s choice of a golf course as the site of Max’s and Menardo’s sudden deaths identifies the course, like the freeway, as a space in which
unpredictable terrestrial conditions persist despite the colonial-capitalist
domination of space. Silko has Menardo stage a test of the bulletproof
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vest’s miraculous properties on the ninth hole of the country club golf
course, where he and his buddies use “the back of the mound” at the
ninth hole as “their private pistol range” (328). Menardo is killed when
he asks his driver, Tacho, to shoot him in the chest to prove that the vest
is impenetrable. Like Max’s golf course security blanket, both the vest
and Menardo’s choice of venue turn out to be no such thing. “Microscopic imperfections in the fabric’s quilting,” the police report, “a bare
millimeter’s difference and the bullet would safely have been stopped”
(509). The metals and fibers implicated in this act of imperfection are
fragments of the unruly earth reaching out to upset colonial fantasies
of control. Part of the perverse parody of Menardo’s test is that his body
replaces the mound as the target, unwittingly evoking his own concealed
Indigeneity in the very moment that he directs Tacho to fire a 9 mm
automatic at his chest. This is “How Capitalists Die,” as Silko explains in
her title for the scene (509). Menardo “falls for the worst con of all: he
believes in his own con; he trusts in a technology of violence that is itself
a con” (Silko, “Indian Hater” 99). A life spent working to insure against
the accidental is undone in this moment; in Almanac there is no such
thing as insurance against the agency of the always-working earth.
Silko frequently describes Menardo’s death as a punch line, a fitting
end to the hypocrisy of his existence and an attempt to “have laughter in
the face of horror” (“Indian Hater” 97). But the joke here is funny like a
heart attack. Menardo’s life as a rapacious capitalist, predicated as it is on
concealing his identity and insuring against accidents, is ended by the
very type of contingent event that he refuses to countenance. In denying
both his Indigenous identity and the power of the earth, he condemns
himself to a death in which he is made, through a grisly substitution, into
the Indigenous earthworks that he has helped to subjugate and erase. By
having both corrupt businessmen die on the golf courses that they perceive as their safety zones, Silko demonstrates that no earthworks, however spectacular, are immune to the contingent motions of the planet.
These twinned scenes further identify earthly motion as involving an
expanded field of material relations that include the moment when the
lead of the bullet meets the fiber of the vest, as well as the moment of
intimate contact between earth and lightning. From the scales of molecular composition to planetary weather systems, the earth has an ontological authority that supersedes the relation of capitalist to golf course.
Like Silko, Thomas King narratively structures the terrestrial ecol-
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ogy of Green Grass, Running Water to emphasize the earth’s power,
agency, and capacity to decolonize its own earthy, rocky body. Readers
often approach King’s novel as a decolonial project in the sense that it is
“a postmodern trickster narrative . . . with a dense discursive web that
undermines any stable interpretive platform” (Smith 519). Less attention
has been given to the novel’s interest in more material acts of decolonization. The hydroelectric dam at the center of King’s novel seems to
overdetermine conditions of narrative possibility until it is spectacularly destroyed by the planet’s own claims to narrative authority. In the
novel a multinational corporation, Duplessis, builds the massive Grand
Baleen Dam on Blackfoot territory in Alberta, Canada. But Duplessis’s
efforts to get the dam running and to develop homes around the lake it
creates—named Parliament Lake—are stymied by a successful injunction filed by Eli Stands Alone, a Blackfoot man who quits his job as a
university professor to live in the log cabin his mother built in what is
now the dam’s spillway. The solitary figure of Eli in his tiny log cabin
in the shadow of the Grand Baleen identifies the hydroelectric dam as
one of the major evil avatars of neoliberal globalization. As Rob Nixon
writes, in the late twentieth century “megadams served as highly visible,
spectacular statements that new nations were literally soaring toward
development, by mastering rivers and reaching for the sky. Constructions on such a scale rendered material the trope of nation building:
to erect a megadam was literally to concretise the postcolonial nation’s
modernity, prosperity, and autonomy” (65–66). The Grand Baleen
Dam thus points its finger at the hypocrisy of Canada’s status as a wellestablished postcolonial nation, as well as of newly postcolonial national
projects around the world. King’s narrative asserts that there is no postcolonial moment where the infrastructures of colonial violence persist.
Critics such as James H. Cox and Cheryl Lousley note that the Grand
Baleen evokes the Grand Coulee Dam, which displaced thousands of
Spokane and Colville people and destroyed a thousand miles of salmon
spawning territory in the Upper Columbia River Basin in the 1940s,
as well as the Great Whale River (Grande rivière de la Baleine) phase
of the James Bay hydroelectric project, which runs through Cree and
Inuit territory in northern Canada.11 Fewer readers note that its massive
scale and late twentieth-century timing also link the Grand Baleen to
the megadam building projects that began construction in the 1980s
and 1990s, like the Three Gorges Dam in China and the Sardar Sarovar
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Dam in India. These projects also entailed pitting already marginalized
Indigenous populations against the developmentalist agendas of the state
and framed the former, as Arundhati Roy points out, as antimodern and
antiprogressive micropopulations, like Eli Stands Alone, “holding the
nation to ransom.” By identifying megadam construction as part of an
ongoing process of colonial development, King’s Grand Baleen puts the
lie to the promises of a properly postcolonial global modernity.
Green Grass, Running Water also emphasizes that the environmental
damage and social risk of dam construction are disproportionately offloaded onto Indigenous lands through a settler-colonial agenda that
presents the ontology of the dam as natural and inevitable. “‘That’s the
beauty of dams,’” Duplessis project manager Clifford Sifton explains to
Eli. “‘They don’t have personalities, and they don’t have politics. They
store water, and they create electricity. That’s it’” (King, Green 119). King’s
extradiegetic point is that water and electricity are political and that they
do have personalities that are altered and distorted by infrastructure that
destroys the course of a waterway to turn it into a lake. This upsetting of
relations creates ecosystem damage that is often irreversible; engages in
environmentally racist practices that, like mining and pipeline projects,
promise Indigenous communities economic windfalls that rarely
materialize; and ignores the significant risks associated with these forms
of development.12 As one of the lawyers involved in the case thinks,
“Once Duplessis started construction on the dam, nothing stopped it.
Environmental concerns were cast aside. Questions about possible fault
lines that ran under the dam were dismissed. Native land claims that had
been in the courts for over fifty years were shelved” (128). Paralleling the
state’s dismissal of land claims with the corporation’s willful ignorance
of “possible fault lines,” King’s narrative illuminates the ideological
investments that congeal into matters of fact in such highly rationalist,
scientific projects. The capitalist developer has to engage in a kind of
magical thinking to believe that the land will bow to his agendas and
that the reality of the physical world, like the interests of a people, can
be bulldozed into conformity. As Cox puts it, this narrative logic “plots
the inevitability of colonial domination and conquest,” and this plotting
strategy remakes the earth’s surface, turning land into an apparently
obedient avatar of the colonial matrix of power (66).
But a fault line and a river, as Hedge Coke posits at the conclusion
to Blood Run, are not the kinds of earthworks that can be dominated
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through force of anthropogenic will. No sooner is construction of the
dam complete than cracks begin to show. From his porch, Eli watches
stress fractures form in the concrete and comments to Sifton, “‘What
happens when it breaks? You can’t hold water back forever’” (King,
Green 157). Sifton’s reply is that of the good company man: “‘It’s not
going to break, Eli. Oh, it’ll crack and it’ll leak. But it won’t break.
Just think of the dam as part of the natural landscape’” (157). These
two different understandings of the dam’s structural integrity signify
the oppositional ontologies in contest. For Sifton, the dam is “part of
the natural landscape,” no longer river and prairie but rather Grand
Baleen and Parliament Lake. For Eli, conversely, the cracks in the dam
are clear indicators of its unreality, its impermanence, and the obverse
naturalness and inevitability that earthly motion will run its course.
“You can’t hold water back forever,” he says. This simple statement is a
powerful ontological counterpoint to the neoliberal fantasies that justify
the risks of dam infrastructure by ignoring the threat of fault lines,
insisting that “it won’t break.”
Spoiler alert: the dam does break. Before a single house can be built
on the lake or a kilowatt of energy generated, unusually high rainfall
and a series of earthquakes crack the dam in half: “[A] tremor rolled
in out of the west, tipping the lake on its end. . . . [B]eneath the power
and the motion there was a more ominous sound of things giving way,
of things falling apart” (King, Green 454). In this passage, King deliberately employs the language of a colonial unworlding. The dam’s concrete
infrastructure is riven by the force of earth and water, and King’s use of
the phrase “things falling apart” connects the planet’s rebellious motion
to historic independence movements in Yeats’s Ireland and in Achebe’s
Nigeria, as well as to the decolonial struggles still playing out worldwide
beneath the veneer of global modernity. The dam’s collapse exposes the
failures of a neoliberal agenda whose underside is the extension of colonial conquest based in a scientific rationalism used to justify the partitioning of non–Western European forms of knowledge into cultural and
ethnicist silos where they cannot interfere with or object to their own
subjugation.13
But to say that the earth is not the avatar of a neoliberal agenda is
also to admit that it is not the champion of the dispossessed. As property owners on the short-lived Parliament Lake watch their “shoreline
disappear,” the landscape of Green Grass, Running Water transforms
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from North America back into Turtle Island, with, not surprisingly,
Coyote laughing and dancing on the sidelines. Coyote’s presence here
is important, because we know that this laughing and dancing is never
an unqualified good. “The river slowly coming back to life” is a dramatic and destructive process (King, Green 461). The log cabin that Eli’s
mother built is demolished, and Eli is swept away along with it. But the
destructiveness of this conclusion is important because it makes the
point that the dam does not break to support Eli’s argument, which
would be its own kind of magical thinking. To understand terrestrial
motion as decolonial may be to admit that the planet’s surface does not
play favorites between a dam and a log cabin. The ontological contest
over decolonization is not one of, as King suggests in an essay, a “JudeoChristian” battle between “good and evil and order and disorder” but
rather a struggle to move away from the subject-object dualisms bred
by Western thought and toward a reengagement with a land-centric
“balance and harmony” that is simultaneously not a utopian guarantee (Introduction xiii). Decolonization is about reestablishing relations
of respectful coexistence, but it is also about admitting that the earth
itself works in destructive, dangerous, and inequitable ways. A decolonial rebalancing of relations necessarily entails a relationship to earthly
motion that respects its terrible power to destroy, as well as to bring
balance.
By casting terrestrial motion as political action, Vizenor, Silko, and
King thus also elucidate the physical difficulties and painful material
transformations inherent in the project of delinking from coloniality. In
his reading of Blood Run, Chadwick Allen points out that Hedge Coke’s
poem cycle “simulates techniques for constructing actual earthworks
by layering diverse forms and materials” and reproducing “the multiple physical and symbolic alignments of earthworks by repeating a set
of standard units of measure” in the poetic line (“Rescripting” 140). In
the same way, writing with the land and allowing its motion to structure
their narrative conditions of possibility allow Vizenor, Silko, and King
to enact a similar simulation. Their narrative frameworks speak in the
voice of a working earth. In so doing, these authors write in and out of
the neoliberal era, modeling a form of Indigenous writing in which the
resurgent earth is busy pursuing its own terrestrial agendas even in the
absolute thick of colonial-capitalist global domination.
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Notes
1. See Howe, Shell Shaker and “Embodied,” among her many contributions to the
field; the special issue of SAIL edited by Joseph Bauerkemper on “Tribalography”;
and Mojica. For a catalog of artistic interlocutors of Indigenous earthworks, see
Allen, “Rescripting.”
2. On the science of earthworks, see Allen, “Serpentine”; on earthworks as loci
of political-historical reckoning, see Chaatsmith; on earthworks as key sites of
Indigenous identity formation and legal contestation, see Kelsey and Carpenter.
3. On the co-optation of the Indigenous relation to land by the neoliberal
state’s rhetoric of cultural recognition through land conservation, see chapter 2 in
Altamirano-Jiménez.
4. Goeman proposes “the concept of a settler-colonial grammar of place in order
to expose the specific spatial logics at work within settler colonialism and the certain
conditions it sets up for Native communities and peoples” (236).
5. This call for a planetary reckoning speaks to Hedge Coke’s hopes for Blood Run
as a project that will “involve the world community” (94).
6. The rising interest in Indigenous earthworks in the twenty-first century is
closely connected to contemporary decolonial thinkers who shift emphasis from
“discursive forms of power” to “the role that nondiscursive configurations play in
reproducing colonial relations” (Coulthard, Red Skin 47). See note 2 in Vimalassery,
Pegues, and Goldstein for a list of recent work interrogating the limitations of recognition politics in a colonial context.
7. As Schedler argues, Proude’s choice to leave the reservation rather than fight
revises the tragic stand that generations of Cedarfairs have taken in defense of the
sacred trees. This choice is paradigmatic of Vizenor’s theorization of Native transmotion, in which the mobility of Indigenous bodies and kinship ties replaces the colonial narrative of the Native as a static quantity, fixed in time and place. “For Vizenor,”
Schedler writes, “tribal sovereignty as a form of affiliation endures beyond territorial
boundaries, tribal governments, and federal treaties in the minds and hearts of the
living Native peoples and through physical and visionary transmotion” (43).
8. See Avila on how “race—racial identity and racial ideology—shaped the geography of highway construction in urban America” (2).
9. While the destruction of the Glen Canyon Dam near the end of Almanac is also
a salient example, it is not the earth that frees itself in this instance, and so the scene
evokes, as Houser suggests, the history of ecoactivist “dam-cracking” rather than a
terrestrial delinking from colonial power, properly speaking (182).
10. Hedge Coke also makes this point in the acknowledgments section of Blood
Run. “Once,” she writes, “a snake mound effigy of a mile and a quarter length, much
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like the worldwide lauded Snake Mound in Ohio State, existed in this very place—
Blood Run. The railroad used it for fill dirt” (n.p.).
11. Lousley also suggests that the Grand Baleen is “loosely based on the Oldman
River Dam near Lethbridge, Alberta” (17).
12. In 2000 the World Commission on Dams filed a report stating that between
forty and eighty million people worldwide had been displaced by dam-building projects in the two preceding decades and made an overall determination that the social
and environmental consequences of dam building were damaging, unpredictable,
and often irreversible.
13. For other intellectual movements working on this problem in the early 1990s,
see Latour; Mignolo, “Decires.”
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Remediating the “Famous Indian Artist”
Native Aesthetics beyond Tourism and Tragedy

Joshua Miner

The “famous Indian artist” emerged as a modern phenomenon, a product of his or her American place and time. The twentieth century saw
numerous Native artists enter the public eye, many innovating on established styles and challenging Eurowestern prescriptions about what
“Indian art” could be, yet they became tokens of the twin ideologies of
assimilationism and primitivism anyway.1 US society construed these
artists as cultural representatives of a vanishing race; they were portals
to a prehistoric state, fabricated via nostalgia in order to corroborate social and aesthetic modernity. A turn-of-the-century “Indian craze” in
the US art world had in fact underpinned “the emergence of modernist
aesthetic ideas” (Hutchinson 7). This generalized, primitive, “Indian art”
style provided the perfect foil for the formal experimentation of American modernism. Celebrity status for Native artists, in turn, came from
reproducing “authentic” Indigenous styles and mobilizing tragic motifs
of racial extinction in a new economy of sympathy. A trend of Native
artists’ entrance into the national limelight on this basis escalated after
the birth of the Santa Fe Indian Market in 1922 and the Indian Arts Fund
in 1925 and the establishment of art programs at tribal colleges across the
country. US institutions began to view Indigenous cultures as a distinct
national resource, a usable “past” for modernism’s best aesthetic poachers. Along the way, Native craftspeople began to produce “fine art” and
not just “folk art,” yet they had to evoke the traditional in order to survive in a modern art economy whose aesthetic teleology relied on their
primitiveness.
This dynamic surfaced across all Native art production in the twentieth century. Dean Rader identifies this as a result of “the long and turbulent history of Indians and Indian iconography in the public sphere,”
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which positioned Native practitioners similarly relative to the coalescing institutions of modern art and literary modernism (144). It limited
those artists’ freedom to articulate the Indigenous modernisms that
would emerge later by force: Yanktonai painter Oscar Howe, for example, famously began his career painting in the style of winter counts and
ledger drawings before he brought cubist, futurist, and magical realist
elements to bear on the ethnographic eye of mock traditional styles in
the late 1950s.
This essay argues that Native literatures of the early twenty-first
century remediate this shift in Indigenous visual aesthetics, focalized
through the figure of the famous Indian artist. The figure, which exists
as a feature of both production and representation in the Indigenous
art world, surfaces as a transmedial literary motif that activates across
modalities and levels of experimentation. Four major works of fiction
anchor this analysis, each distinct in visibility, market, and literary style:
Thomas King’s Truth and Bright Water (2001), the title story in Eddie
Chuculate’s Cheyenne Madonna (2010), Gerald Vizenor’s Shrouds of
White Earth (2010), and Louise Erdrich’s Shadow Tag (2011). In these
stories, celebrity Native artists begin their careers working in pseudotraditional styles, only to alienate their communities and then transcend
their early work to cultivate visionary techniques. Just as Oscar Howe
negotiated institutionally prescribed styles with his desire for Indigenous experimentation, fictional artist Dogroy Beaulieu negotiates the
same forces in Vizenor’s experimental novella Shrouds of White Earth.
The way forward for many is to become what Dogroy calls a “cosmoprimitive” artist, a transcultural troublemaker who disrupts Anglo and
Native institutions by ironically smudging the modern and “primitive,”
the cosmopolitan and traditional.
The transmedial process by which this core motif travels puts the
development of formal conventions of painting in conversation with
its literary remediations—more importantly, the above authors deliberately juxtapose these modalities to confront the problem of representation from multiple angles. Whereas remediation typically refers to
the translation of media-constructed systems of perception and meaning through newer (often electronic) forms,2 I use the term to refer to
an interrelation of mediating forms involving story and image, where
abstract signs accrue meaning as they play across modal borders. This
emphasizes the logic of immediacy, which “dictates that the medium
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should disappear leave us the presence of the thing represented” (Bolter
and Grusin 6)—in this case, a visual aesthetic field that signifies indigeneity. Remediation has historically facilitated the appropriation of
Indigenous art forms into settler photography, cinema, and other primarily visual forms that then produced an Indigenous absence. Yet, in
the hands of Indigenous artists, “remediation is a tactic used to assert
Indigenous presence” (Brady and Kelly 82). Here, the trope of the
famous Indian artist offers a vehicle for Native writers to translate processes of media production, as well as relationships of Native creatives
to systems of artistic production, allowing them to explore their own
relationships to mainstream cultural systems.
Through specific cultural and aesthetic contexts, the fictional
famous Indian artist deconstructs what Vizenor calls an “aesthetic
of [Native] victimry” written into traditional Eurowestern modes of
representation and reenacted by modern Native artists (Fugitive 22).
The figure mediates the ironic interplay between fine art aesthetics
and externally prescribed Native aesthetics. In doing so, the authors
articulate an unvanishing aesthetic by way of three distinct strategies.
First, their “famous artists” draw on a sense of place to reclaim an
Indigenous relation to land that contradicts modernist representations
of Indigenous people in Picturesque landscape and portraiture; second,
they restore Native aesthetic presence and presentness by playing with
genre conventions and misconceptions about Native arts; and lastly,
they implicate the viewer as tourist through apostrophe and other
techniques that infuse ethnography with dramatic irony. Each strategy
dissolves the representational façade that recapitulates settler accounts
of Native people and cultural change.
The Picturesque mode in US visual arts fuses the tragic and the sentimental by depicting a virgin land waiting to be seeded with Eurowestern modernity, along with an iconography of Indigenous disappearance
(e.g., ruined camps and settlements). It established a way of viewing
Indigenous bodies, lands, and histories, as well as prescriptions for
inverse modes of Native painting that precluded Indigenous presence on
the land. The Picturesque mode, according to Gil, the celebrity artist in
Louise Erdrich’s Shadow Tag, only occurs “when a whole culture participates in a lie” about how we situate certain forms of violence (95). The
lie is the “Indian,” a nostalgic and kitschy image, by turns noble and savage. Gil’s wife accuses him of perpetuating this lie in his ironic portrait
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and landscape series, Irene America, where she is the Indigenous subject.
Irene argues that “what’s kitsch is Indians . . . as images. There is no way
around it. We’ll never get the franchise back” (95). Irene America stands
as an exemplar of this modernist franchise, signifying how the image of
the “Indian” anchors the American narrative of modernity in both the
literary and art worlds. Denise Cummings’s work on visuality—those
“practices of seeing the world and the seeing of other people” (xiii)—
becomes useful for understanding the persistence of this image, as iconographies of indigeneity inform broader practices of looking. The figure of the “Indian” functions as a false remembrance on a picturesque
horizon, behind which real Native people are rendered invisible.
This leaves Native artists to imagine new formations of aesthetic
sovereignty while performing contemporary indigeneity. As they
began playing on notions of “Indian art” in the twentieth century, they
imagined experiences of body and place that lie outside those delimited
in Eurowestern representational modes. In Artifact Piece (1987), Luiseño
performance artist James Luna famously donned a loincloth and
lay in a display case (with proper museum labeling) at the San Diego
Museum of Man for unsuspecting visitors, completing a conversion
of “Indian” to “artifact,” a process already symbolically completed by
European American artists, collectors, and anthropologists. Artifact
Piece highlighted how even the Native body could not escape the
commodifying grasp of Eurowestern modernity. This grasp radically
shaped their arts cultures: “totem poles,” beadwork, war bonnets, Navajo
blankets, katsina “dolls,” pottery, and basketry all bear associations
with regional primitivisms and were categorized variously as “artifact,”
“souvenir,” and “art” (Hutchinson 94). The first celebrity Native artists,
who played a formative part of their peoples’ interpenetration with US
pop culture, worked in these forms.3 The artist’s position at the nexus
between aesthetics, politics, social and ceremonial experience, pop
culture, and new market economies opened avenues for Indigenous
aesthetic presence, which has never been “dependent on [a] particular
medium of expression” (Leuthold 54). Writers followed suit, and the
“famous Indian artist” grew into a recognizable literary trope by the
1990s. In part, the remediation of visual arts allowed Native writers
to contend with the sociohistorical processes that forced Indigenous
creatives to operate as both aesthetic subject and object in order to
survive. For example, Evelina Zuni Lucero’s novel, Night Sky, Morning
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Star (1999), follows Isleta potter and sculptor Cecilia Bluespruce
through the tourist art markets of the Southwest; while in Gordon
Henry’s novel, The Light People (1994), an Anishinaabe healer makes a
career as a performer at children’s parties, when another man’s missing
leg ends up in a museum as an artifact, recalling Artifact Piece. Native
writers continue to explore the ironies of transculturation through the
circulation of “Indian art.”
Later twenty-first-century fictions render the Indigenous body
present on the land as a politically and culturally sovereign actor,
because “the experience of . . . place has the power to transform one’s
relationship to the world” (Leuthold 191). Monroe Swimmer, the selfdescribed “famous Indian artist” in King’s coming-of-age novel, Truth
and Bright Water, starts his career producing souvenir winter counts and
takes a day job as a restorer of Picturesque landscapes for a museum,
but he finds inspiration once he begins secretly “restoring” Native
figures back into the paintings, recovering the truth of their existence
underneath layers of paint. These repurposed landscapes work as what
Vizenor refers to as “ironic portraiture,” which satisfies a hunger for
self-representation (Shrouds 35). Literary famous Indian artists paint
themselves as subjects and not mere objects of the ethnographic gaze;
like their forebears, they instead try to rewrite this fetishized victimry
by disrupting Picturesque aesthetics and the Indian art economy.
They recognize that aesthetic patterns are powerful but vulnerable, for
“aesthetics and ideology intersect in the representation of the other”
(Leuthold 24). By crafting and performing a cosmoprimitive aesthetic,
one that reestablishes Indigenous presence on the land and in the
modern present, they take aim at tired representations of Native people.
Before turning to a sustained analysis of the literary motif of the famous
Indian artist, this essay will explicate settler aesthetics as they manifest
in the visual arts.

Settler Aesthetics: Picturesque and Flatstyle
The aesthetics of landscape painting reflected a prevailing Eurowestern
belief in sociocultural evolution in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, marking Native arts as rudimentary, inert, and open to
appropriation by modern masters like Picasso and Gauguin for the
evocation of the primitive. The famous Indian artist would likewise
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pervade the US imagination by the 1930s, but Native communities
began to view institutionally supported celebrity artists with cynicism,
especially those who produced what others called “Bambi art”—a riff
on sentimental, bland styles that adhered to Eurowestern assumptions
about who Native people were and what they could say. These styles
typecast Natives as either folk artisans or fine art subjects but never
fine art producers, never political agents with voices of any import to
modernity. Portraiture and Picturesque landscape painting, as well as
abstract styles, were not appropriate modes for Indigenous artists: they
did not qualify as “Indian art,” since they did not represent “authentic”
otherness. Geometric patterns and an autoethnographic style depicting
two-dimensional figures via cultural iconography, dubbed “Flatstyle,”
the demand for which smacked of cultural tourism, produced consistent
award winners. The interplay and conflict between these visual styles,
Picturesque landscape painting and Flatstyle, underpin the operative
elements of the famous Indian artist trope.
Resistance to these stylistic prescriptions grew among Native artists.
Controversy erupted when Tulsa’s Philbrook Museum disqualified one
of Oscar Howe’s paintings from its Annual National Indian Painting
Competition in 1958 because it wasn’t sufficiently “Indian.” Jurors
argued that the piece was “not an authentic expression of [his] Indian
heritage and identity” (Anthes xi). They failed to realize that Howe’s style
expressed an aesthetic transculturation consistent with his experience,
which included training under Swedish muralist Olle Nordmark through
the Works Progress Administration. By contrast, the panel’s judgment
reflected a widespread endorsement of the misappropriation of Native
styles. Art historians have since recognized what Howe and his peers
always knew: Native artists not only were capable of modern aesthetic
modes but had been working in them for decades, even expressing a
modernist sensibility in styles considered primitive (Hoffman 524). This
fact made the aesthetic policing of Indigenous arts yet more ludicrous,
more violative. Many Native artists sought, like the artist-narrator of
Vizenor’s Shrouds of White Earth, “to be a menace to the promotion of
natives as natural artists of cultural realism” in twentieth-century art
markets (65). Dogroy Beaulieu sees himself and his fellow real-world
artists as “native political prisoners,” their work limited by a “politics
of traditions [that] denies irony and maintains nostalgia, the betrayer
of native imagination and visionary memory” (34). In the prison of
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Figure 1. Edward Curtis, The Vanishing Race—Navaho, 1904, photogravure, from
The North American Indian.

nostalgia, Native artists represent themselves through the imperial gaze.
Most adhered to the bounds of “tradition” until the latter half of the
twentieth century, rendering scenes of their own disappearance.
Picturesque scenes of Indigenous tragedy have been especially
problematic. Many Native artists have depicted Nunahi-Duna-DloHilu-I, or the Trail Where They Cried, as Indian removal remains one
of US modernity’s best tragic origin stories. The forced relocation of the
Five Nations (Creek, Cherokee, Choctaw, Chickasaw, and Seminole) to
Indian Territory in the 1830s, known since as the Trail of Tears, remains
the most iconic event of the removal era. Jerome Tiger (Creek-Seminole)
established a signature style through the evocative energy of his figures,
creating several removal pieces in the mid-1960s before having his
career cut short by a handgun accident at the age of twenty-six. In
Cheyenne Madonna, fictional famous Indian artist Jordan Coolwater
references the historical Jerome Tiger’s Flatstyle paintings as “typical
Trail of Tears–themed prints,” depictions that depoliticize removal with
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Figure 2. Jerome Tiger, Trail of Tears, 1966, tempera on paper.
National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum.

a veneer of tragic romance (Chuculate 75). Across Tiger’s removal series,
specifically, the style bears an eerie resemblance to Edward Curtis’s The
Vanishing Race, the first photograph in his colossal North American
Indian (1907). In its caption, Curtis explains his intention to capture
images of “Indians as a race” before their “passing into the darkness of
an unknown future” (36).
Indian figures riding sadly away from the viewer recall the Navajos’
forced migration in the 1860s; so do those in Tiger’s Trail of Tears series
(1965–67), where blanketed Indians trudge pitiably through a blank,
windswept landscape (Tiger 8).4 Like Curtis’s photographs, the Trail
of Tears aesthetic is pseudohistorical, typecasting Indigenous people
as victims of time and their own failure to adapt rather than of racist
colonial policy. Historical trauma shifts into abstraction by an aesthetic
configuration that separates Native body from environment, event from
context, past from present. Yet these detachments carry an unresolved
tension: Dian Million (Tanana Athabascan) notes that “the ‘past’ is
always already positioned as the field of our contested now” (70); as a
result, in the late twentieth century “it became a necessity for the ‘victims’ of history to rearticulate the terms of history” (71). While Jerome
Tiger’s technical mastery could not transcend the sensibility of his time,
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Chuculate uses his fictional counterpart, Jordan Coolwater, to refashion its tragic devices and motifs. This aesthetic remediation posits a
restored ecological relation. A restored presence on the land remains the
first step toward cultural and political continuance in the face of settlercolonial representation.

The American Picturesque Tour(ist)
For most of US history, Native people have been valued only insofar
as they could represent otherness. Material culture, often stolen from
burial or massacre sites, made a perfect vehicle and was therefore
amassed by collectors and museums: objects could be preserved while
the people themselves passed away. Widespread production and sale
of Native art, which fed modernism’s tourist impulse, began as a way
for Native communities to survive in the face of new economic realities
under reservation and allotment policy. In “The Old Indian Granny,”
Menominee poet Chrystos writes of this dynamic, exploring how Native
women came to make art for personal autonomy yet remained unvalued
in US society beyond what they could produce. The final lines make this
clear:
It’s knowing with each invisible breath
that if you don’t make something pretty
they can hang on their walls or wear around their necks
you might as well be dead. (Chrystos 41)

This relationship led to aesthetic prescriptions for Native art. Institutional enforcement came through new art programs, competitions, and
markets—a cultural imperialism that produced desire in the tourist for
the souvenir, which acted as mediator and surrogate.
The styles of early twentieth-century “famous Indians”—most
from Dorothy Dunn’s Studio School in Santa Fe or the dual hub at
the University of Oklahoma and Bacone College in Muskogee—were
shaped by both white patronage and their non-Native contemporaries.
At a time when Indian art markets were booming, a surge of nonNative painters with academic training arrived in the western United
States to paint its Indigenous people each summer, only to winter in the
East while displaying the year’s work. Their paintings are marked by an
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ethnographic eye, particularly their still lifes, portraits, and landscapes.
These artists grew up on George Catlin’s work, and, like him, they went
west out of a belief in the imminent disappearance of the people Catlin
called “Nature’s Noblemen” (Morand et al. 46). In line with their tourist
inclinations, they saw themselves participating in the preservation of
Native Americana.
Even at their most abstract, the tourist-artists took a documentarian
approach, careful to capture Native bodies, daily activities, and
ceremonies accurately to their understanding. But their process could not
escape bias, since it involved urban “moderns” observing “primitives,”
and cities were assumed to be the “primary site of modernity” (Anthes
xx).5 Tourist portrayals influenced Native artists of the era, though
such artists could only gain professional support by working in styles
pushed by settler institutions. In Santa Fe and Oklahoma this led to the
development of Flatstyle, called “traditional Indian painting,” which was
“characterized by the use of decorative color and line, an avoidance of
European modeling and [point] perspective, and a lack of emphasis on
foreground and background” (Morand et al. 97–98). It was a synthesis
of Native styles, made “primitive” by prohibiting point perspective.
Fictional Dogroy Beaulieu argues in Vizenor’s Shrouds of White Earth
that this “artistic pedagogy for natives [promoted by Dunn] influenced
other teachers, . . . who were determined to prepare native artists to
replicate by naturalism the scenes of their cultures” (63). Instructors
taught that “Indian art” involved the depiction of traditional lifeways
in a two-dimensional field, restricting artists’ self-expression and
self-representation. They could only record themselves as objects of
cultural preservation. Visual and narrative compression further limited
Indigenous contemporaneity.
George Catlin and his descendants perfected this practice of the
American Picturesque Tour. Their seasonal travel emulates settlercolonialism vis-à-vis the Eurowestern discovery doctrine, where viewership is ownership. W. J. T. Mitchell notes that “landscape may be seen as
the ‘dreamwork’ of imperialism” (10); so, too, may ethnographic still life
and portraiture. The Picturesque Tour is not merely a methodology but
also a way of imagining the Eurowestern presence in North America,
which shaped landscape painting, wherein Natives serve as metonyms
for the consumable, commodifiable earth. As with travel writing, the
Tour is motivated by a “love of novelty,” and aesthetic elements seize
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upon this to “beckon . . . the observer [forward into the landscape]”
(Lueck 10–11). Anglo-American artist-tourists have acted out this desire
even as they represent it through their work.
Artists working in the Picturesque mode dehistoricize their
subject matter by establishing a system of aesthetic relations. They are
“ultimately concerned with the relation between parts of a composition,
not with the parts for their own sake” (Copley and Garside 4). Figures
become blurred into oppositional stereotypes, stripped of their
autonomy in the service of “good” aesthetic relationships. With the
Picturesque’s signature high depth of field, contrasts in distance lead
to the visual blurring of “wild” elements like Indian men and women,
tipis, and “Indian ruins,” which the viewing subject must pass on the
road of progress. The Picturesque Tour was a new way of understanding
environment, one that shaped other American modes through its focus
on contrast: it reduced ruins, tipis, and Indians to symbolic functions in
service of a metaphor of progress, articulating a cultural difference that
reifies the journey as tour. For Picturesque landscapes, this often meant
an indistinct Indian camp displaced optically by a locomotive snaking
through the land like a river—the natural flow of industrial progress.
Generic traditional dress, implements, and adornments exoticize
and anachronize the Indigenous subject against the viewer. Contrast
underlies modern Eurowestern oppositional frames (prehistory/history,
primitive/modern, savage/civilization, wild/domesticated), which form
the rhetorical source material for these aesthetics. Contrast allowed
“picturesque scenes [to work as] metaphors for national supremacy”
(Lueck 14)—not as complex narrative but as something condensed past
all ethical entanglement. Rochelle Johnson argues that the aesthetic
devices of Picturesque artists work as a kind of visual “language of
progress”—as a result, “one does not see the landscape for what it is”
but as the collective signs of a “predetermined story of progress” (78).
Nature served colonial empires as a rhetorical tool for naturalizing and
thus rationalizing imperial violence.
As it was understood to be “traditional Indian art,” Flatstyle
masqueraded as natural—it cast the disappearance of one culture to
make room for another as natural, too. The Picturesque vision did not
allow for real remorse over the displacement and erasure of Indigenous
peoples. Rather, it expressed “a passion that deemed nature the site
of progress and depended on some major and crucial disregard for
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Figure 3. Zig Jackson, Indian Photographing Tourist Photographing
Indian, 1991, gelatin silver print. Portland Art Museum.

historical reality” (Johnson 82). Still lifes and portraiture, which may
read like Picturesque landscapes in their romantic signification, reflect
the same passion. These representational modes are rooted in a colonial
paradox that “remains at the heart of American identity: the nation
loves its wild lands [and “wild peoples”], but it loves them to death,
as it were” (77). The nested layers of framing and irony can be seen
in Native photographer Zig Jackson’s work: the Indian Photographing
Tourist Photographing Indian series (1991) expresses an Indigenous
visuality through its remediated gazes and visual frames, which work
dialogically to unsettle the political relations that are typically subsumed
and obscured by the aesthetic relations of tourist images.

Remediated Scenes of the Modern Indian Artist
The modern Indian artist is a contradiction policed by both colonial
and Indigenous institutions. Dogroy Beaulieu spends much of his time
complaining about the “tradition fascists” on the reservation who decry
his art and “terminate” his cat, Moses, the way federal Indian agents
might terminate an Indigenous nation. But Dogroy won’t be intimidated; instead, “the executioners, otherwise the tradition fascists, should
be wary of [his] revenant creatures,” he warns (Vizenor, Shrouds 5). The
grave houses and totemic burial shroud art he makes have the power
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to re-create bodies, to transform absence into presence. Strict traditionalists concern themselves with aesthetics out of respect for sacred
relations among the people and environment and other species. However, the enforcement of aesthetic rules protects “aesthetic purity” both
for economic reasons and from a sincere belief in the static preservation of Native cultures. Modern art institutions also required the artists
they sponsored to “represent an impossible fusion of authentic Indian
expression and modern production for the marketplace” (Anthes 21).
This precipitated a commodification of arts practices, objects, and aesthetics that were functional and woven into the social-ceremonial life of
the community. Valued for their ability to protect, to heal, or to effect
real-world change, they now obtained worth if marked by essential difference, or “Indianness.”
Those described by Dogroy as policing traditional aesthetics fail to
see how their arts cultures are always changing. Interest from white collectors was predicated on the illusion of the ethnographic artifact, on
the perceived embeddedness of objects in their functional contexts;
but transmogrification into “art” secretly unraveled this embeddedness. Native art became bifurcated by cultural use and exchange value
because of its circulation in capitalist economies. This radical transformation “signaled . . . a new understanding of [Native] identity” and
reflected changing relationships to local communities, to the US public,
and to international audiences (Anthes xix). Art dealers encouraged this
transformation by often refusing to sell or promote art that, ironically,
looked affected by institutional instruction or by exposure of the artist
to popular US culture. Anthropologist James Clifford has called this the
“salvage paradigm,” or the “desire to rescue ‘authenticity’ out of destructive historical change” (Anthes 3). The salvage paradigm reflects that
paradox in the Eurowestern classification of Indians as “insufficiently
modern (or constitutionally incapable of modernity) while at the same
time . . . not authentically traditional by virtue of merely being alive in
the modern world” (xv)—the ironic lynchpin of a progressive teleology.
When Native communities buy into this for their economies’ sake, their
artists have immediate access to new art publics but are faced with a
familiar kind of invisibility. The vanishing Indian, as a surrogate for “the
future past” itself, is ultimately unsalvageable. Only his or her image and
artifacts survive—though they sell well.
Native authors like Erdrich, Vizenor, King, and Chuculate have
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taken aim at this paradox by tapping into its ever-present irony. Jordan
Coolwater’s affiliation with the Five Nations and subsequent rejection
of the Trail of Tears genre, which narrativizes his disappearance,
provides a tribe-specific example. As a Creek and a Cherokee, Jordan
feels compelled to paint processions of windswept Indians marching to
their deaths, yet he is disgusted by his clichéd creations. When Jordan’s
Cherokees turn toward the viewer—unlike Jerome Tiger’s—visual
apostrophe draws the viewer into the frame. Their gaze implicates the
viewer by exposing him or her as an impossible tourist across time.
Generic irony merges past (“Indian”) with present (audience). This
reflects Dogroy’s cosmoprimitive sensibility, as it works as a paradoxical
tease: it mocks the imperial gaze of ethnographic art yet defies the
traditionalists by ignoring rules about appropriate “ethnic” styles. This
sensibility unsettles an impossible aesthetic subject position.
Early twentieth-century art historians and critics treated art in
“terms similar to those of natural history”; they applied to it a teleology that matched prevailing notions about cultural evolution, a kind of
aesthetic “evolutionary paradigm” (Leuthold 59). Even in cases where
Indigenous artists undermined institutional prescriptions for “Indian
art,” deputies of these institutions—critics, instructors, administrators—
stepped in to superimpose the evolutionary paradigm. Acee Blue Eagle
(Creek-Pawnee-Wichita) borrowed from Art Deco in his contributions
to Flatstyle painting, yet these influences were also subsumed under the
“traditional.” Fictional artists experience this as well: Gil shows a “radical” mastery of old techniques in Shadow Tag; when in Truth and Bright
Water Monroe Swimmer demonstrates a masterful talent for restoring
nineteenth-century landscape paintings, art critics across the United
States and Europe call his brush “magic” (King 129). By this, they reaffix
pastness to a Native artist who has succeeded in a “non-Indian” mode.
Monroe’s unbelievable talent is explained by a supernatural Indigenous
source. His talent is allegedly a primitive imitation of Eurowestern aesthetics, which originate in logic, empirical observation, individuality,
and political autonomy.
Gil confronts this problem, realizing that the sincerity in his early
“Irene” portraits was misplaced, converted into nostalgia and tragedy by
audiences and art critics. Dogroy knows something of this conversion,
too: he sees that “popular culture victimry stories [like the Trail of Tears
and Wounded Knee] are predacious and nasty,” and this is why he’s so
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upset that “some art critics are [so] determined to review [his] every
artistic gesture as victimry” (Vizenor, Shrouds 21). Gil builds his early
career on the tragic representation of his wife as Indian, as emblem of
all Native people. He later develops an ironic, historicized aesthetic, but
by then it’s too late: the art critics make him pay for his mistake. Gil
“thought that he had used [Irene’s] humiliation as something larger—as
the iconic suffering of a people, one critic had said. He hadn’t dared show
the article to [her]; the phrase seemed chokingly reductive” (Erdrich
37). After all, Gil had gone against the advice of a fellow Indigenous artist some years before:
Don’t paint Indians. The subject wins. . . . You’ll never be an artist.
You’ll be an American Indian artist. There will be a cap on your
career. . . . You’ll set up expectations. Attract only one set of collectors. Look at Rauschenberg. He was Cherokee. Did he paint Indians? No. And George Morrison, the one Native artist Gil revered.
He did not paint Indians. He painted their consciousness. Blacks
can be postracial. But Indians are stuck in 1892. (Erdrich 37)
Any art that neocolonial institutions can subsume under the familiar
vanishing Indian narrative will be so subsumed. Transformative stories
of famous Indian artists might be complicated, difficult, bitter, mournful, but they must never be sentimental or tragic. They should be ironic,
even comic, a testimony to Native presence and continuance.
Sentimentality, on the other hand, requires that difference and
particularity be elided in favor of generality. Bleeding together Indian
histories helps “flatten” them narratively, the same way ethnographic
Flatstyle may flatten its artists and subjects as “Indians.” The Trail of
Tears and Wounded Knee become all Indians’ history. This colonial
conflation was written into Flatstyle from the beginning, as Dorothy
Dunn had sought a “hybrid and pan-Indian” style, pushing her students
to “paint scenes of traditional Indian life” that she had gleaned from her
studies at the Field Museum of Anthropology; because of this, “studiostyle paintings focused primarily on scenes of nineteenth-century
Indian life, with no evidence of the presence of whites or the modern
conditions of their very production” (Anthes 7–8, emphasis mine). As
an aesthetic category, Flatstyle reproduced these ethnographic clichés
about the “Indian.”
Flatstyle’s prescriptions delineate false relationships between Indige-
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nous body and Indigenous soil. While the American Picturesque safely
writes the narrative of Eurowestern industrial modernity onto the virgin frontier—partly by “translat[ing] the political and the social into the
decorative” (Copley and Garside 6)—Flatstyle’s lack of background severs all Native claim to the North American continent. Two-dimensional
Indians dance, hunt, play, and grind corn in blank space, communicating
a subtextual detachment of body from environment outside the frame.
This imperialist expression sets the stage for real-world dislocations of
Indigenous peoples, dovetailing with removal discourse. By contrast,
the Picturesque gaze prepares the colonial eye to own and consume
the land. Flatstyle followed some Native artistic traditions before being
prescribed by Eurowestern institutions: Pueblo author Leslie Marmon
Silko notes that realist aesthetics did not at first appeal to Pueblo artists because they restricted meaning. By instead “representing only . . .
intrinsic form[s], [subjects may be] released from . . . limited meaning or restricted identity” (32). When homogenized, however, Flatstyle
loses its limited abstraction and gains associations within a Eurowestern ideology. Silko proclaims that “so long as the human consciousness
remains within the hills, canyons, cliffs, and the plants, clouds, and sky,
the term landscape, as it has entered the English language, is misleading”
because it “assumes the viewer is somehow outside or separate from the
territory he or she surveys” (32). Separation in the Picturesque enables
an assumed right of consumption, but not for Natives. The Native eye
never exists outside the image, never “surveys the territory”—the Indian
is an object in view, but with no claim to territory.
The reactions of Native communities to generalized, commodified
“Indian art” have been cynical, even disdainful. This is echoed in stories
about celebrity artists. Rumors spread through the communities of
Truth and Bright Water about Monroe Swimmer’s lack of talent, about
how he “landed in Toronto just as being Indian was becoming chic”
(King 26–27). When Jordan Coolwater rolls up in his “freshly waxed
graphite-and-blue Silverado with spinning gold rims and supersonic
bass vibrating the tinted windows,” his future wife, Lisa, calls it “a
freakshow carnival on wheels” (Chuculate 122). Even among artists
who have made a career on popular representations and art markets,
a measure of self-loathing takes hold. Flatstyle was at last understood
to be a genre that catered to Eurowestern romance, as it “elided tribal
differences, repressed individual expression, and was out of touch with
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contemporary Native American lives” (Anthes 28). So Native artists
were again reduced to autoethnographers: this process turns art into
curio into souvenir for the armchair tourists. The souvenir is a classic
hallmark of modern Indian art economies. These “highly commercial
forms” became useful partly because they were “easily eviscerated of
deep meaning for their producers,” while consumers could attach any
one of a number of sentimental or nostalgic meanings (Leuthold 35).
This birthed a distinct art tourism, like the Picturesque Tour yet more
“authentic” due to its Indigenous production, that relied on the new art
economies. The circulation of aesthetic objects accommodated a large
number of tourists at a distance that required little of the tourist except
interpretation, or reading. (This extends art tourism to Indigenous
literatures, too.) Kristin K. Potter describes this kind of reading as “an
essentially private act, [so] readers [are able to] remain secure, innocent,
unimplicated, and unburdened” (44). In the case of Native cultures, art
tourism works on both a spatial and a temporal axis, creating a historical
and geographical distance that conjures “both difference and desire” for
the exotic other (44). In this, the art object satisfies its own promise.
Gerald Vizenor understands that the indian has from the beginning
been “an aesthetic sacrifice, an absence of natives that has become a
perverse presence of the other, . . . and that absence is a commodity”
(Fugitive 27).6 Art souvenirs sentimentalize Native absence, making
kitsch from colonial violence and oppression.

Cosmoprimitive: Transforming the
Vanishing Aesthetic
This aesthetic economy has put Native artists, long confined by art
genres and markets, in an opportune but risky position. By pilfering a
trove of settler tropes and narratives about them, they have repurposed
their own image to call attention to the conditions that threaten their
communities. Increasingly since the 1980s, Native artists have revealed
themselves in the popular US imagination. Native art cultures value
transformation greatly; in fact, art’s power “to transform everyday reality into a more essential psychic or spiritual reality lies at the heart” of its
significance (Leuthold 191). In other words, the life of art depends upon
its visionary potential.
The cosmoprimitive aesthetic mediated symbolic and political reality
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through a subset of strategies. King, Chuculate, Erdrich, and Vizenor
articulate this through visual sovereignty, an aesthetic-political relationship that reasserts Indigenous ecological relations and restores Native
aesthetic presence. They also implicate the viewer as tourist through
literary apostrophe and other techniques that infuse ethnography with
dramatic irony. The first of these strategies articulates visionary landscapes that express subaltern presence. The visionary potential of landscape springs partly from its iconic absence and ironic presence in
modern Native art. Land rights prove central to the projects of fictional
famous artists like Dogroy Beaulieu, whose grave houses and burial
shrouds tease tragic vanishing Indian stories—he even jokes about
the “Indian” as one of his “revenant creatures” to underscore his point
(Vizenor, Shrouds 5). In Truth and Bright Water, young Blackfoot narrator Tecumseh helps Monroe Swimmer reimagine a prairie stitched with
railroad imperialism. He and Monroe create a visionary landscape by
staking iron-wire buffalo with railroad spikes, transforming the expansion and imperialism of the railway into a resurrection of Indigenous
life. Marta Dvorák recognizes the relationship between the art world
and the land in the hands of a Native artist: she writes that the character
of Monroe Swimmer “takes art out of museums and into nature, also
reversing the traditional mimetic paradigm in which art imitates nature.
Monroe in effect has art teaching nature” (227). Nearby, tribal leader
Franklin uses farmed buffalo in his tourist powwow at Indian Days,
allowing tourists to chase them on motorcycles and shoot them with
paintball guns, but this only reproduces colonial fantasies about what
buffalo are and what they mean. Monroe’s iron buffalo instead have
sovereign presence, a rhetorical–aesthetic power to realign relational
meaning. They are as magic as the painter’s brush, though not alive:
Monroe has finished setting up the last of the buffalo. “What do you
think?”
They’re all facing the river. Off to one side, Monroe has staked a small
buffalo by itself, away from the rest, looking back towards the church.
“Is that supposed to be a baby?”
“Magic,” says Monroe. “If you want the herds to return, you have to
understand magic.”
“Where’s the mother?”
“Realism will only take you so far.” He walks over and shakes the baby
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buffalo to make sure it’s firmly anchored. “Every so often, a calf will get lost
or separated from the herd.”
“We’ve got a real herd of buffalo over in Bright Water.” (King 198)

The iron calf expresses a reality beyond realism, which depicts its
subject according to the mind’s eye, not to its imaginative potential.
Monroe uses the moment to teach Tecumseh about representation and
the efficacy of art: accuracy is important, but absolute historical truth is a
dangerous Eurowestern fantasy that lends colonial discourse (including
Picturesque landscapes and ethnography) its rhetorical power. Revision
is not enough; another ingredient is needed to transcend extinction.
Erdrich interrogates the history of art, too: Irene America not only
marries a famous Indian artist but also works toward a doctorate, writing
her dissertation on “nineteenth-century painter of Native Americana
George Catlin” (7). Irene’s understanding of history, however, might
be problematic. She reminds us that “history is two things, after all. To
have meaning, history must consist of both occurrence and narrative”
(106). Her words are somewhat startling in the context of the novel with
regard to Catlin’s work and that of her husband: they function as a kind
of warning to Gil, who has made a career representing her.
Aesthetic acts have magical access to “extinct” creatures, where
Eurowestern ideology can only offer a sympathetic historical footnote
to document their passing. Monroe believes he can unvanish buffalo in
a kind of aesthetic decolonization. The buffalo is a fourfold Indigenous
proxy: it functions in the text as a regional symbol for the Blackfeet,
as well as an ironic pan-Indian emblem of spiritual power and
disappearance; it recalls the use of Indians and animals as decorative
elements in Picturesque representation; and the analogy extends
through to contemporary Native arts cultures, too, which after the
decimation of Eurowestern colonization remain intact—though often
farmed, reproduced, commodified against their will. Separated from
their place(s), they are victims; but reimagined with their presence on
the land restored, their generalization, “flattening,” and abuse might be
changed. Transformation here is spiritual, cosmological, geographical.
Appropriate relations are restored.
Native artists render aesthetic-political presence as a means of
imagining and creating real-world political presence. Throughout the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Indian art markets functioned
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as a “framework of reception for non-natives [to consider] indigenous
peoples as apolitical selves” (Leuthold 32). Indigenous people instead
prefer to be understood as sovereign individuals, as active political
agents. When Gil paints Irene’s body into a postmassacre field at
Wounded Knee, her face staring back at the viewer, he is engaging in
political discourse. Yet the critics easily convert it into tragedy. This
is the burden of the famous Indian artist: he is forever recategorized
under aesthetics that offer Natives no presence as political agents in
the modern world—precisely what Oscar Howe challenged in 1958.
Monroe Swimmer attempts this very thing when he paints Indians back
into landscape paintings not as decoration but as aesthetic actors. He
undermines colonial authority over Native and land, just as when he
paints the local Christian church in photorealistic grass, stone, and sky,
erasing it from the landscape. Monotheistic religion, which attempts to
contain nature, is superseded and absorbed by its environment.
Postmodern celebrity artists further resist the aesthetic imperialism
of Eurowestern artists and institutions to which their forebears often
succumbed. They seek to restore Native aesthetic presence in a contemporary world, which means, in part, merging the artificially divided
spaces of modernity and “prehistory,” where the modern and the Indian
live: “The Indian and the modern artist are seen through (indeed constructed by) the metaphor of ‘two worlds’ rather than understood as
common inhabitants of a shared modernity. At best, Indians are seen
as interlopers in the modern world; they remain the objects rather than
the subjects of modernity” (Anthes xvi). Postmodern artists express
presence not only within genres as legitimate subjects of art but also
by deploying modes and conventions previously disallowed them as
authors of art. Early in his career, one of Jordan Coolwater’s sculptures,
When Death Went Riding (Chuculate’s riff on James Earle Fraser’s iconic
End of the Trail plaster of a defeated Indian horse and rider), nets him
his first newspaper review: the critic writes that the bronze “is charged
with an almost unbearable sense of foreboding and gloom. At thirty-three,
Mr. Coolwater is already a master draftsman with a flair for both the
tragic and dramatic. It is painfully obvious he won’t live long” (135). An
error in the final line, where the copyeditor replaced “the rider” with
“he,” teases the fantasy of Coolwater’s pastness as an Indian artist; it also
teases Fraser’s infamous sculpture, both in its sentimental nostalgia and
how it has been canonized since its completion in 1915.
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George Catlin “happened to hit the [right] moment,” when official
nineteenth-century legislative and military campaigns aimed for
Native erasure under a rising modernist ideology. Jordan Coolwater
and the best twentieth-century Indian artists, however, were trying to
create a new moment. Gil mocks colonial aesthetics and its reliance on
Indigenous disappearance when he explains that “Catlin happened to
hit the moment[:] One year his subjects were alive, the next year they
were dead. The moment can happen to any artist and his art becomes
important regardless of his skill. . . . I haven’t hit a moment, I don’t think.
In fact, the times are against me. Indians have fallen out of fashion
again” in the twenty-first century (Erdrich 124–25). Monroe Swimmer
similarly jokes with Tecumseh when he tells him to “take a picture” and
call it “‘Famous Indian artist attends Indian Days on the reserve.’ You
can sell it for a ton of money after I’m dead,” Monroe says (King 218).
“The moment” arrives as the horizon of Indigenous extinction.
Chuculate riffs on this trope of the vanishing Indian artist in Cheyenne Madonna, too. Jordan Coolwater follows in the footsteps of his
uncle Johnson L. Freebird, who markets himself as “Crazy Horse” on
business cards and other advertisements (Chuculate 54). Johnson, a selfdescribed “famous Indian Artist,” repeatedly (and drunkenly) asks his
nephew to name the most famous of all, and Jordan always answers,
“Jerome Tiger,” much to his uncle’s chagrin (46). Johnson has no qualms
about styling himself after a famous vanished Indian or about working
in the sorts of stereotypes Jordan will later be disgusted with: “[T]he
quick drawings had all looked stunning at the time and held such promise, then seemed absurd the next day. [Jordan] couldn’t bring himself to
draw another Indian on a galloping horse plunging a spear into a buffalo’s hump, or sitting cross-legged on a blanket stoically smoking a peace
pipe or blowing on a goddamned flute” (140). Like most of Jordan’s family, his uncle later dies after being assaulted and robbed in his Tulsa studio. Jordan achieves the feat of becoming a “famous regional Indian artist”; at least, he is able to buy himself a new car with gold rims and a red
neon vanity license plate that reads “RED RACE” (57, 122). He ultimately
diverges from the Trail of Tears genre and the vanishing aesthetic that
pigeonholed Johnson Freebird. In Jordan’s final sculpture of his wife and
their child, the Native figure does not turn from but rather toward the
viewer, implicating the spectator in all modernity’s ethical dilemmas.
Visual apostrophe works as temporal disturbance, too, in the cosmo-
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primitive aesthetic. Native figures address their audiences in paintings
and sculptures rather than turning away the face, as in the Trail of Tears
motif—this expresses Native presence in the world of the viewer or
tourist as opposed to the fantasy space that is the “history” of the image.
The moment of Jordan’s aesthetic change occurs during the final story,
“Cheyenne Madonna,” as he draws sketches for a portrait in the hospital
while waiting for his wife, Lisa, to give birth to their son, Levi: “[Jordan]
gave the baby [on the woman’s back] his own features at that age and
made him face the viewer. Then he erased and gave the baby a startled
expression and made him point at the viewer. . . . He called it Enemy!”
(Chuculate 136). Jordan’s sketch is a self-indictment, a recognition of his
expected failure as a father and his catering to tragic representations of
their people. It is also a mark of self-loathing that leads Jordan back to
alcoholism after Levi dies during delivery, causing a separation from
Lisa. But the sketch also constitutes an act of recovery that expresses
aesthetic presence. Readers may imagine the way that audiences would
later receive the painting. They may feel discomfort, because the child
implicates them as imperial enemy. When at last Jordan vows to make
his greatest piece—“and it wouldn’t be for a collector, museum, or gallery” (143)—he teases the kitschy tourist-art aesthetic he had always
mocked. Yet he paints Lisa and Levi into a Trail of Tears–style portrait,
replete with wind “so everything had a left-to-right swoop: her hair, her
earring, the blanket, the little feather in Levi’s hair. He penciled in a teardrop in the corner of Lisa’s eye; it too was streaked with motion” (143).
He cannot escape his people’s history, so he does what he’s been advised
by the gallery director at Land of the Brave in Tulsa: “Put a feather on
it!” (140). The historical Jerome Tiger’s signature, too, famously featured
a feather. When in Shadow Tag Gil deploys this strategy, painting his
wife as a corpse on the field of Wounded Knee, he plays on generalizations of Indian history. (Irene is Ojibwe, not Lakota.) Yet this method
uses the medium of the Indigenous body for inscribing Native cultural
paradigms. It invokes a sense of visual and embodied sovereignty as it
“commingl[es] various forms of complexly and richly imagined sovereignties together” (Erdrich 165). This marks a Native presence beyond
the popular narratives of their disappearance. The depiction of his wife’s
face creates a conceptual dissonance between real Native and imagined
Indian that highlights other aesthetic and political dissonances. She is
a “revenant creature,” an unvanished (or restored) Indigenous woman.
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These acts of restoration highlight the way Native artists have been
excluded from but learn to transcend Eurowestern ways of imagining
and representing Indigenous people. Gil begins his career painting landscapes, “reservation scenes that reminded people of Hopper. He’d been
called a Native Edward Hopper—irritating. He hadn’t gone to art school,
but he’d read, and painted, and painted, and observed” (Erdrich 8–9).
Gil resents the comparison, and he makes sure to differentiate his brand
of “observation” from Hopper’s, an American painter known for his
voyeuristic eye. Later, Gil starts the second stage of his career, his ironic
Irene America portrait series. Monroe Swimmer similarly moves from
restoring landscapes to painting the land itself, wiping colonial presence from the prairie. He brags, “All the museums wanted me. Famous
Indian artist. The man who could restore anything!” (King 251). He puts
this “magic” touch to use in decolonizing Eurowestern art forms, from
Picturesque landscapes to abstract installation. Monroe’s problem with
his early work is not that, as he says, “[n]ineteenth-century landscapes
were my specialty” (129); rather, his landscapes weren’t transformative
enough, since he followed every convention of the genre. Sure, he “made
a bunch of money. Problem was, [he] was lousy. Stinko. Reactionary.
Predictable” (129). He tells Tecumseh, who has never seen an American
landscape painting, “They all look alike. Craggy mountains, foreboding trees, sublime valleys with wild rivers running through them” (129).
In Cheyenne Madonna, Jordan starts by painting “landscapes and portraits at the art school and sold a few here and there in gift shops around
Albuquerque” (Chuculate 81). Landscapes sell, but they tell the same,
tired story of Eurowestern cultural dominance and progress. When Jordan sculpts his last apostrophic portraits, they are a more direct version
of the classic Catlin portrait, meant to preserve the Indian.
These fictional artists channel an impulse to restore Indigenous aesthetic presence—voices, bodies, and gaze. In Truth and Bright Water,
Monroe steals remains of Native children from museums around
the world, repatriating them to a place near the Bright Water reserve.
Thomas King alludes to Kennewick Man and the controversy surrounding the Native American Graves Repatriation Act (NAGPRA, 1990), but
there’s an underlying argument for restored aesthetic presence, especially in conversation with works like Artifact Piece. Remove Indigenous
remains and art from museum repositories, where they are forgotten
objects: Monroe explains that “[a]nthropologists and archaeologists
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dig the kids up, clean them off, and stick them in drawers. Every ten
years or so, some bright graduate student opens the drawer, takes a look,
writes a paper, and shuts the drawer. . . . So I rescued them” (King 250–
51). This move is aesthetically consistent with his restoration of Indians
into nineteenth-century landscape paintings.
Dogroy’s “cosmoprimitive” is only one way to read contemporary
Native art and literary production that interrogates a history of aesthetic
encounters between the Indigenous and non-Indigenous. Native artists
in the early twentieth century embodied “a uniquely Native American
modernist consciousness [that explored] what it means to be a modern,
to experience modernity, and to deliberately make oneself an agent and
subject of modernity and not just modernity’s passive object” (Anthes
xviii). The features of an unvanishing aesthetic in Native arts and literatures were born out of just such a consciousness. Moreover, literature
serves as a prime medium for the transmediation of Native visualities,
given its own history in relationship to the narratives of the vanishing
Indian. The authors who bring these famous Indian artists to life on the
page remain actively engaged in questioning the tragedy and nostalgia
that continue to shape neocolonial representations of Native people.
The celebrity artist offers them an opportunity to imagine new aesthetic
futures by restoring multidimensional images from the empty Indian.
Each answers the question Irene asks while considering Gil’s paintings
of her: “The image is not the person . . . or even the shadow of a person.
So how can a person be harmed by the depiction, even appropriation, of
something as intangible as one’s image?” (Erdrich 31). As part of a contemporary wave of Native artists, authors, musicians, and activists, these
literary texts also pose answers about how Indigenous people might
transform and reimagine themselves beyond such shadows still cast in
the current century.
Joshua Miner is an assistant professor of film and media studies at the University of Kansas, where he specializes in Indigenous transmedia studies and visual
aesthetics. His current research explores how tactical practices across emerging cinema and other digital narrative forms help generate new protocols for Indigenous
media sovereignty.
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Notes
1. My use of the term “Eurowestern” as opposed to “Western” follows Cherokee
scholar Daniel Justice’s usage. He argues that “Eurowestern . . . acknowledges a
number of shared cultural and political values held by colonizers of those European
nation-states that are widely understood as ‘Western’” (xvi). This also decenters the
unquestioned assumption that the “West” is necessarily culturally European.
2. In The Language of New Media Lev Manovich borrows from Bolter and Grusin’s
Remediation to describe how all media work by “translating, refashioning, and reforming other media, both on the levels of content and form” (95).
3. Basketweaver Louisa Keyser (Washoe) and potters Nampeyo (Hopi-Tewa) and
Maria Martinez (San Ildefonso) were among the first celebrity American Indian artists in the late 1800s.
4. Jerome Tiger drew and painted dozens of pieces that mimicked the composition of Curtis’s photograph, some of them virtually identical: Untitled (Trail of Tears)
(1967), Their Last Walk (1966), Cold, Cold Journey (1967), Warriors Return (1965),
First Light (1966), Ride the Last Sunset (1966), Untitled (1965), The Hunting Party
(1966), Lost Warrior (1966), Untitled (Riders) (1967) (Tiger xvi, 9, 69, 76, 96, 127, 133,
146, 153, 155, 160).
5. A group of tourist-artists that included Irving Couse, Bert G. Phillips, J. H.
Sharp, Ernest Blumenschein, W. Herbert Dunton, and Oscar Berninghaus established
the Taos Society of Artists, an artists’ colony that revolved around annual tours. D. H.
Lawrence, Georgia O’Keefe, and Ansel Adams even toured and worked in Taos. Some
painters settled in Taos for longer periods in order to observe Native communities,
like Olaf Carl Seltzer, Walter Ufer, and, most notably, Charles M. Russell.
6. Vizenor uses indian to refer to the cultural symbol or stereotypical figure in
Eurowestern narratives to differentiate it from any living people or culture.
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Book Reviews
Mark Clatterbuck, editor. Crow Jesus: Personal Stories of Native
Religious Belonging. U of Oklahoma P, 2017. ISBN: 978-0-8061-5587-6.
262 pp.
Rachel Luckenbill, Southeastern University
In Indigenous studies, Christianity is often singularly interpreted as the
religion of the colonizer, antagonistic to Native culture and people. In
very recent years, contemporary scholars (like those featured in Mixed
Blessings: Indigenous Encounters with Christianity in Canada, edited by
Tolly Bradford and Chelsea Horton) have begun to reconsider Indigenous
expressions of Christianity in both Canada and the United States,
acknowledging that many Native American and First Nations people have
embraced the religion alongside traditional cultures. In Crow Jesus: Personal
Stories of Native Religious Belonging, editor and religion professor Mark
Clatterbuck joins this conversation. He presents a series of interviews with
residents of the Crow reservation in Montana who practice Christianity
while maintaining their distinct Crow identities. Clatterbuck’s description
of the book is apt: “an unapologetically complicated and intimate portrait
of contemporary Native Christian faith” (40).
According to Jace Weaver’s foreword, Clatterbuck fills a gap in scholarship, since “almost nothing has dealt with the voices, beliefs, and practices of Native American Christians on the ground” (xii). Clatterbuck
acknowledges academic interest in present-day Native American religions, but he notes a dearth of studies featuring “the voices of Native
people themselves” (29). Most book-length studies of Christianity in
Native communities focus on the past, and some collections feature
essays by well-known Indigenous authors commenting on the Bible or
religious experience. Ogallala Sioux theologian Richard Twiss comes
close to presenting a collection of interviews in chapter 3 of Rescuing
the Gospel from the Cowboys. Twiss records multiple Native conversion
narratives, but he retells most of them in his own words. Clatterbuck’s
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Crow Jesus is contemporary, features Native people outside the academy,
and presents the interviews themselves with little editorial intervention.
The central argument of Clatterbuck’s collection is that rather than
being controlled by the colonizer’s religion, contemporary Crows who
practice some form of Christianity do so in an Indigenous way. In the
introduction, he writes that they have “succeeded in conquering the
religious assumptions of the tribe’s colonizers and rewritten the rules
of religious identity” (15). He calls for significant change in the way
both scholars and missionaries understand religious activity, redefining
Crow Christianity not as a missionary religion but as a belief system
“set firmly on Native terms” (39). In fact, Clatterbuck asserts that the
term “Christian” itself is inadequate to describe the spiritual practices of
Crows who attend church. He prefers the term “ceremonial belonging,”
which “emphasizes ritual practice, the experience of the community, and
the possibility—even likelihood—of multiple traditional alignments”
(15). The interviews in this collection offer numerous examples of this
“indigenous fluidity across religious boundaries” (11). For example, a
follower of the Peyote Way talks about actively serving his Pentecostal
church (chapter 13), a Sun Dancer celebrates how this traditional
ceremony strengthens his Catholic faith (chapter 2), and a Baptist
minister describes burning cedar to purify himself before Communion
(chapter 9).
While much of this review focuses on Clatterbuck’s role as editor,
the interviewees are the true stars of Crow Jesus. Organized into distinct
parts, the Native voices featured in Crow Jesus are unapologetic, ardent,
and intimate. The individuals reveal personal struggles and triumphs,
acknowledge the complexity of interreligious experience, record family
histories, link political activism and faith, describe miracles, defend and
critique their own communities, celebrate cultural identity, and more.
In the first three parts, individuals who attend Catholic, Pentecostal, or
Baptist services explore allegiances that are simultaneously interdenominational and interreligious. Part 4, “Peyote and Christ,” continues the
theme of interdenominational belonging through interviews with followers of the Peyote Way who offer rare intimate accounts of practices
within the Native American Church. Part 5, “Healing Hymns,” functions
as a minidocumentary of the Crow Hymns Ministry and features sheet
music for two sacred songs. The first five parts are rich with personal
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portraits of spiritual complexity and offer a multilayered documentary
record of Crow religious practices in the twenty-first century.
The final part, “Missionary Voices,” features interviews with three
white clergymen active on the reservation. Clatterbuck carefully frames
their presence in the collection, but after immersion in first-person
Crow narratives, readers may find the voices of these clergymen in
some ways jarring. Their inclusion appropriately acknowledges both the
strong influence of white Christians on the Crow reservation and the
Crow influence on these clergy. However, some of the statements made
by the white ministers are troubling and feel sharply juxtaposed with
the Native voices in the text even when those voices sometimes reject
traditional ways.
Clatterbuck’s own voice is the only other non-Indigenous one featured in the collection, and it is evidenced through multiple layers of
framing comments. Besides the book’s introduction and conclusion,
each chapter opens with its own brief introduction, and each interview
is preceded by biographical remarks. This structure results in unnecessary repetition and certainly reminds readers that they have access to
the interviews only because a researcher made distinct choices about
whom to talk to, what questions to ask, and what context to offer. Even
so, Clatterbuck’s decisions have a strong sense of ethics. He successfully
avoids the heavy-handedness of many other non-Indigenous researchers who pass judgment on or fail to foreground the words of Native people. He anchors his research in relationship, having spent at least eight
summers gathering interviews and participant observations on the reservation (xv). He incorporates a diverse sampling of voices, male and
female, from multiple denominations and Crow traditions, without
judging any of them. He acknowledges the dignity of each perspective, a
rare practice in an academic climate that often dismisses Native Christian voices for giving into assimilation or betraying traditional culture.
Clatterbuck accomplishes this in part by deliberately omitting “voices
antagonistic to Christianity,” since existing scholarship affords ample
access to them (33). Finally, he lends validity and authority to nonacademic voices, giving readers access to perspectives not often represented in academic resources. This is especially significant in an Indigenous context where age, experience, and cultural knowledge have more
weight than degrees.
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While Clatterbuck does provide extensive framing comments, he
foregrounds the voices of Native people by attempting to remove any
evidence of himself from the interview transcripts. For each interview,
he posed most if not all of his questions at one time, allowing the interviewee to answer in narrative form (31). Clatterbuck does provide helpful topical headings within the interviews, but he otherwise omits his
own voice from their transcripts. He succeeds in allowing interviewees
to freely tell their own stories while contextualizing them within larger
historical and theological narratives about the presence of Christianity
on the Crow reservation. Colloquial phrases and dialect intact, Clatterbuck’s interviewees take center stage, giving voice to their own complex
multilayered religious longings and belongings.
Crow Jesus makes significant contributions to Indigenous studies,
religious studies, and history. Clatterbuck’s newest book serves as a
model for allowing the voices of Native people to shape scholarly understandings of cross-cultural and interreligious experience. Simultaneously, he has created a tribute to the contemporary Crow reservation,
a place and a people who might easily be oversimplified by outsiders
who see its many churches, its thirty-three-foot cross, and its billboard
declaring, “Jesus Christ is Lord of the Crow Nation” (3–4). Clatterbuck
makes space for Crow people to voice the complexity and depth of their
cultural identities and “ceremonial belongings.”
Rachel Luckenbill is assistant professor of English at Southeastern University.
She teaches courses in Native American literature, African American literature,
women’s literature, and composition.

Eddy Weetaltuk. From the Tundra to the Trenches. Edited by Thibault
Martin. U of Manitoba P, 2016. ISBN: 978-0-88755-822-1. 210 pp.
James Ruppert, University of Alaska–Fairbanks
Eddy Weetaltuk’s book is the fourth in a series, First Voices, First Texts,
from the University of Manitoba Press. Its very publication is an interesting story, because the manuscript was lost in the Canadian Museum
of History for twenty-six years. After it resurfaced, Weetaltuk worked
with Thibault Martin to revise the manuscript that he started in 1974.
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This collaboration is fully documented in the book, and the book was
finished in 2005, when Weetaltuk died. Unfortunately, it then languished until it was picked up by the University of Manitoba Press.
Weetaltuk wanted this book to illustrate to Inuit youth that they had
the freedom to become anything they wanted. He recounts his satisfying experiences with the religious school at Fort George. He stayed
there after his schooling, learning French and agriculture. Tired of the
hard living in the North, he wanted to experience the world at large, so
he headed south. Under the impression that the Canadian government
prohibited the Inuit from leaving the Arctic, he changed his name and
joined the Canadian armed forces, in which he served for sixteen years.
The majority of the book details his experiences in the Korean War,
Japan, and Germany. His description of the war years reveals the terror
under fire that his mortar team experienced, as well as the wild drinking
and whoring. He documents his loves, his mistakes, and his fascination
with foreign languages.
Weetaltuk eventually returned to the North, but his childhood memories and his resettlement in the Arctic seem like bookends to what he
perceives as the adventure of his life. He does not dwell on cultural differences or attitudes of the Canadian South. His narrative presents an
individual who has moved through remarkable historical and cultural
contrast, but with little reflection on these larger movements. For example, he can comment on the difficult situation of Korean and Japanese
women who must give themselves to GIs, yet he always has a nameless
intimate lover whose life we never see.
The book includes twenty-five charming drawings that illustrate
moments in his life. It concludes with a sociological account of aboriginal participation in Canadian Wars by Thibault Martin. Weetaltuk’s life
story certainly differs from many of the better-known autobiographical
accounts by Canadian Inuit and so complements this growing body of
literature, but the flavor of the book is that of a sociological case study.
James Ruppert is professor of English and Alaska Native studies at the University of Alaska–Fairbanks. His work explores the complex interface between Native
American literature and mainstream American literature.
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Joseph Bruchac. Chenoo: A Novel. U of Oklahoma P, 2016. ISBN:
978-0-8061-5207-3. x + 209 pp.
Carrie Louise Sheffield, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
In Chenoo, Joseph Bruchac once again illustrates his ability to create
worlds and characters that draw readers in and make them want to stay
well past the last page. At the heart of the novel is the story of the Chenoo,
or Wendigo, a monster that is greed personified. In the traditional
Abenaki narratives that Bruchac’s protagonist, Jacob Neptune, tells us,
the Chenoo are former humans whose insatiable hunger and greed have
turned them into cannibals with hearts of ice. In the modern world, the
Chenoo is just as greedy, but cannibalism is now a metaphor for the
consumption of resources, land, and identities. Like the traditional tales
that shape Neptune’s life, Chenoo is a lesson about the ways greed can
extinguish our very humanity.
As the novel opens, we follow Jacob through a dream as he is being
chased by an unseen horror—in fact, it is not Jacob who is being chased
but a woman he has to help find later in the narrative. Neptune is
abruptly awoken from this opening dream by a phone call from his best
friend, Dennis, who asks him to solve two grisly murders at the Children of the Mountain activist camp. As the novel progresses, we learn
that he is “mteowlin [a person who] knows how to see . . . power, sense
it. Call helpers. Find things” (179), and his dreams are a product of that
power. His mteowlin abilities, along with his Special Forces training and
keen observation skills, make Jacob Neptune a formidable opponent
against the greed that would devour his people and their land.
Reminiscent of the recent Idle No More movement, the Children of
the Mountain have taken over a recently closed state park in both an
assertion of tribal sovereignty and a play for federal recognition. Just
as the members of AIM who retook Alcatraz cited the Treaty of Fort
Laramie, the Children of the Mountain, a Penacook activist group, cite
the federal Nonintercourse Act as evidence of their right to the land.
This act, Bruchac explains, “forbade the states or private individuals to
buy or take Indian land” (157). And sadly, just like AIM, the Children
of the Mountain are met with a news blackout that prevents the rest of
the country from knowing what’s really happening and are harassed
by state and federal authorities. Further complicating the investigation
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are the factions the Penacook are split into: those in favor of casino and
land development, those who support sovereignty, and the people fighting to get their candidate chosen as the new chief. The big problem for
Neptune and the reader is that we don’t always know who is allied with
which faction.
Bruchac masterfully addresses the motivations that drive each of the
factions and illustrates the problems and advantages that underlie each.
Casinos and land development have brought in significant revenue for
numerous tribes; this money can go to rebuilding community infrastructure, health care, education, and numerous other beneficial areas.
And while the outside land developers in Chenoo will clearly make the
most profit, the benefits to the Penacooks are clear, “like the Pequots
[using casino money and] building new homes for their people who
lived in shacks and rundown trailers before” (31). However, should the
casino, a “mini Lost Wages,” as Neptune calls it, and land development
be allowed in sacred areas? What is the spiritual cost of such constructs?
Are casinos the symbolic representation of greed or of progress? Furthermore, does the move to support sovereignty and recognition signal
a lust for power, or is it legitimate? The same could be asked of those
seeking a change in chieftaincy. Regardless, there are “so many players,
so many historical and hysterical ins and outs in our current case, that
feeling merely dizzy when considering the issues meant that one was in
relative equilibrium. Things were not in balance” (32). It’s a testament to
Bruchac’s skill that while Neptune feels out of balance, the reader does
not. While we may not know who, or what, the killer is until the end of
the novel, Bruchac doesn’t let us get lost along the way. He deftly weaves
the histories of Indigenous land claims and reassertions of sovereignty,
as well as traditional stories and beliefs, into the journey Neptune and
Dennis make to the Children of the Mountain encampment, as well as
their hunt for the killer.
At the same time that we are confronted with the separate factions
vying for power, Neptune’s mteowlin abilities and his retelling of
traditional stories such as “Gluskonba and the four wishes” (137)
encourage the reader to view the killer as a supranormal entity. While
traveling to the Children of the Mountain encampment, he and Dennis
spend a night in a small cave in the forest. Dennis is snoring almost
immediately, and Neptune is left to create one of his many lists as he
plots out potential trajectories he may encounter in the coming days.
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As soon as he is able to sleep, he is awoken by a Mohawk warrior, one
of the traditional enemies of the Penacook people. And this Mohawk
is really traditional; Neptune realizes he has woken in a different time
altogether and must fight this warrior to the death or physically die
in the real world. When Neptune wakes, Dennis accuses him of sleep
fighting around their campsite, but Neptune has the exact same injuries
in the waking world as he received in his dream.
The human suspects are just as “real,” so to speak. While the Children of the Mountain are able to quickly remove the first murder victim’s remains to a place off-site (his family agrees to say he was killed by
a bear), the second victim’s body is left out in the open at a police barricade, making it impossible for the Children of the Mountain to keep the
news of the murder from escaping. Was the body dragged into the open
in order to frame the Children of the Mountain? Was it placed there to
bring in more state and federal agents? Was it placed there to scare the
Children of the Mountain? It seems unlikely that a real Chenoo would
leave the remains of its victim in such an open site . . . or would it?
Throughout the novel, we get glimpses into Neptune’s life as a former Special Forces operative, a martial artist, and a recovering alcoholic, and these tantalizing pieces of his life make him all the more real
to the reader. He has a creaky bad knee that spasms at the worst times.
He tells us about his childhood mistakes and his first broken heart. He
drinks way too much coffee and makes way too many lists. While we
may not understand where his mteowlin abilities come from, they don’t
make him superhuman. The fact that he doesn’t call attention to them
any more than is necessary reinforces his humility and places him in
opposition to all that the Chenoo represents.
But what makes Jacob Neptune accessible is simple: he’s funny. For
example, as he heads to the airport to investigate the murders, he is followed by four men on Harleys who attack him in the airport parking lot
(we find out later that they are actually FBI agents). During the fight,
he doesn’t throw kicks or punches; instead, he tells us that he “stumbled
and fell sideways. Somehow my hand came up and grasped Pierre’s pipewielding arm and pulled him past me. He tumbled, open-mouthed, over
the railing, barely managing to break his fall with his teeth as he ate a
large chunk of asphalt from the parking lot” (19–20). His nonviolent
description of what is, in all honesty, a nasty fight is characteristic of who
he has become in the years since his time in the Special Forces. Not want-
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ing to kill his enemies, he is “a drunken monkey” playing his opponents
against themselves. Nearly every encounter in the novel follows the same
humorous vein. When he and Dennis are being followed by out-of-state
police who’ve been hired to harass the Children of the Mountain, the two
lead the cops and their Eastern European sidekick (who shoots himself in
the foot when Dennis and Neptune destroy their car) out to the middle of
the forest. When Neptune bemoans their lack of guns, Dennis gleefully
opens the back of his Jeep and reveals a small arsenal, which they use to
immobilize their pursuer’s vehicle. Of course, Neptune can’t resist poking
the bear a little more as he leaves a note for their “friends”: “I think that I
shall never see / A sniper hiding in a tree” (42).
In the introduction, Bruchac explains Indian humor and its
significance in the wake of, well, everything. He writes that “[t]hrough
laughter we are able to present, to interpret, and to control our destiny.
Many Native American jokes are like our traditional tales. They serve
two purposes. They amuse you, but they also make you think” (viii).
The two out-of-state cops whom Neptune and Dennis encounter in the
woods are, first of all, in gray suits. (Neptune names them Gray Suit One
and Gray Suit Two; I like to think of them as slightly more fit versions
of the generic insurance salesmen in those Progressive Insurance
commercials.) Who wears a suit to track someone in the woods? Guys
who have no idea what they’re doing, of course. When we encounter
them later in the book, this sentiment is only reinforced as they noisily
make their way through the forest and straight to the arms, and teeth,
of the killer. When Neptune finds the lone survivor, one of the Suits
named Greg, he once again duct tapes him and says, “If you’re very, very
quiet, maybe nothing will find you. Okay?” When Greg begs him not to
leave, Neptune quips, “It’s ok. . . . I’ll be bok!” in a bad Schwarzenegger
impression. But the joke is further turned on its head when Dennis
adds, “Or Mozart” (195). Bruchac sets up the final scenes with a triple
joke as Dennis and Neptune are on their way to fight whatever just
killed two other armed men and killed and gnawed upon two people
just days prior.
Gray Suit One and Gray Suit Two are reiterations of the off-duty cops
and militarized civilian security forces Native resistance movements
regularly encounter. These are the people who supported the GOONS at
Wounded Knee (122), who blockaded the Oka Reserve Treatment Center in 1990 (123), and who turned fire hoses and attack dogs on the water
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protectors at the Oceti Sakowin Camp in South Dakota in 2017. Rewriting these people into the butt of the joke isn’t just a joke; it works much
like the Wabanaki definition of Mohawk did throughout Wabanaki
history. Just before he recounts his dream fight with the Mohawk warrior, Neptune tells us that Iroquois is “from a Wabanaki word . . . which
means ‘the little animal that runs away.’ We also called them Maguak—
those afraid to fight us—and that became Mohawk” (72). The Mohawk
were not afraid to fight the Wabanaki; quite the opposite, really. But in
reshaping the terrifying into something humorous, the Wabanaki construct themselves as victors rather than victims. As the current discourse about gender identity illustrates, being able to construct our own
identities outside of those our detractors would give us is both strengthening and healing.
Throughout Chenoo, Bruchac interweaves traditional stories, popculture references, Indian humor, and Indigenous activism into a narrative that educates as much as it entertains.
In his introduction, Bruchac says he wants to tell more stories about
Jacob Neptune. I certainly hope he does.
Carrie Louise Sheffield is a senior lecturer in English at the University
of Tennessee, Knoxville. Her research and teaching focus on Indigenous and
American popular culture.

Daniel H. Wilson. The Clockwork Dynasty. Doubleday, 2017. ISBN:
978-0-3855-4178-7. 320 pp.
Jace Weaver, Institute of Native American Studies
Daniel Wilson’s publisher prefers to refer to his books as “technothrillers.” Author John Hodgman defines science fiction as works that
“portrays an extreme but non-magical extrapolation of actual trends
in society.”1 Judged by that definition, Wilson’s writing classifies as science fiction. His publisher’s hesitation, however, is understandable. Too
many people, both casual readers and literary scholars, look down their
noses at science fiction as pure genre fiction, mere pulp.
Yet there is an animal known as “literary science fiction,” sometimes
referred to as “hard science fiction.” Put simply, this is work that is better written, with more realistic and well-formed characters, and that
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is more ambitious in its exploration of important ideas. As critic Dan
Livingston writes, “Instead of just exploding spaceships and smartmouthed robots, they can contain wrenching emotions that look at what
it actually means to be human.”2 So-called serious writers who have at
least tried their hand at the genre include Margaret Atwood, Aldous
Huxley, and Cormac McCarthy. Yet it also includes authors who worked
more squarely and regularly in science fiction, including Octavia Butler,
Samuel R. Delany, Philip K. Dick, and Jack Vance.
Measured by Hodgman’s—or any other—definition, Wilson’s writing
is science fiction, albeit, in this instance, a steampunk example. And by
Livingston’s standard it is literary science fiction. Though not year forty,
Wilson is, in fact, a master of the craft, exhibiting influences as diverse
as Joseph Conrad to H. P. Lovecraft and Kurt Vonnegut. Best sellers
Robopocalypse and Robogenesis grapple with the advance of technology
and the implications for humanity in the face of it. Amped and Wilson’s
novella The Nostalgist deal with progress in medical implants and prostheses, taking up Livingston’s fundamental question of what it actually
means to be human. Wilson’s latest novel, The Clockwork Dynasty, forcefully raises the same issue. Unlike the first three novels by Wilson (a
Cherokee Nation citizen), which were set in contemporary Oklahoma
and had Native characters, The Clockwork Dynasty takes place in a very
different time and place.
In 1725 a father and daughter flee across the Eurasian Steppe. Yet
this couple is no ordinary parent and child. They are not biologically
related. In fact, there is nothing biological about them at all. They are
automatons taking flight from the Russian court after the death of Peter
the Great. Peter is crafted in the image of the late tsar. His companion,
Elena, is diminutive and childlike.
Automata are mechanical devices—simple robots—built to resemble
human beings and programmed to perform repetitive, predetermined
tasks, giving the illusion of being human. In Greek mythology,
Hephaestus, the blacksmith of the gods, created them, and Daedalus
used mercury to give these moving statues voices. According to Wilson,
Albert of Cologne (known as Albertus Magnus), the great medieval
philosopher and theologian, built an artificial man out of brass that
could talk, but his student Thomas Aquinas destroyed it with a hammer
“as an affront to God.” When told the story, one of the novel’s characters
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responds, “Good for him. . . . We are God’s creations. We cannot be
replicated.”
This is the crux of it for Wilson. How many human attributes can
a machine be given before it is “an affront to God,” before it violates
the imago dei? Consider the following passage, an exchange between
anthropologist June Stefanov and her translator concerning the “Old
Believers,” a religious order that searches out automata:
“. . . They believe our bodies are mansions for our souls, and
artifacts like these pose a valuable question.” . . .
“What question?” asks Oleg.
“If we built our own mansions, could God give them a soul?” (10)
The question is a theological one: Can the deity ensoul inanimate
objects created in our likeness?
Automata have a long history as creations for the amusement of royal
courts. Wilson’s conceit is that they were created in an ancient time by
persons lost to the memory of humanity. They can speak and are capable of learning. They possess self-consciousness and volition. The key,
locked in their chest, is their “anima,” for lack of a better term, the battery that literally animates them.
Wilson’s choice of the word “anima” is not haphazard. Anima is the
Latin term for “animating principle,” “spirit,” or “soul”—the translation
of the Greek psychē. The question is, “How many human attributes can
we bestow on our creations before they themselves may be considered
human?” In Jungian psychology, “anima” and “animus,” female and male
principles, represent a collective unconscious that transcends the individual psyche. They are the source of human creativity. Wilson’s automata possess elements of collective consciousness.
From my discussion to this point, it might seem that The Clockwork
Dynasty is a static novel of ideas. This does the book a grave disservice.
Though it deals with deep ideas, it is first and foremost a gripping thriller.
Wilson likes to employ multiple narrators. Here the narrative alternates between June, the anthropologist whose specialty is automata, and
Peter. Their lives become intertwined as together they must elude rogue
automata who seek to destroy others of their kind who will not side with
them in an ultimate struggle to supplant humans. As June and Peter get
closer to the source of this evil, Peter’s very anima is threatened.
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So human are Peter and Elena, in the truest sense of that word, that
June forgets that they are not, in fact, human beings. Such is Wilson’s
skill as both a storyteller and a writer that the reader does as well.
Jace Weaver is the Franklin Professor of Native American Studies and Religion,
director of the Institute of Native American Studies, and adjunct professor of law at
the University of Georgia.
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